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estimated, but in LMICs, this number is largely unknown, and in some cases, many 
children with ASD are not treated after identification of the problem. In these cases, 
both for the developed and LMICs, mobile technology can continuously monitor 
children with ASD. In this chapter, the authors describe the techniques of remote 
monitoring of the behavioral and milestone parameters development for children 
with ASD that care practitioners can use as an evidence-based tool to make the 
decision in the treatment process. Lastly, the authors describe the advantages and 
challenges of using the mHealth tools in the ASD treatment based on the NIH-funded 
successful completion project “mCARE” in Bangladesh.
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in ophthalmology is mostly focused on high-incidence illnesses such as diabetic 
retinopathy, glaucoma, age-related macular degeneration, and cataract. The chapter 
reviews research demonstrating AI enhancing medical diagnosis with a focus on 
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The epiretinal membrane (ERM) is an ocular pathology that can cause visual 
distortions. To prevent a loss of vision, symptomatic ERM needs to be removed before 
it can cause irreversible damage. In order to do this, the ERM needs to be located 
early, so that it can be peeled from the retina. This chapter explores an automatic 
methodology for ERM segmentation, as well as its intuitive visualization in the form 
of colour maps. To do this, visual features that are compatible with ERM presence 
are extracted from ophthalmologic images by using computer vision algorithms 
and deep learning models. This methodology achieved satisfactory results, reaching 
a dice coefficient of 0.826 and a Jaccard index of 0.714, contributing to highlight 
the applicability of deep learning models for the detection of pathological signs in 
medical images.
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Worldwide, cardiac arrhythmia disease has become one of the most frequent 
heart problems, leading to death in most cases. In fact, cardiologists use the 
electrocardiogram (ECG) to diagnose arrhythmia by analyzing the heartbeat signals 
and utilizing electrodes to detect variations in the heart rhythm if they show certain 
abnormalities. Indeed, heart attacks depend on the treatment speed received, and since 
its risk is increased by arrhythmias, in this chapter the authors create an automatic 
system that can detect cardiac arrhythmia by using deep learning algorithms. They 
propose a deep convolutional neural network (CNN) to automatically classify five 
types of arrhythmias then evaluate and test it on the MIT-BIH database. The authors 
obtained interesting results by creating five CNN models, testing, and comparing 
them to choose the best performing one, and then comparing it to some state-of-the-
art models. The authors use significant performance metrics to evaluate the models, 
including precision, recall, sensitivity, and F1 score.
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Survival analysis is one of the most important research topics in probability and 
statistics applications to health and medical data. Its implementation has caught 
the attention of a large community of researchers from several skills including data 
analysis, statistical modeling, data mining, data science, and artificial intelligence. 
Survivor function and death intensity allow the analyst to assess the dynamics of 
the proportion of deaths and the risk of death over time. This chapter proposes 
an approach to the analysis of interval-censored survival data based on plug-in 
estimation as well as tools to assess the predictive quality of these estimators. 
Graphical tests are provided to support the choice between health security policies 
with the objective of leading to low mortality. The intertwining of this method with 
artificial intelligence tools paves the way for both personalized, precise, and efficient 
medicine and automated, informed, and rapid decision-making in health security.
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COVID-19 caused by the SARS-CoV-2 virus has affected healthcare and people’s 
lifestyles worldwide since 2019. Among the available diagnostic tools, reverse 
transcription-polymerase chain reaction has proven highly accurate. However, the 
need for a specialized laboratory makes these tests expensive and time-consuming 
between sample collection and results. Currently, there are initial steps for the 
diagnosis of COVID-19 through chest x-ray images. Additionally, artificial intelligence 
techniques like deep learning (DL) help identify abnormalities. Inspired by the 
reported success of DL, this chapter presents an introduction to state-of-the-art DL-
based approaches applied to the detection of COVID-19 in chest x-ray images, which 
currently allows assessing disease severity. The results presented are obtained using 
well-known models and some novel networks designed for this task. In addition, the 
models were evaluated using the most used public datasets, applying preprocessing 
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techniques to improve detection results. Finally, this chapter shows some possible 
future research directions.
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The diagnosis and the study of the evolution of COVID-19 is crucial to tackle the 
challenge that this disease represents for healthcare services. Chest x-ray imaging 
allows us to visualize the pulmonary regions, where COVID-19 causes its main 
affectation. In order to reduce the risk of cross-contamination, a crucial aspect 
in the pandemic, portable chest x-ray devices are advantageous being easier to 
decontaminate in comparison with the fixed machinery, despite offering a lower image 
quality. Furthermore, the recent emergence of COVID-19 implies a data scarcity 
that must be tackled. In this chapter, the authors present the analysis of a strategy 
that generates novel synthetic portable chest x-ray images using the CycleGAN, an 
architecture for image translation that is trained with unpaired data. The novel set 
of images is then added to the original dataset, improving the performance of the 
classification model.
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Preface

Artificial intelligence (AI) has recently gained an unprecedent success in various 
fields, such as healthcare, aeronautics, autonomous driving, finance, agriculture, 
advertising, etc. AI is a revolutionary technology that has a direct impact on various 
aspects of our daily life ranging from human wellbeing management to economic 
development and healthcare. Today, technology is playing a critical role in introducing 
smart solutions in healthcare ecosystem. AI is one of the main techniques that are 
bringing new approaches and solutions to a variety of existing issues in healthcare. 
This book chapter is an attempt to present new advances in AI applications in 
healthcare especially disease diagnosis and treatment.

AI advances allow a rapid analysis of a big amount of patients’ data; therefore, 
many AI systems were implemented to detect, classify, and predict healthcare activities 
with good accuracy. Various medical data sources may be used to diagnose diseases, 
especially Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), Ultrasound scans, mammography, 
Computed Tomography (CT) scan, etc. The analysis of these data using AI algorithms 
allows to reduce the scans analysis duration, decrease the human errors, and save 
lives. Machine Learning (ML) algorithms permit diagnosing diseases such as 
Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD), Diabetic Retinopathy (DR), cardiac arrhythmia, 
COVID-19, tuberculosis, cancer, Alzheimer, hypertension, skin diseases, diabetes, 
stroke and cerebrovascular, and liver disease, etc. (Chen et al., 2019a; Kohlberger et 
al., 2019; Luo et al., 2019). Deep Learning (DL) algorithms have been extensively 
used to identify different cancerous tumors. AI with both machine and deep learning 
algorithms have proved their effectiveness in making earlier and correct diagnosis 
in ambiguous situations and giving treatment to patients and remarkable guidance 
to pharmaceutical companies in many diseases (Keenan et al., 2020).

In the following, we present some studies on disease diagnosis and treatment 
using machine and deep learning algorithms. Soundarya et al. (2020) proposed a 
method to diagnose the Alzheimer’s disease. They have implemented many ML 
and DL algorithms and their results show that DL algorithms give better accuracy. 
Aggarwal et al. (2020) analyzed the heart rate variability to predict diabetes disease. 
The authors used Artificial Neural Network (ANN) and Support Vector Machine 

xvi
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(SVM) for their models using 526 datasets for experiments; the testing phase shows a 
good accuracy. In an attempt to diagnose cardiac diseases, Haq et al. (2018) developed 
a machine learning model and they got promising results. Sathitratanacheewin et 
al. (Sathitratanacheewin et al., 2020) implemented a Convolutional Neural Network 
(CNN) model to diagnose tuberculosis. They used a chest X-ray dataset taken from 
many hospitals. Their CNN based approach showed good results in terms of the 
area under the curve, specificity, and sensitivity metrics. Rodrigues et al. (2020) 
proposed an IoT framework to diagnose melanoma, skin sores, and average nevi. 
They joined two models; a DenseNet201 and a k-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) classifier 
and made their experiments on the International Society for Bioluminescence and 
Chemiluminescence - International Standard Industrial Classification dataset. 
Koshimizu et al. (2020) implemented an ANN to measure the blood pressure. 
Khaled et al. (2018) implemented an ANN to diagnose the hepatitis virus. The 
authors utilized the information about histology and protein to feed their network. 
Zaar et al. (2020) carried out many AI algorithms to classify images of skin disease. 
The images were collected from the department of Dermatology at the Sahlgrenska 
University. All the proposed models were evaluated using various metrics such as 
accuracy, precision, sensitivity, specificity, recall, F1-score, and area under the curve.

The use of AI in healthcare is facing various challenges that need to be overcome 
such as the unavailability of data for some diseases, the high data dimensionality 
requiring an efficient algorithm for dimensionality reduction and features selection 
(Koshimizu et al., 2020), the generalization of AI models on multiple sites (Fukuda 
et al., 2019), and the validation of the proposed models in clinics in order to be 
approved by doctors (Huang et al., 2020).

This book is organized in eight chapters divided into three sections. The first section 
discusses some AI opportunities and challenges in healthcare. The second section 
provides some interesting research papers dealing with diagnosis and treatment of 
some common and widespread diseases using AI. Finally, the third section presents 
AI based techniques for COVID-19 diagnosis and treatment. A brief description of 
each chapter is given below:

Chapter 1 discusses ML opportunities, challenges in healthcare, and future trends. 
The chapter sheds light on the critical role that IoT plays in healthcare management. 
Healthcare Internet of Things (H-IoT) integrates devices such as GPS systems, heart 
rate tracking sensors, and communication systems into medical applications to make 
both clinical diagnosis and health monitoring.

Chapter 2 presents a mobile health application for monitoring the children with 
an ASD. The proposed mHealth application will help both doctors and nurses to 
assist patients with ASD by managing the behavioral development data, taking the 
optimal decisions and giving the appropriate treatment in complex situations, etc.

xvii
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Chapter 3 proposes an AI aiding medical diagnosis focusing on DR disease. The 
chapter makes an overview of the current foundation and the potential of AI for DR 
diagnosis. An AI based DR will help doctors and practitioners in this field to quickly 
interpret retina images and thus, decide about the following steps of treatment.

Chapter 4 presents a fully automatic framework using CNN to segment Epiretinal 
Membrane (ERM) in OCT scans. This framework takes the advantages of the power 
of computer vision techniques and DL algorithms especially CNN in making accurate 
objective detection of the visual features that characterize this disease.

Chapter 5 proposes a lightweight CNN to identify cardiac arrhythmia using 2D 
ECG images. The authors have transformed signals into images and used a 2D CNN 
to classify various types of heart arrhythmias. Detecting cardiac arrhythmias is a task 
that needs much time and careful analysis of ECG recordings by clinical experts. 
Automating this task will improve the performance of cardiologists’ diagnosis.

Chapter 6 provides an intelligibility of nonparametric survival analysis of health 
security policies evaluation for the analysis of COVID-19 pandemic data. This 
chapter explores a medical data application in probability and statistics to assess 
the dynamic death’s proportion and the risk of death over time. The author made 
experiments to support the choice of health security policies with a low mortality 
rate. The proposed application aims to make personalized, precise, efficient, and 
automated medicine for rapid decision-making in health security.

Chapter 7 proposes a deep learning algorithm to detect COVID-19 in X-Ray 
images. This chapter examines distinctive methods of AI and IoT to produce a 
healthcare application that detects COVID-19 in X-Ray images. This application 
will determine the risk factors for infection in order to make an early prediction of 
the following infected people.

Chapter 8 makes a generation of synthetic portable chest X-ray images for an 
automatic COVID-19 Screening. The authors developed a new methodology for the 
automatic COVID-19 screening using chest X-ray images captured with portable 
devices. This new methodology is expected to provide the expert clinicians with an 
automatic and efficient tool to reduce their workload during the worldwide pandemic.

The book AI Applications for Disease Diagnosis and Treatment is a reference 
in AI applications on healthcare, especially ML, DL, implementation of healthcare 
solutions, and soft computing. This book takes you on a journey into various 
healthcare applications using AI such as disease diagnosis and treatment, physical 
assistance, and trucking.

Rajae El Ouazzani
Moulay Ismail University of Meknes, Morocco

Mohammed Fattah
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ABSTRACT

Due to the increase in healthcare data provided by IoT, there is a need to use new methods 
for data analysis. Machine learning (ML) techniques promise solutions for many challenges 
facing the IoT-based healthcare services. MLs provide significant improvement in different IoT 
aspects related to storage size, computational power, and data transfer speeds. In addition, 
MLs provide a number of solutions for medical imaging, resources, medical data processing, 
detection, diagnosis, and prediction. Recently, many applications have appeared in the field 
of medicine and healthcare, which are closely related to the IoT. This chapter presents basic 
concepts related to the use of ML techniques, in addition to some algorithms used in the 
medical field and healthcare technology based on IoT devices and systems. Moreover, the 
chapter will discuss the ML opportunities and challenges in healthcare and future trends as 
well. The chapter gives the reader full perception of the possibility of using ML techniques 
in the medical and healthcare fields, with a systematic description of their applications.
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INTRODUCTION

IoT aims to allow objects/things to connect with each other at any place and time, 
with any network to do any service for anyone (Alnazir et al. 2021) and (elmustafa 
el at. 2021). IoT can be defined as a group of connected manageable sensors or 
actuators representing a part of infrastructure with the ability to connect with the other 
network devices and exchange collected data to achieve a specific function (Bruno 
et al. 2015). With the development of the IoT and entry in many areas, its use area 
has expanded to include many applications. IoT applications include; supply chain 
management, transportation, disaster alerting & recovery, and healthcare applications.

Nowadays, healthcare represents the most important aspect of people’s lives, so 
most countries strive to provide a strong and effective health care system. Technologies 
such as AI, and IoT, have entered the healthcare field, turning traditional healthcare 
into intelligent healthcare (Zeinab et al. 2017). IoT-based healthcare systems provide 
a promising solution for the inefficiencies in health infrastructure by generating a 
global network of smart connected devices (Stephanie et al. 2017). These devices 
enable the remote monitoring of the patients and continuously process the data and 
store it in the cloud to be ready when it is needed in additional processes

The world is witnessing an increase in the number of births on the one hand and 
the aging populations on the other hand, which has led to an increase in the number 
of patients with chronic diseases (Australian et al. 2014). This increasing causing a 
huge pressure on healthcare system. Moreover, population healthcare occupies large 
amount of the countries budgets. Effective solutions must be obtained to reduce 
pressure on health facilities and staff as well as increasing the quality of provided 
health services (Stephanie et al, 2017). Due to being, an important solution IoT 
interred into a number of healthcare applications domains. The IoT based Healthcare 
Network as shown in figure 1, enables healthcare devices to communicate with the 
IoT through gateways in the communication network and to send and exchange the 
healthcare information to the health smart decisions and cloud and data platforms 
for analytics and applications services. In general, IoT healthcare applications can 
be categorized into three scenarios as reviewed in the next subsections.
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Acute Disease Care

Acute diseases are defined as diseases that require intensive care, as three 
applications related to the IoT fall under them, namely, the detection and control 
of infectious diseases, telemedicine, and then the vital sign monitoring. IoT shows 
very promising results in making positive effect with cases that requires immediate 
actions such as in acute disease. Acute diseases can include broken bone, a heart 
attack, a respiratory infection, etc. In the cases that require emergency department 
inters, the blood pressure, body temperature, respiratory rate, heart rate and other 
measurements depending on the clinical settings, are monitored to determine the 
appropriate treatment and avoid deterioration of the patient’s condition such as in 
vital sign monitoring for the emergency department (Qi Lin et al. 2021).

Acute care telemedicine provides a remote medical intervention for patients 
who need urgent and emergency care (Qi Lin et al. 2021). IoT technology enables 
improved detection of infectious diseases and effective assistance in combating them, 
in addition helps to detect the disease’s sources and causes to facilitate controlling 
its infections. In general, the detection process is the first stage in the diagnosis to 
find out infectious diseases. Recently, IoT have entered strongly in the processes of 
early identification of infectious diseases and help in developing the possibilities of 

Figure 1. IoT based healthcare network
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isolation and treatment for patients, especially as was the case when the emerging 
coronavirus appeared. The IoT realizes the concept of building smart health systems, 
but it requires a large range of monitoring systems that are deployed in several regions 
around the world, which constitutes a great challenge. Mobile Health (mHealth) 
devices are used with connected diagnostic devices, adding effective capabilities that 
help in the optimal diagnosis, tracking and limiting of infectious diseases. However, 
these devices face a challenge in how to deploy them in to clinical care levels and 
infectious disease surveillance systems (Wood et al. 2019).

Chronic Disease Care

Chronic disease care include arthritis, Alzheimer’s disease high blood pressure, 
chronic kidney disease, diabetes, and heart failure. Chronic diseases are the medical 
conditions that require continuous medical attention and lasts at least a year. To 
continuously tracking chronic diseases patients’ health, the IoT healthcare system 
using wearables and other home equipment, which enable the physicians to apply 
the treatment process by analyzing the patient’s data. These wearables are known 
as remote health monitoring (RHM), which enables the electronic exchange of the 
health information between patients and therapist outside the boundaries of the 
ordinary health system.

The remote health monitoring system (RHMS) monitor the desired passion’s 
health parameter by the sensors, send the collected health data remotely and analyze 
it and based on the output the treatment will be offered. The system also can detect 
the sudden health conditions and send an alert for immediate intervention. RHMS 
works to provide health care using information technology and helps in monitoring 
and verifying patient’s health outside the traditional clinical environment (Qi Lin 
et al. 2021).

Self-Health Management

Self-health management that requires data sensing, data processing, and the use of 
wearable devices such as wrist-mounted, head-mounted, or wearable devices that allow 
information to be displayed. The most popular device for self-health management is 
the smartwatches that widely used for functions such as, exercise monitoring, sleep 
monitoring, step tracker, and workout reminder (Qi Lin et al. 2021).

The typical IoT- based healthcare system which represented by figure 2, mainly 
consist of the things that will be monitored, the communication network and cloud 
data platform. In Healthcare, medical things are the most important application 
area in IoT technology. The importance of using IoT technology in our daily lives 
becomes real due to the fact that today world became dynamic. The concept of IoT 
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is a technology that combines a number of tools with the exchange of information 
between them to provide convenient and advanced services to solving many human 
problems. One of the most important IoT technologies considered to be of great 
benefit is the Internet of medical things (IoMT) (Dragorad et al. 2017).

INTERNET OF MEDICAL THINGS (IOMT)

The IoMT is radically changes the way people communicate with each other and 
with the world around them (Minhee et al. 2018). The IoT concept utilizes the 
integration of digital communications with medical things in order to enable high 
healthcare quality outside the hospitals as shown in figure 3. Electronic systems have 
an important role to play in meeting the concept of IoT in healthcare. Recently, a 
number of modern electronic devices have been introduced that have helped improve 
the quality of people’s treatment in health institutions and increase their chances 
of survival from chronic and serious diseases (Assefa et al. 2018). Another benefit 
of IoT technology is to help assisting doctors in detecting and diagnosing health 
problems in patients in order to reach effective treatments.

Figure 2. IoT based healthcare system architecture
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Mobile health technology enables people to track their activities and assists in 
making medical measurements that help promote health safety and decision-making 
in chronic inflammatory conditions. The concept of this technology has become 
widely spread in homes, which helps to prepare medical reports and analyze health 
statistics for users (Rameswari et al. 2018). Remote access technology in health 
care helps to provide care to patients in accordance with their health status in their 
places. Such technology uses a number of programs and applications, such as the 
recently used like FaceTime and Skype, which play a major role in providing close 
follow-up of doctors to their patients. There is also the possibility to use screens or 
a camera at home or any other devices that enable remote monitoring of patients 
who are enrolled in a medical rehabilitation program (Minhee et al. 2018).

Electronic health records (HER) technologies provides many benefits to 
patients, and for doctors as well to review the patient’s information with intelligent 
record systems. Electronic health records enable physicians to share lab reports, 
thus enhancing the delivery of superior care with less frequent medical tests and 
examinations (Adeniyi et al. 2018). In addition, electronic records allow clinicians 
to log into their patients’ medical records easily to make decision about who patients 
are need to be assisted first and according to the responses in a long day by day.

Figure 3. Integration of medical things and internet
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Wearable systems help monitor the human body and measure vital signs such as 
heart rate and body temperature using monitors that are attached to the patient. The 
data is more robust and valuable due to continuous monitoring by these wearable 
systems rather than periodic sampling (Assefa et al. 2018). In addition, Many IoMT 
systems and products are changing businesses in many industries. Both patients and 
service providers can benefit from the IoMT, which is bringing a greater presence in 
healthcare. Hospitals use IoT to monitor the location of medical devices, personnel 
and patients (Hemantha et al. 2021).

The use of remote IoMT management system, managing a lifestyle related 
diseases and conditions, fitness programs, care at home, chronic diseases and care 
for the elderly are some of the important use cases (Rameswari et al. 2018). Other 
cases that include improving a patient’s compliance to treatment and medication 
in hospitals, clinics or in other care facilities. All these cases require that the IoMT 
systems must handle some issues such as data aggregation, storage, analytics, and 
visualization in addition to host user centric services (Hemantha et al. 2021). These 
issues require main features to operate and manage the IoMT systems; such features 
are intelligence using electronics and embedded systems, environmental sensing a 
complex environment, connectivity, complexity, and energy efficiency, security, 
and cloud solutions (Rameswari et al. 2018.

Intelligence

Software’s and hardware’s together add some kind of intelligence to makes a product 
experience smart. Algorithms with embedded computers should work together 
under one-operation concepts to achieve a degree of flexibility and compatibility 
with highly intellectual operational efficiency for internet of healthcare system. 
Such example is to distribute tasks computations between a smartphone and the 
cloud (Adeniyi et al. 2018).

Connectivity

The connectivity in IoMT defines the path to connecting a patients’ medical things 
information to their care team. Its focus is identifying the sources of electronics 
healthcare information then making it sharable with other healthcare devices 
through integration with healthcare assets and delivering it to the people who need 
it (Padmavathi et al. 2016). In addition, it describes how health care information 
will be connected to create integrated medical things one that provides a lifetime 
record of an individual’s health history. The connectivity should enables network 
accessibility and compatibility (Adeniyi et al. 2018).
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Environmental

Sensing technologies offer new paradigms that reflect a true awareness of the physical 
world and people as well. In other words, they are acts as inputs that represent the 
physical world and provide a realistic understanding of our complex world (Ali et 
al. 2021) and (Hemantha et al. 2021). It is possible to connect a number of devices 
such as smart phones and sensor systems, which work to build a healthcare core 
that provides access to health services and medical sciences. These devices help 
improve lives by enabling the convergence of wireless communication systems, 
sensor networks, and computing technologies with the medical field and health 
care (Redowan et al. 2018).

Energy and Power Efficiency

The most effective medical things in IoT for healthcare application, it is so difficult 
to create billions of medical things that all run on batteries (Hemantha et al. 2021). 
Energy harvesting, power efficiency, and charging infrastructure are necessary 
parts a power intelligent ecosystem that must be designed. Of course, many medical 
devices in IoT must be always on which need for greater energy efficiency (ali et al. 
2021). If the IoMT devices unable to operate with low power, which supplied by 
batteries, then the idea of being always working is not be possible.

Security Issues

With more benefits gained by IoMT, there are important issues that will affect the 
IoT medical systems, which they are safety and security. As both the creators and 
recipients of the IoT, it must design for security and safety. This includes the safety 
access to personal data and the security in storing or in processing of data. Securing 
the endpoints, the networks, and the data moving across all of it means creating a 
security paradigm that will scale (Redowan et al. 2018). The need for security today 
covered entities is pervasive and as health information transfers between consumer 
and enterprise devices, message level data encryption will become essential. When 
a communication established between a device system, the healthcare institutions’ 
agreements with vendors and cloud services providers to ensure that data traffic 
of the device and its software application is encrypted when communicating the 
institution’s private network and those of its outsourcing providers and any cloud 
systems (Padmavathi et al. 2016).
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Cloud Solutions

In IoMT, cloud solutions have three distinct issues; storage, analytics, and visualization. 
Cloud based medical data storage is a very important parameter in IoMT. Analytics 
that use the sensor data along with E-Health records that are becoming prevalent can 
help with diagnoses and prognoses for a number of health conditions and diseases 
(Lee et al. 2015). The visualization process is very important in such systems as 
it enables doctors to examine a huge number of data and information collected by 
wearable sensors. When designing such systems, long-term storage mechanisms 
must be upgraded to preserve medical information related to patients in order to 
assist physicians in diagnostic processes (Moeen et al. 2015) and (Adeniyi et al. 
2018). Clouds systems should provide many solutions in managing the dynamic 
nature of the health data, keeping the data of all patients secure and applying the 
right analytic technique to use the information most effectively (Adeniyi et al. 2018).

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE IN HEALTHCARE

In Medicine field, AI and IoT applications provides an intelligent platform to 
analyses symptoms and diseases treatment. Medical devices enable to transmit the 
data in adopted measures, and doing processing by mobile applications (Mohan et 
al. 2018). Prioritizes sensing data are preprocessed in intelligence manner by using 
the AI algorithms (Papadokostaki et al. 2016). ML with data mining are both plays 
a vital role to extract the signature of data and provides medical interpretation.

The use of AI enables to assessment the condition of patient’s health, and 
provides an intelligent remote diagnosis in addition to best medication through the 
IoT based edge-computing network. Moreover, AI algorithms such as ML provide 
smart decision making in data analyzing for diagnoses and extracting treatment 
choices (Machorro-Cano et al. 2019). In addition, AI able to recognize the patient’s 
behavior and intends in reaction with healthcare decisions in case of critical situation.

Machine Learning Classifications in Healthcare

ML is the study of tools and methods through computer algorithms for identifying 
patterns, which can then be used to either increase our understanding of the current 
world or make predictions about the future in data (Chen et al. 2014). Now a day ML 
used with the current covide-19 pandemic to identify the risk factors for infection 
and predict who will become infected. In general ML goals to find the best model 
to explain the data.
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Recently by learning from row, data ML techniques is successes in achieving 
complicated tasks. ML algorithms are classified into the following three categories 
considering the nature of the experience in learning: supervised, unsupervised, 
and reinforcement learning (Carrio et al. 2017) and (Raeesi et al. 2021). Figure 4 
represent the classification of ML algorithms.

Supervised Learning Algorithms

In supervised ML algorithms the data are divided into labeled training set and testing 
set and use the labeled data on a training model (Arwinder et al. 2019). The trained 
model then can be used with another new data either for identification or prediction 
tasks. In supervised ML algorithms, there is a specific interested outcome related to 
the patient is infected or not. For example the supervised ML algorithms is used in 
healthcare for cancer diagnosis by analyzing the input tested data, identifying strange 
patterns in human organs and finally determining wither the patient is infected or 
not. Deep neural networks, logistic regression, ensemble approaches, and decision 
trees are from the most used supervised ML algorithms in healthcare domain.

Figure 4. Machine learning approaches
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The supervised ML algorithms includes Neural Network and Ensemble methods, 
K Nearest neighbor, Decision trees, Naïve Bays Classifier, Support Vector Machines. 
To solve a given problem using supervised learning first the type of training example 
should be determined and gathered by an expert or measurements. Figure 5 shows how 
to solve a given problem using supervised learning. There are usually particular steps 
that need to be followed. First, the type of training example should be determined. 
To complete the design the used learning algorithm is selected followed by running 
the learning algorithm on the gathered training data. The accuracy of the learned 
function should be evaluated before the parameter adjustment and learning-using 
test set which separate from the training set (Amani et al. 2021).

In general, the supervised ML algorithms enable to analyze large and complex 
health data for clinical implementation and ethics in health care delivery. It also 
helps categorize risk, prognosis, and survival outlook. It can also be combined with 
laboratory results and medical images to predict risks and identify diagnostic trends.

Unsupervised Learning Algorithms

Unsupervised learning is an ML technique, which also trains the machine, but with 
unlabeled data and the target value is unknown (Arwinder et al. 2019). It is also 
referred as self-organizing maps. By find hidden patterns, the algorithms under 
this method try to cluster the similar type of data like attributes, trend, patterns, 
etc. The main target of the unsupervised learning is to find patterns rather than 
prediction as the supervised learning. The input of the unsupervised learning could 
be any type of data however; due to the unknown of the labeled value, the outcome 
is cannot be predicted (Neha et al. 2021). Clustering techniques, which is used for 

Figure 5. Supervised learning process
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heart disease prediction, and principal component analysis (PCA) which is used in 
hepatitis prediction is two important unsupervised learning techniques that is used 
in healthcare (Singh et al. 2019).

In healthcare, unsupervised learning algorithms analyze unsupervised data and 
develop methods such as deep learning to improve the efficiency and accuracy of 
health-based application systems. Unsupervised learning technologies offer the 
potential to automate health monitoring, disease diagnosis, health index monitoring, 
drug discovery, and medical imaging diagnosis (Salih et al. 2021). It also helps 
improve the efficiency of various healthcare applications such as smart health 
monitoring and management, medical robotics, imaging diagnostics, epidemiological 
prediction and other applications.

Reinforcement Learning Algorithms

The working system with reinforcement learning (RL) is developing its work 
with an iterative process by taking feedback from the actins take place within the 
environment instead of expecting the output giving a set of input (Neha et al. 2021). 
Without any human interference and by the aid of the testing and error learning the 
machine could learn from its experience, taking instantaneous decisions; so it is an 
iterative process (Arwinder et al. 2019). In healthcare, the reinforcement learning 
is used for developing the expert systems. Reinforcement learning working process 
can be seen in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Reinforcement learning process
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The RL algorithms empowers an individual’s behavioral decision-making 
abilities using experience of interaction with the world and evaluative feedback, 
whereby diagnostic decisions or treatment regimens are typically characterized by 
a lengthy, sequential procedure. In the healthcare, RL offers effective solutions to 
the healthcare system by endowing the individual with behavioral decision-making 
skills by using the experience of interacting with the surrounding environment and 
creating feedback related to diagnosing medical decisions.

Machine Learning Models in Healthcare

Since the healthcare domain is the regarded as a vital part in the human’s life, it 
handles with many data about patients and diseases daily. The heath data needs to be 
analysis and the hidden patterns in disease’s recognition, treatment, and prediction 
need to be found. Instead of found these patterns by the humans, ML helps to 
automate the healthcare system. With the presence of ML, the machine instead of 
the humans will make accurate decision (Rohan et al. 2017). The accuracy of the 
decisions taken helps to save time and decrease the cost when treating the patients 
and controlling diseases. The ML techniques used in Healthcare includes; ML-based 
Prediction System, ML-based Data Aggregation, and ML-based Secured Analysis.

ML-Based Prediction System

In most of the ML-based IoT disease prediction systems the data flow from the 
source like sensors, actuators, and wearable devices to the destination goes through 
three stages; gathering the data and transmit it to the cloud, processing the data and 
storage and mining. First, the monitoring devices will monitor the phenomenon and 
send to local processing devices such as smart phones, and laptop in which could be 
preprocessed and deduced some emergency decisions. The data then will be send 
to the cloud or to a host server to be stored. The last stage is the data mining stage 
in which the data will be processed, analyzed via different ML algorithms and the 
outcome is extracted.

Based on ML algorithms many of diseases prediction systems are proposed. A 
smart tele-health monitoring system for identifying and predicting the concurrency of 
Parkinson’s disease using K-mean algorithm is proposed in (Borthakur et al. 2017). 
In study by (Khan F et al. 2019), authors using ML techniques the stress prediction 
is evaluated by gathering the data at different time intervals.
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ML-Based Data Aggregation

The aggregation data of the healthcare can be processed either on the gathered data 
at the sensing devices levels, before sending it to the cluster head or the local server, 
or it at the cloud before sending it to the physicians. Several ML algorithms are used 
to aggregate the data and reduce the number of data sending, hence the network 
lifetime. In study (F Khan et al. 2019), authors using big data techniques to extract 
the critical information from sensors the authors eliminate the redundancy before 
send the data to the distention (clinic). To extract useful patterns from the gathered 
data known as health informatics processing pipeline proposed in (Alsheikh et al. 
2016). The proposed work is a novel framework for big data analytics in IoT and it 
includes data capturing, storage, analysis, and searching.

ML-Based Secured Analysis

The data security in IoT-based healthcare system during all stages that the data 
passing until the outcome is critical due to its sensitive nature. Therefore several 
of future trends toward using ML techniques for secured gathering, classification, 
testing and sharing of the patient data. To the big data analytics a framework for 
novel mobile cloud computing using various ML and DL techniques for classifying 
and testing the data, is proposed in (Essa et al. 2018). In (Gope et al. 2015), various 
ML techniques are used to enhance wireless body sensor network (WBSN) security 
and protect the network from intruders and various attacks.

ML BASED IOT ARCHITECTURE AND 
FRAMEWORK FOR HEALTHCARE SYSTEMS

Due to the expansion in IoT devices deployment and the increasing desire of healthcare 
cost-effective, the technology of IoT is play a powerful role in all aspects of health 
management. The healthcare-related Internet of Things is known as Healthcare 
Internet of Things (H-IoT), which is defined within two application domains: clinical 
diagnosis and health monitoring. The H-IoT technology integrated devices such as 
heart rate tracking devices or sensors, communication technologies, positioning 
systems in addition to medical applications as shown in figure 7.

The IoT and ML-based applications have a major role in enhancing the quality of 
everyday human’s life. The H-IoT system network consist of three common operation 
layers (Almotiri et al. 2016) and (Hemantha et al. 2021). The data collection layer is 
responsible for collecting the medical monitoring data from many sensor wearable 
by patients. The data storage layer, which stores the sensor, has collected data before 
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sending it over internet. In addition, data processing layer, which enables to analyzes 
and generate the required response by applying several of computer programing 
algorithms after collecting and store the data in the server. The following enabling 
technologies aid to implement the previous mentioned layers (Song et al. 2015) and 
(Hemantha et al. 2021).

Identification Technology

In unique identifier (UID) technology each node of the H-IoT framework is uniquely 
identified to have secured inter-connection and information access.

Communication Technology

H-IoT devices can communicate via short or long distances. If the network is 
implemented in relatively short distances then technologies such as local area 
network, which could be Wi-Fi, or Bluetooth Zigbee, RFID, etc. compared to 4G, 
5G, and LTE-A technologies used to connect long area distance.

Figure 7. Healthcare internet of things (H-IoT) technology
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Location Technology

In sum applications and use cases of H-IoT the location determination of the nodes 
is extremely important to tracking each other. Various location-tracking systems 
are used beside GPS, which authorizes many nodes to accurately determine the 
geographical locations.

Sensing Technology

The primary source of the analyzed date on which the decision is based in H-IoT 
system is the sensors. Therefore, evolution in sensing technologies reflects positively 
on the H-IoT framework development; thus leads to more accuracy in the prediction 
and diagnosis process, which also leads to reducing the costs .Based on the importance 
of the sensing data, sensor mechanisms that monitor patient’s body physiological 
changes in real time have an espial importance too (Song et al. 2015). To collect 
the patient monitoring data a number of sensors with different functions are used, 
for example electrocardiogram (ECG) sensors is used to measure electrical activity 
in the heart (Sethi et al. 2017).

In H-IoT application level architecture, the representational state transfer (REST) 
and service-oriented architecture (SOA) are from the application level architecture 
used to allow the H-IoT various devices to perform independently. Each device 
operation’s is fully defined and could be changed as required without effecting on the 
other system’s devices functions (Hemantha et al. 2021).Beside previous enabling 
technologies and to implement H-IoT framework common building elements are 
used (Lee et al. 2020).

Sensors that collect data like medical sensors attached with the patient to measure 
vital parameters, and the environmental sensors, which monitor the surroundings of 
the patient (Moeen et al. 2015). The sensors that could be medical or environmental. 
The attached sensors with the patient, which measure vital parameters, are the medical 
sensors; while the environmental sensors monitors the surroundings environment 
of the patient. Microcontrollers, which process, analyze and communicate the 
data wirelessly (Ali et al. 2021). Microprocessors that enable rich graphical user 
interfaces; and Healthcare-specific gateways through which sensor data is further 
analyzed and sent to the cloud.

ML ALGORITHMS IN IOT BASED HEALTHCARE (H-IOT)

In H-IoT system, the primary source of the medical data are including physical objects 
and detection devices which could be in form of RFID, bar code, or different types 
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of sensors. The temperature sensor monitoring the patient temperature, ECG sensor 
monitoring the heart rate, blood pressure sensor etc. the monitored data is collected, 
processed and transmitted via a wireless or wire network to the user. This health 
related data is extracted, stored, and analyzed by cloud-based devices embedded with 
ML techniques to be used in further analysis and prediction processes (Sadhukhan 
et al. 2018). The most widely used ML applications in the healthcare domain 
including different algorithms, where the most popular ML algorithms in medical 
filed are shown in the figure 8. These ML algorithms mainly work on summarizing 
data features, extracting patient-related features and clinical outcomes of interest.

Dimensionality Redaction Algorithm (DRA)

DAR including a numbers of algorithms such as principal component analysis (PCA) 
and linear discriminant analysis (LDA) which aims to decrease the number of output 
data dimensions. The DAR’s input which is take in large data sets is first identifies 
its correlations and patterns by removing discrepancy, excessive data, and highly 

Figure 8. Machine learning algorithms in healthcare applications
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correlated data features, and with ensures to keep its critical information previously 
provided the output is provided in a much smaller data set (Hemantha et al. 2021).

Dimensionality reduction is performed through; standardization, computing the 
covariance matrix, calculating the eigenvectors and eigenvalues, and computing 
the principal components. Significant promises is applied in (Lee et al. 2020) by 
combining IoT and DRA to diagnosis Parkinson’s disease and breast cancer. Figure 
9 represent DRA algorithm.

Discriminant Analysis

Discriminant analysis, which express data, points to a less dimensional space so 
that the categories are appropriately separated into non-overlapping groups (Essa 
et al. 2018). Based on the given class value the linear discriminant analysis is the 
probability density function probability density function. This function is based on 
the given class value with conditional probability and normal distribution (Neesha 
et al. 2015). Discriminant analysis is used in healthcare to finds applications to 
measuring the prognosis and severity of the patient’s disease. For example based 
on discriminant analysis authors in (Armañanzas et al. 2013) establish the initial 
set of substantial risk factors for early warning of the chronic illness. In (Jen et al. 

Figure 9. Dimensionality redaction algorithm (DRA)
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2012), authors uses scores of non-motor symptoms an algorithm proposed to help 
in predicting the severity staging of Parkinson’s disease.

K-Means and K-Nearest Neighbouring

K-means aims to forming clusters containing the objects with the parameters of a 
certain class, which fall within the range of “similar or dissimilar “categories. After 
creating the classification categories and the clusters, the centroid of the clusters 
for each category is determined by the Euclidean distances. Based on the distances 
from each cluster, the new objects is also classified (Sood et al. 2017). K-mean is 
used in diseases diagnostics such as remote diagnostics for a chikungunya epidemic 
by tracking the disease transmission possibility. In (Kim et al. 2016), using k-means 
clustering on MRI images the brain tumors detection is speed up.

K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) also is working based on the same strategy of K-mean; 
however, Euclidean instances of an object whose class is assigned to its nearest 
neighbor k are counted. KNN is proposed to increasing the efficiency of K-mean 
and finish its dependent on K by utilizing anew optimal and deferent K value every 
time. The new K value is selected by the dataset itself to annihilate the dependence 
on K without any intervening by the use (Durga et al. 2019).

Decision Tree

The decision tree (DT) structure is similar to the tree which including internal, sections, 
and leaf nodes. The DT structure help in decision making by stages until reaching 
the final decision stage. Internal nodes exemplify the features; decision represent 
the rules, and outcomes represented by branches (Chinmay et al. 2021). Gini index 
method is widely used to classify data in decision tree, which can be calculated 
by the following formula.1. Figure 10 indicates the decision tree classifier model.

Gini Index p
i

n

i � � � �
�
�1

1

2

 (1)

Where: pi is probability of the classified element. Decision tree learning is used in 
disease diagnosis such as arrhythmia.
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Authors in (Xie et al. 2019) develops heartbeat classification algorithms that 
identifies premature ventricular contraction (PVC) based on decision tree ML 
algorithm used to diagnose arrhythmia by take the amplitudes and heartbeat intervals 
as features.

Naïve Bayes

Naive Bayes classifier is supervised learning which applying Bayes’ theorem. The 
word ‘Naive’ express the theorem clearly and it indicates the features independency 
of each other. The data is either a response vector or a feature matrix. The response 
vector’s rows represents the outcome in classes, furthermore, in the rows of the 
feature matrix’s the whole data collection is expressed as vectors (Suraj et al. 2018). 
The Naive Bayes classifier can be classified into Gaussian Naive Bayes, which use 
continuous predictor values, Bernoulli Naive Bayes, which use the Boolean variables 
as the predictors, and multinomial Naive Bayes, which is used for the document 
problems classification.

Figure 10. The decision tree classifier model
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Naive Bayes classifier requires less number of training data, fast, and it is easy 
for implementation. However, its predictors must be independent (Chinmay et al. 
2021). Naive Bayes classifier is used in medical institutes in treatment by determine 
the most useful drug with the minimum side effects by the aid of the sentimental 
analysis of the patients (Suraj et al. 2018). Figure 11 represent a general idea about 
Naive Bayes classifier.

Neural Networks

Neural networks are used to capture complex non-linear relationships between input 
variables and an outcome. Neural networks aim to minimize the average error between 
the outcome data and their prediction by estimating the weights through the input 
and outcome (see figure 12). This is done via depicting the associations between 
the outcome and the input variables through multiple hidden layer combinations of 
pre-specified functional (Fei et al. 2017).

Figure 11. Naive bayes classifier
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In (Elfatih et al. 2021) neural network are used to predict breast cancer and diagnose 
cancer in with the input being the texture information from mammographic images 
in the first case and the PCs estimation of numbers of genes in the second case. In the 
two cases, the desired output is the tumor indicators or categories. In addition, the 
neural network is used in (Hirschauer et al. 2015) to diagnose Parkinson’s disease.

ML APPLICATIONS IN HEALTHCARE

Recently ML is contribute in improving the healthcare process from the beginning 
by early prediction before infections until the end of treatment. ML helps in increase 
the accuracy of the system as well as efficiency by using the machine in diseases 
predicting. During the diagnosis process, the physicians can be helped in detecting 
the disease by extracting and comparing the results with previously obtained results 
(Jiang et al. 2021). By using ML in monitoring the patients during the treatment, we 
can avoid the deterioration of the patient’s condition and provide timely intervention. 
Using ML algorithms, the data is extracted analyzed, and used in accurse prediction 
of other patient in the future (Hemantha et al. 2021). The application of ML in 
healthcare can be inserted under the following categories.

Figure 12. Neural networks approach
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Diagnosis of Disease

The process of identifying a medical condition, disease that the patient is currently 
facing, generally defines diagnosis. The identification process is carried based on 
the sensor measurements of symptoms examinations or others parameters such as 
the patient’s health history (Assery et al. 2019). To diagnose a disease, the medical 
data is extracted using ML algorithms analyzed, and the decision will be make. 
The ML algorithms using has shown a remarkable results in many widely affecting 
chronic diseases diagnosis such as; Type 2 diabetes, Chronic kidney disease (CKD), 
Heart diseases, Lung cancer, and neurological disorders.

Smart Electronic Health Records

Electronic Health Records (EHRs) is a combined of digitized record of a medical 
occurrence called electronic health records (EMRs) which provide an overview of 
specific patient’s health. By containing a complete patient’s medical history, EHRs 
present a good method to track the patient health progression. EMR could be in 
the form of unstructured data such as radiology reports or structured data such as 
drug orders, which are taken either during or after the health issue by a medical 
professional in a medical environment (Adnan et al. 2020). To increases, the efficiency 
of the disease diagnosis process benefit from the EHRs number ML-based methods 
are applied. For example in (Zheng et al. 2017), ML is used for diabetes diagnosis 
from EHRs.

Medical Imaging Processing

Different imaging modalities such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), ultrasound, 
and positron emission tomography (PET) computed tomography (CT), etc. are the 
input data source in medical image analysis. Medical image analysis is so beneficial 
in diseases diagnosis and prognosis as it is the main reference to the clinicians and 
radiologists. By the aid of different ML algorithms, these modalities help in disease 
diagnosis by providing needed medical information about body organs (Adnan et al. 
2020). Figure 13 present taxonomy of key medical imaging processing modalities. 
The basics tasks in medical image analysis include.

• Enhancement, which regarded as the important pre-processing step of the 
medical image processing and directly effects the disease diagnosis process. 
Enhancement is used to reduce the noise in the medical images by using 
different ML and DL methods.
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• Identifying the patterns of a specific disease or abnormalities, which refer to 
Detection. Varies of ML and DL algorithms such as CNN are used for the 
detection of diseases.

• Classification and recognizing abnormalities in different body organs, from 
medical images.

• Partitioning images into multiple non-overlapping parts which known as 
segmentation.

• Medical image reconstruction, which is using the imaging sensor data to 
generating interpretable images.

• Retrieving medical images from a large database various ML/DL techniques.

Figure 13. The commonly used medical imaging processing
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Patient and Hospital Monitoring

Critical patients monitoring is an important part of the treatment process, which 
could occurs during or after it. Continuous health monitoring also can include 
monitoring elderly people during their daily activities to interfere in the suitable time 
if there is sudden situation such as falling. The process of data from the gathering 
to the outcome in continuous health monitoring is start of collecting the data using 
wearable device and smartphone, followed by sending it to the cloud to be analysis 
(Zheng et al. 2017).

The general idea of remote health monitoring is illustrated in figure 14. After 
analysis the data using an ML/DL technique, the outcomes will be transmit back to 
the device and taking suitable procedure. In (Zech et al. 2018) others are proposed 
a framework which monitoring the heart rate using PPG signals. The framework is 
having a similar previous system architecture and it is developed using integrating 
mobile and cloud for monitoring.

Figure 14. Wearable sensors based remote healthcare monitory
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ML TECHNOLOGY FOR IOT BASED 
WEARABLE MEDICAL DEVICES

Wearable medical devices are an electronic biomedical equipment that can be used 
in collecting real- time medical information such as motion patterns, EMG, ECG, 
EEG, blood pressure ant etc. about a body, which can be displayed in LCD embedded 
devices. Wearable medical devices refer to as Wireless Body Area Network (W-BAN) 
(Brahmaji et al. 2020). WBAN is a network of wearable wirelessly inter-connected 
medical devices which. The network is consist of the sensors, which they are the 
wearable devices, and a near located gateway, which deliver the data to the server. 
By the recent advances, the artificial intelligence and its subfield ML is used in 
enhance the performance of WBAN interaction (Fadi et al. 2019). In addition, ML 
can improve WBAN outcome by take the necessary actions. By the cooperation with 
ML, WBAN is being capable of detecting hidden patterns and make smart decisions.

In the ML- based WBAN system, after collecting the wearable devices medical 
data by an intermediate connected device, the data will be transmitted to the desired 
health center (clinic) by mobile device via the internet. Before using the data, it will 
be analyzed and processed by the suitable ML method/ methods (Wang et al. 2020). 
Figure 15 giving a general idea about the IoT-based wearable system.

Figure 15. Wireless body area network structure (W-BAN)
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The most usable WBAN systems that are attached to the patient bodies (Chengwei 
et al. 2021). To monitor heart rate, calories burned, distance traveled, and other 
physiological parameters the smartwatch is used. The ear accessory device is 
connected to the ear as reasonable sensors and can be used to obtain heart rate 
and oxygen saturation level. T-shirt is used to obtain heart-activity-signal beside 
other numbers of physiological signals, applying electronic technologies and cloth 
materials it can cover a larger body area.

MACHINE LEARNING IN HEALTHCARE, 
CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

Machine learning in Healthcare drives advances in many aspects including medical 
care, diagnosing, and treatment. ML enables to manage the data related to the 
diagnosing and observational of large-scale diseases phenotyping. Most of the 
current studies using machine learning in the medical field focus only on applications 
in biomedicine. However, the use of ML in health care and big data mining in 
precision medicine presents broader opportunities to develop health care delivery 
and operational needs such as care tracking and revenue cycle management.

Even that ML provides many advantages I healthcare applications, however, 
the use of ML in health care still has risks related to predictions of data being 
generated and managed across the medical system. Most of the challenges facing 
ML are in implementation and realization in medical applications, and the lack of 
training samples for the medical learning model leads to poor usability. In addition, 
the dimensions of medical data available for analysis, such as vital signs, medical 
imaging and patient data, are different, which is influences the ML performance 
(Ghassemi et al. 2020). Other consideration is related to the reliability of the analysis 
results related to machine learning techniques in healthcare data sets need to develop 
interactive techniques within the reliability and confidentiality of data with human 
intervention to validate the model (Adnan et al. 2020).

Another aspect related to training the medical models, which is that use of ML 
is generally done by training models on the largest possible data set, but the change 
in clinical settings does not enable continuous learning of models, especially when 
the treatment procedures for patients change after a period of time. This change in 
clinical settings leads to weakness and deterioration in predictive performance, so 
it required strong models for these changes (Ghassemi et al. 2020). The clinical 
procedures changes that affect the performance of ML techniques is related to 
different aspects, which are categorized as follows.

a.  Change in Internal Validity:
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It is related to medical changes over time, which appear through medical 
assessments in some diseases due to changes in research behaviors. 
These changes may lead to the products medical estimates that are 
exaggerated in models, which causes a deviation in the expectations of 
disease development.

b.  Change in External Validity:
It is related to the generalizability related to the practices of different local 

hospitals, in addition to the number of patients, existing equipment and 
electronic health records. For example, in the case of some transitions 
between electronic records occurred, it creates problems in assigning 
features, which may hinder the development of strong models due to the 
difference in data.

c.  Clinical Data Type and Quality:
Compared to other data applications that use ML, health care data is well 

organized but highly heterogeneous, as it is vague and incomplete, so it 
represents a major challenge for machine and deep learning techniques, 
especially about big data.

d.  Information Integration:
The gaps in healthcare information lead to inaccurate predictions when using 

machine learning, causing errors in medical decision-making and clinical 
settings.

With the presence of mentioned challenges related to the use of ML in healthcare 
applications, there is a greater imposition and a promising future in the possibility of 
improving and upgrading the performance of learning models to reduce the impact 
of most of the challenges (Riccardo et al. 2018). ML and deep learning able to offer 
a promising development in healthcare in important aspects.

a.  Expert Knowledge:
The importance of current expert knowledge of medical and healthcare problems 

lies in the fact that medical data is limited and diversified as well as quality 
problems. Therefore, teaching techniques enable the incorporation of 
expert knowledge to guide it in the right direction and to obtain optimal 
conclusions. ML can enables to easy the use of the EHR management 
systems and provides a clinical decision support, in addition to integrating 
the disease diagnosis and analysis.

b.  Time Modeling:
Time is one of the most important requirements related to health care and is 

highly sensitive, especially with procedures related to electronic health 
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records and monitoring devices. Deep learning models provide time-
sensitive training to deliver timely patient clinical decisions.

c.  Predictive Analytics:
The use of ML in health informatics and predictive analytics presents promising 

opportunities to improve health care procedures, strengthen clinical 
decision-making, and help improve patient outcomes.

In general, ML applications will greatly influences positively in patient care 
delivery strategies. In addition to helping physicians identify, diagnose and treat 
disease, ML techniques are also involved in building interactive healthcare applications 
related to medical planning. According to a number of previous studies for the use 
of ML in health care, ML provides future opportunities in the development of a 
number of applications such as, disease identification and diagnosis, medical imaging 
diagnosis, personalized medicine, robotic surgery and patient support tasks.

MACHINE LEARNING FUTRUE TRENDS IN HEALTCARE

Recently, the professionals of health informatics care strongly about the possibility 
of enabling ML algorithms to play a vital role in medical processes and healthcare. 
Since the patient care, and healthcare industries are depend on the data outcomes, 
the use of ML and DL algorithms can reduce the reviewing time taken with patient 
and medical data, which will improves the process of diagnosis.

During the past two years, ML techniques have been widely included in studies 
about the global epidemic of Coronavirus disease (COVID-19), as they have 
contributed to improving the extraction of reports related to health analysis. Where 
these technologies have proven their effectiveness and can provide a significant 
improvement in the field of health care in the future, especially in the field of health 
informatics (Jiang et al. 2021). The ML technologies will also play a major role in 
innovating and developing technologies in various applications related to health 
care and diagnosis. Here are some examples in which machine learning techniques 
can play a large and vital roles.

a.  Wearable Devices:
ML technologies will help in the development of a number of devices that help 

monitor patients and their vital functions such as heart rate, temperature 
and pressure and other changes by integrating their data with doctors and 
linking them with various health information systems.

b.  Augmented Virtual Reality:
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Virtual reality technologies that rely on ML will offer solutions to facilitate 
patient health procedures and assist clinicians with vital testing, training 
and teaching.

c.  Intelligent Medical Models:
Artificial intelligence and ML techniques can provide models for medical 

analysis that have the ability to identify patterns in data that humans cannot 
realistically detect. It also enables them to make decisions that are more 
informed and detect abnormalities in patient examinations and diagnoses.

d.  Improving Administrative Efficiency:
The use of AI and ML helps to improve the provision of health services to 

support or complete the jobs and roles related to employees in the medical 
fields. It can also help in knowing the recovery rates of patients and their 
response to therapeutic procedures by doctors.

In the coming years, it expected that ML tools would use extensively in health 
systems for various purposes, such as recording the risks related to patients that 
arise from the occurrence of some variables, and determining the degree of attention 
according to the risk. There is also another aspect related to making decisions related 
to the planning of diagnosis and treatment related to patients. It expected that the 
use of ML tools would lead to the development of health care systems and raise 
their quality to deal with patients more accurately.

Due to the recent circumstances, that the world has experienced and still affected 
due to COVID-19 epidemic. Most countries attempt to confront the epidemic 
as they have turned to the use of digital technology, which has created greater 
opportunities to use ML algorithms for example, to help address the challenges 
of locating patients and managing the medical crisis, as well as predicting patient 
behaviors and characterizing interactions between medical instructions and the 
patient. Undoubtedly, there will be a great tendency to use artificial intelligence 
techniques in this vital and sensitive field.

CONCLUSION

Future Medical IoT architecture enables to manage the supervised remotely the 
performance of medical machines and devices in industrial healthcare applications. 
The AI, ML and IoT complement each other to build intelligent healthcare systems 
for patient’s diagnosis and treatment. In healthcare, the use of ML with respect to 
patient records, treatment plans, and diagnosing data enable to provide an improved 
indicators like patient care accurately. ML provides powerful and accurate predictions 
for IoT Healthcare data being aggregated and artificially make decisions for many 
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healthcare services aspects. The security is a most important issue related to the Internet 
of medical things (IoMT) -based healthcare system, and being the most growing 
challenge regards to medical image analysis. Security and precision requirements 
in disease diagnose can be achieved by suing ML to provides the IoMT systems the 
capability of finding the solution to several diseases and managing various devices 
from various patients. The control decision of medical IoT devices in processing can 
be provides by deep learning (DL) method, which help to interact with the patient’s 
environment to learn optimal policies, which will enable to increase the healthcare 
personalized services.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Acute Diseases: Know the diseases that evolve suddenly and at a short time 
such as fast infection, accident injuries, and poor drugs. Such diseases are attached 
specific symptoms, require urgent health care, and are improved as soon as the 
urgent intervention of appropriate treatment.

Chronic Diseases: Such diseases appear after a while, where they begin to 
slowly evolve and long term. These diseases appear from non-healthy lagging 
behaviors such as malignancy, physical idle, or overlooking specific materials for 
a long time. Some are classified as addictive symptoms such as smoking and others 
because of the age of patient, such as Alzheimer, diabetes, and heart disease. Such 
diseases need a special health pattern and exercise a specific healthy behavior with 
continuous monitoring.

E-Health: The concept is related to the health care that supported by electronics and 
communications technology, where it reflects the use of Internet, medical hardware, 
and computer relationship with the request in addition to health informatics. The 
term also refers to health services, information provided or strengthened through 
the Internet and related techniques.

Internet of Medical Things (IoMT): A technology that connects a many medical 
devices and applications with information technology systems online related to 
healthcare. It can also be described as the possibility of allowing medical devices 
that contain communication mechanisms such Wi-Fi to connect with other devices to 
the Internet and enable the storage of medical data through different cloud platforms.

Remote Health Monitoring (RHM): This term means providing health 
information related to patients. The techniques used to supply different data to the 
patient’s equipment managers, and provide location and data analysis capabilities. 
This concept is also possible to deliver data through cellular communications to 
health centers or doctors, regardless of where it is for medical equipment.

Representational State Transfer (REST): An architectural way of building 
software that is designed to develop a IoT Web Architecture for Monitoring Field 
that defines a number of constraints on how the Internet’s distributed hypermedia 
system architecture behaves. It also enables scalability in interactions between 
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components, unified interfaces, and the creation of a multi-layered architecture for 
storing components.

Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA): An architectural method that supports 
the routing of services provided through a network communication protocol. SOA 
enables to pass messages using description metadata through protocols services. It is 
also enables exchanging the information between similar and dissimilar applications 
and solve the problem of interoperability by using an external web services.
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INTRODUCTION

Autism Spectrum Disorder was first identified as the children’s behavior (Kanner, 
1968) by Kanner in 1943. Later it was recognized as children’s neurodevelopmental 
disorder which is also known as “Autism Spectrum Disorder” or “ASD.” Consistently, 
it creates a global problem, (Wallace et al., 2016), and people of all societal levels 
suffer from ASD (Organization, 2021). Now, Autism Spectrum Disorder is a 
heterogeneous disorder (Tariq et al., 2019), and all socioeconomic, racial, and ethnic 
groups in the world are impacted by autism.(Services, 2020; Therapy, 2021; Wallace 
et al., 2016) In 2020, worldwide, around one in 160 children had ASD (Elsabbagh 
et al., 2012; Organization, 2021), whereas, in the USA, the rate is one in 54. (A., 
2020; DiGuiseppi et al., 2016; Maenner et al., 2020) Figure 1 shows the autism 
outbreak rate from 2004 to 2020 in the USA.(SARRC, 2021; Speaks, 2020) From 
the Figure 1, it can be seen that in the USA, in 2004, one ASD child was found on 
166, whereas in 2020, this rate was one in 54. Currently, over 3.5 million people in 
the USA are taking autism diagnoses, and its cost is sometimes other one’s lifespan. 
In 2015, in the USA, the diagnosis cost was $268 billion, and it is expected this 
cost will be reached to $461 billion by 2025.(Therapy, 2021) But it is a matter of 
regret that a family has ASD children mostly subject to stigma, discrimination, and 
human rights violation (Organization, 2021),46% of ASD children do not get the 
proper treatment even after identifying the ASD.(Happé et al., 2016) In developing 
countries, this scenario is worse, where they even know the “Autism Spectrum 
Disorder” term. (Therapy, 2021) Integrating the mHealth technology in this area 

ABSTRACT

Currently, one out of 160 children have autism spectrum disorder (ASD) in the world. 
This problem is observed in both developed and low-middle-income countries (LMICs) 
around the globe. Usually, in developed countries, the number can be estimated, but 
in LMICs, this number is largely unknown, and in some cases, many children with 
ASD are not treated after identification of the problem. In these cases, both for the 
developed and LMICs, mobile technology can continuously monitor children with 
ASD. In this chapter, the authors describe the techniques of remote monitoring of 
the behavioral and milestone parameters development for children with ASD that 
care practitioners can use as an evidence-based tool to make the decision in the 
treatment process. Lastly, the authors describe the advantages and challenges of 
using the mHealth tools in the ASD treatment based on the NIH-funded successful 
completion project “mCARE” in Bangladesh.
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can improve this situation and reduce the diagnosis cost. (Haque et al., 2020; Haque 
et al., 2021; Maples-Keller et al., 2017).

At present, mobile technology or mHealth is largely used in the early recognition 
or identification of the autism symbols or autism level in the children’s’ early age. 
Many mobile or web-based apps (Barbaro & Halder, 2016; Chakrabarti, 2009; 
Crais et al., 2006; Eaves & Ho, 2004; Guthrie et al., 2013; Webb & Jones, 2009; 
Zwaigenbaum et al., 2015) are now available online, where both caregiver and 
care practitioner can take the mHealth advantages from these mobile apps. Also, 
some other self-reported autism development tracker apps are available to track 
the development of children with ASD. In this chapter, the authors propose a new 
and innovative mobile-based and primary caregiver-reported application, where 
the children’s (with ASD) longitudinal behavioral and milestone parameters are 
being tracked and monitored remotely by the care practitioners. These longitudinal 
data will then be shown graphically to the care practitioners so that the children’s 
development can be easily visualized to the clinical or care professionals or care 
practitioners. By this system, the caregivers or parents will regularly get the update 
their children’s developmental level by the app’s report.

Many approaches have been developed to monitor children with ASD in many 
countries in recent years. (Shminan et al., 2017) (Khanam et al., 2019) (Sharmin 

Figure 1. Autism prevalence rate in the USA from 2004 to 2020 (SARRC, 2021; 
Speaks, 2020)
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et al., 2018) (Ehsan et al., 2018) To monitor the children with ASD remotely, most 
of the approaches has faced many challenges like (i) they used external devices, 
(ii) developing and evaluating the architecture for a controlled environment, (iii) 
designing the architecture for a specific group, (iv) most of the approaches does 
not fit for low-and-middle-income-countries (LMICs). In this chapter, the authors 
described and proposed an architecture that is suitable for all populations in both 
developed and LMICs, also evaluated by an NIH-funded “mCARE” project for the 
Bangladesh population. In this architecture, the caregivers and care-practitioners 
can monitor the children with ASD for a long period. This approach is based on the 
mHealth technology, where the caregiver can regularly provide their children’s (with 
ASD) behavioral and milestone data. The care-provider can see the longitudinal view 
that can help them make an evidence-based decision during the treatment process.

This chapter’s main objective and contribution are to describe the detailed 
architecture of a mHealth application in the area of tracking the behavioral and 
milestone parameter development remotely by using the mobile application or mobile 
SMS. Also, describe this system’s detailed components or user levels in this area with 
the advantages and challenges. At the end of this chapter, the authors of this chapter 
describe an NIH-funded project, mCARE’s features, and contributions in this area. 
The rest of the chapter is structured as follows: Background of this mHealth work, 
then a comparison on previous studies and the detailed architecture and features of 
this mHealth application with advantages and challenges, after that a description of 
NIH-funded project named by “mCARE” with the recommendation, and the chapter 
concludes with the future research direction and conclusion.

BACKGROUND

The world has a revolution in the context of mobile phone technology and its uses 
in every step of human life. Now, mobile phone use is vital in all sectors of human 
life, such as education, entertainment, communication, and even in the health and 
medical area. According to Statista, in December 2021, about 7.10 billion mobile 
phone users (including both smart and feature phones) are in the world, which is about 
89.76% population of the world. In the context of the smartphone user, this number 
is about 6.37 billion, which means approximately 80.63% of the population in the 
world has their own smartphone today. By 2025, the total number of smartphone 
users will be around 7.333 billion in the world. (BankMyCell, 2021; DataRePortal, 
2021; Statista, 2021b) This number is not only growing in the developed countries 
like the USA or Europe but also in the low-middle-income countries (LMICs) (like 
Bangladesh) also has the revolution in mobile phone technology in recent years. The 
authors have noticed the digitization and revolution in mobile network coverage and 
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mobile phone users in Bangladesh in recent years. According to the survey report of 
Statista in 2016, in Bangladesh, about 99% population were connected by 2G mobile 
networks. (Statista, 2021a) mobile phone use and technology have been growing 
and updated in recent years. Now people in Bangladesh are being connected by 
a 4G mobile network, and 80% population in Bangladesh have the availability to 
connect with a 4G network. (Fenwick, 2020) Besides this technology, the number 
of smartphone users in Bangladesh is also growing exponentially; for example, 
currently, there are about 171.85 million mobile phone subscribers (Commission., 
2021), and by 2025, 62% of the population of Bangladesh will use the smartphone.
(Bhuiyan, 2021) This number is not an example of Bangladesh; this number represents 
the mobile phone used all over the LMICs. Initially, the mobile phone was used 
as communication media, then used as entertainment media with communication, 
but at present, it is not only a device for communication and entertainment; it is a 
device for all sectors like education, medical, therapy, business, and many other 
all sectors of human life. Using this technological expansion of mobile technology, 
the authors in this chapter propose mobile health (mHealth) technics in remote 
monitoring of children with ASD, which play a vital role in observing the long-time 
behavioral and milestone parameter development. Clinicians or care professionals 
always want to know the improvement level on the basis of the treatment action; 
this architecture mentioned in this chapter will be helpful for the clinicians or care 
professionals to make evidence-based decisions in the treatment process. Besides 
the care practitioners, the caregiver can also learn the improvement level of their 
children (with ASD) in the treatment process, which makes them more motivated to 
take care of their children (with ASD). The architecture proposed in this chapter is 
designed for children with ASD who live in a remote area or rural area and have less 
opportunity to make frequent visits to the care professionals or a clinic. In addition 
to that population, this mHealth architecture is also applicable in the urban and city 
area both in the developed and LMICs.

The treatment cost for children with ASD is very expensive throughout the world. 
In developed countries like the USA, the treatment reached $268 billion in 2015, and 
by 2025 it will reach $461 billion.(Speaks) And from the analysis of this cost, though 
most of the money cost for the adult ASD treatment service, about $61-$66 billion 
of money need for children with ASD every year in the USA. This is not only in the 
USA; in other countries like Bangladesh, the treatment of ASD is expensive((CRI)). 
And in the children’s (with ASD) treatment process, their monitoring is vital. For 
this reason, by using mobile technology (as mobile technology has been revolved 
high in both developed and LMICs), we can easily monitor the children with ASD 
by minimal use of resources at low cost. And the described design in the chapter is 
based on the successfully implemented and completed “mCARE” project, (Haque 
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et al., 2020; Haque et al., 2021) funded by NIH (NIH) and deployed in remote 
monitoring for 300 children with ASD in 1 year in Bangladesh.

RELATED WORK

The ASD problem in Children is a global concern, and many research groups have 
experimented with many approaches for monitoring the children remotely. In this 
section, the authors described some previous studies or approaches in this area:

A picture exchange based mobile-application (AutiPECS) (Shminan et al., 2017) 
has been developed to monitor children with ASD remotely. This mobile-based 
framework established a picture exchange communication (PECS) between the 
caregivers and care-practitioners to monitor the children with ASD who suffers 
from communication and behavioral problem. Though this approach cloud able to 
bridge between the caregiver and care-practitioners, it had the challenge to monitor 
the children routinely and regularly by that current version of the AutiPECS app. 
And for the proper treatment and intervention, longtime and regular data is essential.

A computer vision technique has been described in (Khanam et al., 2019) to 
remote monitor the vital signs of children with ASD. This study deployed camera 
imaging technologies to capture the picture of the children with ASD and analysis 
their vital signs, for example, heart rate (HR), heart rate variability (HRV), blood 
pressure (BP), etc. Though the long-term vital signs are very crucial during the 
intervention time of the children with ASD, it is very difficult to measure the vital 
signs from the picture analysis from the children with ASD. In this study, authors 
explored and described the technics for measuring the vital signs from the picture 
analysis of the children with ASD, but most of the approaches are environment 
controlled with a limited number of children with ASD. To monitor a large number 
of children in a real environment is difficult by this approach.

Another remote monitoring approach for children with ASD is to deploy wearable 
devices with mobile. (Sharmin et al., 2018) Though this approach ensures the real-
time and long-term data of the children with ASD, wearing a device all the time 
or a long period for children with ASD is a challenging issue. And this approach 
is not popular for a large number of children with ASD for remote monitoring in 
a long time.

A voice-based call management system has been introduced in (Ehsan et al., 
2018) to monitor children with ASD. The described system in this study can make a 
group among the parents of the children with ASD through a moderator. This peer-
supported system can be effective in removing the stigma towards ASD and ASD 
children. Still, for the treatment purpose, this system faces challenges for lacking 
evidence-based long-term behavioral data of the children.
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To remote and non-invasive regular monitor of ASD children, the previous 
study faces a few challenges: (a) to evaluate the approach with a large number of 
children with ASD in a real environment for a long time, (ii) the effectiveness of 
the approach to monitoring the children with ASD, (iii) the data collection technics 
(most of them use an external camera or wearable devices) are not suitable and 
applicable for real patients to monitor a long time, and (iv) the cost of the approach, 
sometimes is not bearable for the people in the low-and-middle-income-countries 
(LMICs). After analyzing all of the challenges from the previous study, in this 
chapter authors proposed a mobile health (mHealth) application that can be applied 
to remote monitor for a long period without any external devices (only by mobile) 
both in the developed and LMICs.

MOBILE HEALTH APPLICATION FOR 
MONITORING THE CHILDREN WITH ASD

For remote monitoring the children with ASD both in the urban and rural 
areas, the authors proposed an Experience Sampling Method (ESM) (Larson & 
Csikszentmihalyi, 2014) based-mobile application that can monitor the progress 
of children’s mental health. This proposed architecture aligned with the existing 
practice by allowing the caregivers (parents or legal guardians) to routinely report 
the development of their children’s development (both the behavioral and milestone 

Figure 2. mHealth architecture for remote monitoring of the children with ASD
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parameters) by the mHealth application. On the contrary, the data-driven platform 
from these parental-reported data can be useful to the care practitioners to increase 
efficacy in the treatment process. The proposed mHealth application architecture 
is shown in Figure 2.

In this architecture (shown in Figure 2), care-practitioners can remotely monitor 
the children with ASD who are registered in this system. They will monitor the 
children’s longitudinal behavioral and milestone parameters data from the system. 
This data (behavioral and milestone parameters data of the children with ASD) 
will be provided by the caregivers (parents or primary caregivers of the children). 
Both the app user (or smart-phone user) and SMS user (or feature phone or non-
smart-phone user) can provide the data to the system. After providing the data, the 
authorized research and care practitioners can visualize the provided data. From 
the visualization data, the care-practitioners can make an evidence-based decision 
in the treatment process, and research can analyze the important findings that can 
be helpful for future research. This architecture (described in Figure 2) is based on 
an NIH-funded project, “mCARE”, which has been implemented in Bangladesh in 
a year for remote monitoring of children with ASD. The details of the architect is 
described in the following sections.

Architecture

The proposed architecture of this mHealth application can be described as follows:

•	 Components:
 ◦ Could Servers: In this mHealth application, this cloud server is the 

heart of all processes. The authors recommend the Amazon Web 
Services (AWS) (Amazon, 2021) server for controlling the data flow 
and data storage purposes in this cloud server. All interfaces of the 
proposed mHealth architecture have been connected with this cloud 
server. The authors also recommend integrating the HIPPA compliance 
(Chen & Benusa, 2017; Compliancy-Group, 2021) guidelines in the 
server to ensure the children’s (with ASD) data security. Researchers 
will be directly connected with the server for updating and maintaining 
the server. And other interfaces will be connected for data flowing, 
monitoring, or storing purposes. The care practitioners will connect 
to the server via Data Management Portal, whereas the caregivers will 
connect through the mHealth application (by APP or SMS).

 ◦ Data Management Portal (DMP): The Data Management Portal 
(DMP) will be used as the visualization and analyzing tool for the data 
submitted by the caregivers. This visualization and analyzing tool can 
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assist the care provider in making evidence-based decisions during 
the treatment procedure for children with ASD. This also reduces 
intervention time when the care providers visually see all the previous 
records and developmental progress reports in a single platform. The 
DMP’s this visualization tool will provide care practitioners with two 
important functionalities: a) Longitudinal view: they can see any single 
or multiple behavioral parameter developmental report (graphically) for 
over a certain period in a single graph. Besides the care practitioners, 
the caregivers can also see this report from their portal (only available 
for the APP group). b) Real-time SMS feedback: The care practitioners 
can select particular behavioral parameters. If the aggressive level of 
the behavior is higher than a certain level for certain consecutive days, 
then a pre-selected SMS will be automatically triggered to the care 
practitioners. This feature will help the caregiver to know the instances 
(higher aggressive behavior) so that they can take that rapid action to 
minimize the aggressive behavior. Besides that, the caregiver can recruit 
participants, input their demographical information, update or change 
their monitoring data (behavioral and milestone parameter) based on the 
children’s situation, input the treatment action plan for certain children, 
or parental-report frequency by this DMP. And all this information will 
be stored in the cloud server via DMP.

 ◦ mHealth APP (APP/ SMS): The caregivers can provide the 
developmental data to the system by these mHealth applications (APP 
or SMS). The authors suggest to provide both the mHealth: APP (for the 
smart-phone user) and mHealth: SMS (for the non-smart phone users). 
And for the mHealth: APP, the authors recommend to develop both 
the Android (Developers, 2011) and iOS (Apple, 2021) versions. By 
integrating all these versions, this mHealth application will be accessible 
by smart-non smartphone users, Android-iOS operated phone users, in 
developed-LMICs, in rural-urban areas. So, this removes most of the 
technological infrastructure barriers for using this mHealth application 
to monitor children with ASD. By using these mHealth applications, 
caregivers can provide their children’s behavioral, developmental data 
once/twice (predefined by the care providers) in a week. They will also 
get the bi-weekly progress report from the DMP so that they learn their 
children’s progression graph over the intervention time through the 
mHealth application.

•	 Monitoring Parameters: In this mHealth Architecture, the authors proposed 
two major categories of children’s data that the system can monitor. The 
major two types are following:
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 ◦ Behavioral Parameters: Here, the children’s parameters which can be 
developed over a long intervention time, for example, social interaction, 
communication,, and sensory sensitivities. The care practitioners will 
set these behavioral parameters to a specific child based on the children’s 
age and baseline data.

 ◦ Milestone Parameters: The milestone parameter will be those children’s 
parameters that can be developed in a short intervention time. Those are 
very important to develop in the children’s daily living. The authors 
this milestone parameters into four areas: (i) socialization, (ii) motor 
skills, (iii), communication and (iv) daily living skills. Similar to the 
behavioral parameters, the care practitioners will set these milestones 
parameters to a specific child based on the children’s age and baseline 
data.

•	 Users: To monitor and intervene the children with ASD through this mHealth 
application, there need three types of users. They are:
 ◦ Care Practitioners: Care practitioners are the clinicians or care 

professionals of children with ASD. Here clinical or individual care 
providers can use this system. The main roles of the care practitioners 
are: (i) recruit the patients to the system, (ii) store the children’s 
demography and baseline data, (iii) set or update the behavioral and 
milestone data to the system for monitoring based upon the children’s 
(with ASD) state, (iv) regularly monitor the children’s behavioral and 
milestone progress data by graphical from the DMP, (v) based on the 
observation from the DMP make evidence-based action in the treatment 
or intervention time.

 ◦ Researchers: The researchers are the only group in this system who can 
be directly connected to the server for (i) updating the system if needed, 
(ii) maintaining the server to proper data flow from server to user-
interface or user-interface to the server, (iii) sometimes analysis the data 
for research purposes with taking proper consent from the caregivers as 
well as the care practitioners.

 ◦ Caregivers (APP/SMS Users): The caregivers are the prime users 
in this system. Here caregiver can be two categories: (i) the mHealth: 
APP user (the smartphone user), and (ii) the mHealth: SMS user (the 
non-smartphone or feature phone users). On behalf of the children 
with ASD, their parents or legal guardians, that is, the caregivers will 
provide the behavioral or milestone parameters’ developmental data to 
the system by this mHealth: APP or mHealth: SMS. Based on their 
children’s condition, their children’s monitoring parameters will be set 
by the care practitioners to the system. Besides following the treatment 
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plan by the care practitioners, the caregivers will regularly and remotely 
provide their children’s (with ASD) developmental data to the system by 
the mHealth: APP or mHealth: SMS. They will also get the bi-weekly 
developmental progress report so that they can be motivated to take care 
of their children in their treatment process.

•	 Recruitment process of User: The recruitment process in the system can be 
done in several ways. The care practitioners can be involved in this system 
by any organization or individual. On the other hand, the caregivers with 
their children with ASD can be recruited in this system by volunteering or 
by any clinic or organization. But in anyways of the recruitment, the authors 
suggest to get proper Institutional Review Board (IRB) and consent from the 
caregivers before monitoring the children with ASD by this mHealth system.

•	 Theory: For designing and deploying this mHealth application, authors 
suggest to integrate different theories in the developmental phase of this 
mHealth application. They are:
 ◦ Value-Sensitive Design (VSD) Framework. Value-Sensitive Design 

(VSD) (Friedman, 1996; Friedman et al., 2002; Friedman et al., 2013) 
ensures the tight integration of this technology with local culture through 
conceptual alignments, empirical evidence, and technical compatibility.

 ◦ Fogg’s model for behavioral change (FBM): This persuasive model 
(FBM) (Fogg, 2009) recommends building habits through motivations, 
ability, and triggers. The authors suggest to integrate this model in this 
mHealth application to incorporate culturally situated motivations and 
simplicity in the system.

•	 Application Area: The proposed mHealth application can be deployed in 
both developed or LMICs and urban or remote areas.
 ◦ Rural Area: This mHealth Application has a prime design agenda to 

use this application in any rural or remote area where only a mobile 
network (at least 2G) is available. In rural areas, the feature phone or 
non-smartphone user can also use this mHealth application and take the 
mHealth technological advantages by SMS.

 ◦ Urban Area: Unlike the rural area, smartphone users are more than 
feature phone users in an urban area. And this group (the smartphone 
users) are used to in mobile APP rather than SMS, so they can also use 
this mHealth technology by mHealth: APP.

Features

For a successful mHealth application of monitoring the children’s (with ASD) 
behavioral progress, a system should have the following features:
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(i)  Monitoring the Children’s Development: The primary feature of any 
mHealth monitoring system for children with ASD is monitoring the children’s 
development in all possible ways. The most common monitoring areas area 
the children’s: behavioral development and milestone parameters development, 
which are described in the previous mHealth architecture section.

(ii)  Providing the Children’s Summary Report to the Caregivers: To motivate 
the caregiver or update their knowledge about the ASD problem, a mHealth 
system should provide a regular (weekly or bi-weekly) summary report from 
the system. This summary should have the concise progress report of their 
children from the previous intervention, so if the developmental level is not 
satisfactory, they will know it very quickly. And they can also contact with care 
practitioners to solve the problem or to update the treatment action if needed 
for their children’s development. Besides this progress report, the summary 
should have the “know-how” information about the ASD so that they can 
transfer from caregivers to skilled care providers for their children in the home 
settings.

(iii)  Customization of the Parameters: Based on the children’s development, 
the care practitioners always update or replace any behavioral and milestone 
parameters in the treatment process. For the assistance of the care-practitioners, 
the system should have an automatic recommendation system to provide the 
children’s list with the parameters that need to change or updated. Here the 
system should include the data mining approaches to get this recommendation 
value for the care practitioners.

(iv)  Multi-Subject Parameters Comparison: For monitoring the behavioral 
parameters of the ASD children by mHealth application, it is very important 
to have a robust data management platform where the care practitioners can 
compare more than one behavioral or milestone parameter for a child. In the 
behavioral parameter development of the children with ASD, one behavioral 
parameter sometimes depends on the other behavioral parameter, so this 
multi-subject parameter comparison is essential for a mHealth system. And 
the comparison should have been observed by graphically.

(v)  Graphical Interface for Data Observation: To monitor the developmental 
progress of children with ASD, the mHealth system should have a data-driven 
graphical interface for the care practitioners to easily know the children’s 
developmental progress report. This will also assist the health care professional 
to take proper decisions more easily and quickly during the treatment process.

(vi)  Multi-level and time-feature base query system: Multi-level and time-feature 
base query means have the ability to find one or all children’s (ASD) behavioral 
or milestone parameters in different levels of query for a specific period or 
the whole intervention period. By integrating these features, a caregiver can 
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visually observe the treatment impact on specific children and all children’s 
development for a specific time or whole treatment time. This feature makes 
the treatment process more robust and evidence-based both for the caregivers 
and care-practitioners.

(vii)  Real-Time Monitoring and Feedback: Real-time monitoring is very important 
for health care professional to get immediate feedback. By integrating this 
system, care practitioners can acknowledge the condition of the children with 
ASD till the next visit. Every mHealth system should have this facility, where 
care practitioners can know the caregivers’ feedback by the system after 
taking any intervention. The system should have the automatic trigger option 
for the care providers if the children’s behavior changes negatively after the 
intervention or if the caregiver does not consecutively provide their children’s 
developmental data.

(viii)  HIPAA Compliance-based Monitoring System: The mHealth application 
should build with the HIPAA compliance guidelines. That is, the system 
should be hosted on an AWS cloud server to provide and ensure data security 
by server-side encryption. The Database should have password protection 
with the encryption of the AWS server. Only the authorized and two-factored 
verified user’s data can be accessed or updated in the Database.

(ix)  Easy to find the Patient’s Status and Show the Previous Intervention 
Records: The health care professional can update the patient’s (children with 
ASD) status based on the condition. So, without investigating the details, any 
health care professional in this system can easily understand any patient’s 
updated condition by observing the current status. Based on the demand, the 
health care professional can also look at all the previous medical records or 
intervention records for each patient date-wise or appointment-wise.

(x)  Virtual Appointment and Intervention: This feature makes this mHealth 
application more unique in pandemic and lockdown periods. With this feature, 
the caregiver takes the “Telehealth” advantages in the mental health area. In 
this mHealth application, the caregiver can take the appointment with a health 
care professional by online, and the whole intervention process can also be 
done virtually. Based on the intervention, the health care professional can 
update the mHealth: DMP for that particular patient after the appointment.

(xi)  Easy to Check Patient’s Status by Search: In this mHealth system, a care 
professional should have an option to check the children’s (with ASD) status 
by searching in three different ways (by participant’s id, participant’s last name, 
and participant’s first name) based on their convenience.
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Advantages

The main advantages of using mHealth technology in monitoring the children with 
ASD’s development are. This advantage motivated the caregivers to provide the 
data regularly.

•	 Virtual communication between the caregivers and care practitioners: 
This is the most important advantage of a mHealth application to make a 
virtual bridge between the caregiver (or patients) and care-providers (clinical). 
And it is helpful for both groups, as caregivers feel that s/he always observed 
by care-providers; on the other hand, care-providers can always know the 
updated patients’ data without any physical intervention.

•	 Provide the telehealth facility in any unavoidable condition like pandemic: 
This feature is proven after the breakout of the COVID-19, and many mHealth 
applications got the advantage to use the mHealth technics in the pandemic 
time. And many treatment systems have been converted into mHealth system 
to get the advantages of the mHealth system in the pandemic time.

•	 Provide the opportunity to make an evidence-based decision: If the 
mHealth system has the time-series data analysis platform, then it creates the 
opportunity for the care providers to make the evidence-based decision based 
on the patients’ previous data with the mHealth system.

•	 Provide the visualization for long-term longitudinal development of the 
patient: This is another important advantage to use the mHealth system 
for a long time. The mHealth visualization system can provide a long-term 
longitudinal development of the patient, motivating both the caregiver and 
care provider to use the mHealth system in the treatment process.

•	 Reduce the intervention time and ensure the quality of treatment: 
The main objective of a mHealth application should be ensured to reduce 
intervention time with quality. This advantage will be helpful for the low-
and-middle-income countries (LMICs), where recourses are constrained but 
need to treat a large number of patients.

•	 Provide the opportunity to get the proper treatment of the children with 
ASD from the distant area: This is a unique advantage of this mHealth 
system, as in many cases, the children with ASD could not visit a clinic 
frequently in the context of rural or long distance; but using the mHealth 
technology, they can get the proper treatment from their home setting.
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Challenges

The main challenges for a mHealth application to screen the behavioral development 
of children with ASD are as follow:

•	 The lack of motivation to regularly use and provide data to the system by 
the caregivers: The main problem of a mobile health application is to retain 
the user or patients’ motivation for a long time. For that reason, it will be a 
challenge to get proper and regular data from the user after a certain time. 
Most of the users in the mHealth system want to get rapid improvement by 
using any mHealth application; if any mHealth application fails to do that, the 
user could not keep their motivation to use the system. For that reason, each 
mHealth application should have both short-term and long-term deliverables 
to the user and need to understand their user about the short and long-term 
facility to use the system. So, in the mHealth system, the user motivation to 
use the system is always important; otherwise, it cannot get the regular data, 
and eventually, the system will fail in the long run.

•	 The improper or less equipped mobile and mobile network infrastructure: 
Most of the mHealth applications are based on smartphone users, so it is 
a barrier for non-smartphone users to deploy the mHealth application. So, 
before designing any mHealth application, researchers should analyze their 
user’s device, and according to user devices’ statistical information (how 
many percentages of users use a smartphone or non-smartphone user), they 
should design their mHealth application. Moreover, there needs additional 
information, for example, users’ accessibility to use the internet (if the 
mHealth application is could-based), which operating system they use (iOS or 
Android), is they are affordable to use the internet cost for using the mHealth 
application, and etc.

•	 The difficulties for the data validation: This is another vital challenge 
to make a successfully mHealth application for a large number of users in 
a mHealth application in a long time; there needs to be a system for data 
validation. But for a large amount of data is quite impossible to do manually. 
So before designing the mHealth system, the researcher should provide a 
model to validate the large data automatically and regularly.

APPLICATIONS BY DEPLOYING M-HEALTH TECHNOLOGY

“mCARE” the mHealth Application for Monitoring the Children with ASD 
in LMICs: Based on the proposed mHealth architecture in the previous section, 
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an NIH-funded (grant number: 1R21MH116726-01) mobile-care-based monitoring 
application (mCARE) (Haque et al., 2020; Haque et al., 2021) of children with ASD 
has been developed and deployed in the low-and-middle-incomes-countries like 
Bangladesh. This project has been deployed to monitor the milestone parameters 
and behavioral development for 300 children with ASD for a year. This cohort 
of children has been recruited from four centers of different geological areas of 
Bangladesh. The prime aim of that project was to implement a remote monitoring 
mHealth application of the rural area of LMICs to monitor the behavioral and 
milestone parameter developmental data by mCARE: APP and mCARE: SMS. And 
to observe how mCARE can assist the care practitioners in making evidence-based 
decisions in their treatment procedure of children with ASD.

The mCARE Population: A total of 300 patients (children with ASD) were 
recruited by volunteering in this project from four centers of Bangladesh. For 
monitoring the data from this cohort, on July 9, 2020, we got the Institutional Review 
Board (protocol number HR-1803022959) of the Marquette University . mCARE 
collected the behavioral and milestone data from its cohort for one year (from 
November 2019 to November 2020). The participants of this project were divided 
into two groups: (i) test group: 150 children were monitored by the mCARE system 
regularly. (ii) control group: 150 children who were not monitored by the mCARE 
system regularly. They were in the system to find out the impact of mCARE in the 
treatment process of the children with ASD. The children for these two groups were 
selected randomly from the 300 cohorts. The center-wise participant of the mCARE 
project is shown in Table 1.

The Demography of the mCARE Population

In the total cohort (300) of mCARE, children were aged from 2 to 9, and where 
male were 79.7%, and female were 20.3%. And among the user (caregivers), active 

Table 1. The distribution of mCARE participants among the four centers in Bangladesh

Serial Center Name
Participants Distribution

Test Group Control Group

1 The National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) 50 50

2 The Institute of Pediatric Neuro-disorder & Autism (IPNA) 50 50

3 Autism Welfare Foundation (AWF) 25 25

4 Nishpap Autism Foundation 25 25

In Total 150 150
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Table 2. mCARE participants’ demographic information

Features mCARE 
(%)

mCARE: APP mCARE: SMS

Test 
Group 

(%)

Control 
Group 

(%)

Test 
Group 

(%)

Control 
Group 

(%)

Demographics of children

Age
2-6 25.9 7.5 6.6 4.6 7.2

6-9 74.1 24.9 23.0 13.1 13.1

Sex
Male 79.7 27.2 21.6 14.4 16.4

Female 20.3 5.2 7.9 3.3 3.9

Education

Never went to school 28.9 6.6 8.2 5.6 8.5

Went to usual academic 
school but failed to 
continue study

13.1 3.6 3.0 3.6 3.0

Went to specialized school 
but failed to continue study 3.0 1.0 0.3 0.3 1.3

Currently he/she is going to 
usual academic school 6.2 2.3 1.6 1.6 0.7

Currently he/she is going 
to specialized academic 
school

48.9 19.0 16.4 6.6 6.9

Demographics of primary caregivers

Education

Primary 19.7 3.3 4.4 5.6 6.4

Secondary 20.5 5.7 6.4 4.1 4.3

Higher secondary 59.8 23.5 18.7 8 9.7

Occupation

Housewife 81.7 25.6 22.6 15.1 18.4

Service 13 4.9 5.2 1.6 1.3

Others 5.3 2.0 1.6 1.0 0.7

Average family 
spending/month 
(Thousand BDT)

<15 13.4 3.9 1.6 3.3 4.6

15-30 29.5 8.5 8.2 5.9 6.9

30-50 22.3 5.2 7.5 4.9 4.6

>50 34.8 14.8 12.1 3.6 4.3

Family Type
Nuclear 75.7 24.9 22.6 12.1 16.1

Extended 24.3 7.5 6.9 5.6 4.3

Geographic 
Location

Urban 76.7 27.2 24.3 12.1 13.1

Semi-urban 12.1 3.3 3.0 2.6 3.3

Rural 11.1 2.0 2.3 3.0 3.9
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smartphone users (APP users) were 61.9%, and non-smartphone users (SMS users) 
were 38.1%. From the observation and focus group discussion among the parents, 
it is mentioned that caregivers were more satisfied and feel easier the APP than the 
SMS user. After one year of completion of the project, mCARE could able to collect 
in total 56,290 behavioral data points, and the average data collection rate was 152.19 
per week. And after analyzing the data, it is also noted that mCARE: APP users 
provided more accurate responses than mCARE: SMS users. The mCARE project 
recruits all kinds of children with ASD, for example single parents who have only 
mothers or fathers. The legal guardians volunteered to participate in the recruitment 
process, which the care practitioners would carry out. This project analyzed its 
participants’ satisfaction level based on paired t-test. (Hsu & Lachenbruch, 2014) 
The participants’ detailed demography of the mCARE project is shown in Table 2.

mCARE Contribution during the COVID-19 Lockdown Time

The care practitioners could continue the treatment process of “test group” participants 
of mCARE during the lockdown period due to the pandemic of COVID-19. Based 
on the ASD children’s behavioral data through the mCARE system, the health care 
professionals could take the proper decision for each ASD child during the COVID-19 
lockdown and other emergency. So, in the mCARE total population (both in the control 
and test group), it is observed a better improvement rate in the test group than in the 
control group. As in the study, only the test group was intervened by mCARE. Figure 
3 shows the comparison of behavioral parameters improvement rate between the test 
and control group by calculating the average first and last month’s improvement rate. 

Figure 3. Overall improvement level analysis by deploying mCARE in (a) test group, 
(b) control group
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From Figure 3 (a), it is observed that 18-behavioral parameters were improved out 
of 30 (60%) from the “test group,” and from Figure 3(b), 13-behavioral parameters 
were improved out of 30 (43.33%) from the “control group.”

The improvement level among the “test group” in the mCARE project has been 
observed because of the use of mHealth technology. During the COVID-19 period, 
all physical intervention of the children with ASD was almost closed. But using the 
mCARE app (a mHealth application), the caregiver could provide their children’s 
(with ASD) data to the system, and care-providers could know the patients’ status 
and update the treatment by knowing the status. For this reason, the treatment of the 
children with ASD (in the test group of mCARE) was running, and their development 
had happened (shown in fig 3).

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

Based on the proposed mHealth model and mCARE project experience, the authors 
recommend some future directions in monitoring the children’s (with ASD) behavior. 
They are:

•	 Integration of EMR with mHealth application: The integration of the 
EMR with the mHealth monitoring application will complete the whole 
treatment process of the children with ASD. Furthermore, to the mHealth 
monitoring application, the EMR feature will reduce the care practitioners’ 
treatment hassle and intervention time. Thus, this will help to provide more 
care among children with ASD with quality in the LMICs where the number 
of care professionals is very limited. The virtual appointment feature with the 
intervention will make this mHealth application as a “telehealth” system. And 
this system will be very helpful during any natural disaster or any pandemic 
time. Besides this, in remote areas in LMICs, children with ASD can able 
to be treated by an expert with a long distance. And any care practitioner 
can easily refer children with ASD to another expert by creating the EMR 
link to that expert. Thus, integrating the EMR with the mHealth monitoring 
application will create a robust ASD treatment system in both developed and 
LMICs.

•	 Arrange Focus Group Discussion (FGD) with the mHealth application: 
The authors mentioned that the lack of motivation among the caregivers 
is the main problem to completing a successful mHealth application for 
monitoring the children with ASD. And the Focus Group Discussion (FGD) 
helps to create a bridge between the caregivers and care practitioners, which 
keeps the caregivers’ motivational level high. But arranging an FGD in a 
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physical place is sometimes very difficult due to managing time, money, and 
other resources constraint. So the authors recommend to arrange short and 
quick FGD among the caregivers regularly and remotely in virtual mode. 
The arrangement can be done inside the mHealth application or using third-
party meeting platforms like ZOOM, Google Meet, or Teams. Besides that, 
the system can also recommend the caregivers information based on the data 
analysis who does not respond to the system by mHealth: APP or SMS. Then 
the care practitioner can directly call to the caregivers and do an FGD to 
find out the problem and provide the solution. This FDG discussion with the 
mHealth application can help the caregivers to keep their motivation though 
out the study time or intervention time.

•	 Arrange the motivational programs for the caregivers: Besides the FGD, 
a mHealth application needs a regular program or approach to motivate the 
caregivers. It can be by sending motivational videos or providing different 
incentives levels by achieving different milestones. The reinforcement 
approach can be applied in the mHealth application to motivate its participants.

•	 Create an infrastructure for ASD knowledge sharing: The knowledge 
sharing approach or creating the infrastructure for creating ASD knowledge 
will be very helpful for the long-term ASD development in a society. The 
integration of ASD knowledge sharing approach in a mHealth application will 
create knowledge among the caregivers and also help to remove the stigma 
or other barriers towards the proper ASD treatment. A mHealth application 
can create this ASD knowledge-sharing infrastructure by providing regular 
short SMS or short videos. This also creates skilled care providers from the 
caregivers, who can professionally and properly treat their children (with 
ASD) in the home setting in any rural area without any help from clinical or 
professionals.

CONCLUSION

In this chapter, the authors proposed and described a mHealth application for 
monitoring the longitudinal behavioral and milestone parameters development of 
children with ASD. This parental report and remote experience sample-based method 
can be developed and deployed both for the developed and LMICs. This proposed 
mHealth application will be helpful for both the caregivers and care practitioners to 
(a) monitor the longitudinal behavioral development data, (b) to track the milestone 
parameters, (c) to make the evidence-based decision by the care practitioners, (d) to 
provide the care or treatment in any unavoidable situation like a natural disaster or 
pandemic time, and (e) to take proper treatment for the children with ASD. The authors 
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also mentioned a successful NIH-funded mHealth based application, “mCARE,” in 
this field which had been developed by the proposed mHealth architecture model in 
this chapter. At the of the chapter, the authors recommend some future directions that 
integration with the proposed mHealth architecture will make a robust monitoring 
tool for children’s (with ASD) behavioral development and also an effective mHealth 
application for the ASD treatment process.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

ASD: Autism Spectrum Disorder or ASD is the behavioral development disability 
among children’s early age.

Demography of Children With ASD: In a mHealth application, children’s 
demography is very important to make proper evidence-based decisions in the 
treatment process.

mCARE: Mobile-Based Care or mCARE is an NIH-funded project to 
monitor children with ASD in Bangladesh by mHealth technology. This project 
was accomplished for one year to monitor behavioral and milestone parameter 
development.

mHealth: Mobile Health or mHealth is a set of mobile apps or devices that can 
be used to monitor or track diseases and provide information to the population, 
especially in remote areas.

MP: Milestone Parameter or MP is the record of early age children’s behavioral act.
RESM: Remote Experience Sampling Method or RESM theory was used to 

design the mCARE app to remote monitor children with ASD in urban and rural areas.
VSD: Value Sensitive Design or VSD theory was also deployed for designing 

the mCARE app to ensure a robust, verifiable, and replicable strategy for cultural 
adoption.
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ABSTRACT

Artificial intelligence (AI) is a set of technologies that allows robots to detect, 
understand, act, and learn at human-like levels. The vast bulk of the AI that surrounds 
us now is powered by ineffective AI. This sort of AI is demonstrated by IBM Watson, 
self-driving cars, and Apple’s Siri. Machine learning includes deep learning as a 
subset which is commonly utilised in predictive modelling. It functions in the same 
manner that neurons do in our brains. Its structure and networking are also influenced 
by neural networks found in our brains. Since the 1950s, artificial intelligence (AI) 
has been applied in medicine. The use of artificial intelligence in ophthalmology is 
mostly focused on high-incidence illnesses such as diabetic retinopathy, glaucoma, 
age-related macular degeneration, and cataract. The chapter reviews research 
demonstrating AI enhancing medical diagnosis with a focus on diabetic retinopathy.
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INTRODUCTION

Artificial intelligence (AI) is a collection of technologies that work in concert to 
enable the machines to detect, interpret, work, and learn at the levels of intelligence 
of human brain (Accenture, 2021). The artificial intelligence categorized as Weak 
AI, also termed as Artificial Narrow Intelligence (ANI), or simply as Narrow AI, 
is a form of artificial intelligence that has been trained and fixated on performing 
narrow tasks. The majority of the AI that surrounds us now is driven by weak AI. 
IBM Watson, autonomous vehicles and Apple’s Siri are all examples of this type of 
AI. Strong AI, also known as Artificial Super Intellect, is a speculative kind of AI in 
which a machine has an intelligence equivalent to humans, something that surpasses 
the intelligence and capacity of the human brain. Strong AI is purely a theoretical 
concept as yet and there are no real instances in use presently (Education, 2021).

Complex computing’s capacity to do pattern recognition by building complex 
associations on the basis of incoming data, followed by its comparison with 
performance standards is a significant step forward towards dealing with such vast 
amount of data. This technology has the potentiality to ameliorate healthcare pricing, 
efficiency, and availability. It is essentially a digital system’s capacity to demonstrate 
cognitive abilities. AI is much more than a massive collection of database. Just as 
people need to learn to execute things, AI systems need to be first exposed to a 
database that allows them to initially “learn” elementary targets related to a certain 
discovery or condition. Following the early learning stages, the machine or the 
system is taught to “develop,” i.e., to modify its original learning to be much more 
efficient and precise. This learning is augmented by the application of sophisticated 
differential algorithms to help the system grasp complex correlations between 
diverse variables via an information dissemination called “neural network.” (Doi, 
2007; Hamet, 2017; Jiang, 2017).

Machine learning (ML) is basically, a subset of Artificial intelligence (AI) and 
deep learning (DL) is further, a subset of machine learning (Darcy et al., 2016). Deep 
learning has been widely used in predictive analysis. It works in a similar way as 
neurons work in our brain. Its structure and networking is also rooted on the neural 
networks in our brain. It is composed of the artificial neural network which when 
introduced with a vast amount of learning data understands it and makes a memory 
of it and when the test data similar to it is inputted, it recognizes and produces the 
output. It works similar to our brain that learns when introduced to new information, 
by first trying to compare with known information and recognizing it with the stored 
memory. Structurally, it is made up of many layers of artificial neurons, thus giving 
it the name ‘deep learning’. The basic structure comprises of deep neural network, 
constituted with an input layer of artificial neurons, few hidden layers and finally, the 
output layer, all arranged hierarchically. All these layers consist of the structural unit 
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called ‘node’, analogous to a biological neuron. Function conducted by neurons of 
each layer is termed as activation function which is then forwarded to the connected 
neuron. The input is received and worked upon only when it is above threshold just 
like how our biological neurons work (Jigsaw Academy, 2021)

Artificial intelligence has a widespread utilization in the health and medical 
sciences. AI has been in use in medicine since the early 1950s, when the physicians 
sought to enhance the accuracy of their diagnostics by employing computer-aided 
algorithms. (Secinaro et al., 2021).These technologies are used to discover novel 
medications for health-care management and patient-care therapies (Burton, 2019; 
Howard, 2019; Murff et al., 2011; Yang, 2019).

Researchers in biomedical sciences have been actively attempting to apply AI to 
aid enhance analysis and treatment outcomes, hence, raising the overall utility of the 
health sector (Rong et al., 2021). Application of AI in the arena of ophthalmology 
is mostly concentrated on disorders with high prevalence rates, including diabetic 
retinopathy (DR), glaucoma, age-related macular degeneration (ARMD), cataract 
etc. (Kumar et al., 2019). Supply-and-demand issues could be addressed with the 
efficient utilization of various contemporary technologies in medicine, including 
artificial intelligence because of the rising accessibility of inter data, combined 
with technological advancements in smartphone, internet, online data storage, 
and data security. All these usher a moment of integration between medicine and 
innovation that will radically transform public healthcare concepts through Digital 
medical systems as these will help in treating the large patient load and the efficient 
management of the whole medical organization (Rong et al., 2020).

There have been several instances of utilization of Deep learning (DL) algorithms 
for the identification and detection of (DR) with expert-level precision (Ting et al., 
2017) . The machine learning process in general is divided into two components: 
development of the training set and the validation set. For application of deep learning 
in DR, the training set includes a large quantity of training data which encompassing 
thousands of retinal pictures with varied degrees of DR. This training set is provided 
to the machine for learning process to be executed. The majority of the data is tagged 
in advance by competent specialists based on characteristics. After seeing a large 
number of labelled retinal pictures, the machine learns to perform the grading of 
DR on its own by constructing a model of intricate correlations between the input 
data and extrapolating a standard of performance.

In comparison to human graders, the deep learning systems have demonstrated 
much superior levels of sensitivity coupled with specificity of greater than 95% for 
recognizing referable DR (Ruamviboonsuk et al., 2019). Deep learning algorithms 
could turn out to be highly beneficial tools for carrying out the screening for 
DR, particularly, in poor countries with a high patient load. The key challenge 
in such organizations is the grading of retinal images by the qualified personnel 
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(ophthalmologists), the number of which is severely restricted in proportion to the 
number of patients who require screening. In developing countries, several of these 
patients reside in distant areas and are unable to consult qualified ophthalmologists. 
Moreover, because long-term follow-ups are required, patients’ attitudes and/or 
behavioral components have a negative impact on their career, despite being aware 
of the consequences. These issues can be remedied by placing an automated imaging 
equipment within the patient’s reach. In recent times, there has been an heightening 
interest in the creation of artificial intelligence (AI) software for analyzing the retinal 
pictures in diabetic patients (Noriega et al., 2020; Quinn et al., 2021). The goal of 
this chapter is to investigate the use of artificial intelligence in medical diagnosis, 
with a particular focus on diabetic retinopathy. It assesses the efficacy of currently 
existing diagnostic tools and forecasts future prospects.

Background

Diabetic retinopathy (DR) is a major consequence of diabetes which impairs the 
eyesight of afflicted patients. Diabetes impairs the body’s capacity of utilization 
and storage of glucose. The condition is characterized by an excess of glucose in 
the bloodstream, which can induce damage all through body, which includes the 
eyes as well. Diabetes wreaks havoc on the body’s tiny blood vessels, especially 
the retina, over time. DR develops when small blood vessels bleed blood and other 
substances. This results in the expansion of the retinal tissue, leading to foggy or 
impaired vision (Fong et al., 2004).

DR normally affects both eyes at the same time. DR seems to be more likely to 
develop as a person’s diabetes progresses. Diabetic retinopathy can lead to blindness 
if left untreated. When people with this condition have high blood sugar levels for 
an extended length of time, fluid can build up in the lens of the eyes, which governs 
focalization. This alters the lens shape, resulting in visual alterations. However, if 
glucose levels are under control, the lens will normally revert to its former shape and 
eyesight will improve. Diabetics who are able to regulate their blood sugar levels in 
a more effective manner have a slower initiation and growth of diabetic retinopathy.

There are two major forms of DR, i.e., proliferative DR and non-proliferative 
DR. The non-proliferative form of DR (NPDR) is characterized by the disease 
symptoms that are non-existent or minor in intensity or severity. The retinal blood 
vessels are known to be afflicted in NPDR. Small bulges in arterial blood vessels 
termed as microaneurysms can result that can cause the leakage of fluid into 
the retina. This leakage can further induce the enlargement of macula. The most 
problematic and advanced form of the illness is called proliferative DR (PDR). 
Here, problems in circulation restrict the oxygen supply of retina (Ferris et al., 2013) 
and as a consequence, new, weak blood vasculature can emerge in the retina, the 
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blood vessels may cause blood to flow into the vitreous humor present in the rear 
portion of the eye obscuring vision. Other PDR problems include detached retina 
owing to generation of scar tissue and the emergence of glaucoma. Glaucoma is an 
ophthalmic condition in which the optic nerve gradually deteriorates. In PDR, fresh 
blood vasculature form in the region of the eyes which discharges fluid (Diabetic 
retinopathy, 2021).

Artificial Intelligence (AI) has been greatly employed for diagnosing Diabetic 
retinopathy and lot of research has been done depicting its potential in increasing the 
diagnostic efficiency (Burlina et al., 2017; Tong et al., 2020). Its promising results 
have made medical practitioners to employ these new technologies and improve the 
prognosis (Education, 2021).

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AIDING DIAGNOSIS 
OF DIABETIC RETINOPATHY

Diabetes affects around 73 million people in India (Gadkari, 2018; Sosale, 2020). 
DR is the leading cause of avoidable blindness. Screening is hampered by a lack 
of knowledge, restricted accessibility to good qualified ophthalmologists, the 
requirement for costly equipment, and various types of socioeconomic constraints 
(Graham et al., 2018; Imani et al., 2015).

DR is characterized as the presence of illness that is more severe than mild non-
proliferative DR or by the existence of macular edema (ME) associated with diabetes 
(DME). Image diagnosis is often used to assess severe forms of NPDR (STDR) or 
diabetic macular edema (DME).

In individuals with uncontrolled diabetes, at least yearly fundus screening is 
recommended for early detection and treatment in order to lessen the mortality 
and morbidity in the community. Unfortunately, only half of these individuals get 
screened. (Murchison et al., 2017; Pratt et al., 2016). Individuals with sight-threatening 
DR would need to see an eye expert. Because DR affects people generally in their 
youth, it is vital that these patients be referred as soon as possible. (Rajalakshmi et 
al., 2014; Scanlon et al., 2013; Zheng et al., 2012). Diabetes-related macular edema 
(DME) is the major cause behind the loss of vision in diabetic people. The gold 
standard for identifying this issue is a stereoscopic macular evaluation combined 
with computed optical tomography. (Browning, 2004; Litvin et al., 2017; Murchison 
et al., 2017; Virgili et al., 2015; Pratt et al., 2016).

Traditionally, retinopathy detection is carried out by ophthalmologists by fundus 
evaluation or through color fundus photography using traditional fundus cameras by 
trained eye technicians or optometrists (Rosenberg & Tsui, 2017). Here, major concern 
is to grade the retinal pictures skillfully by trained ophthalmologists, whose number 
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is extremely limited in comparison to the number of patients requiring screening. 
There has been an increasing interest in the creation of artificial intelligence (AI) 
softwares for accurate and precise evaluation of retinal pictures in diabetic patients 
as it can greatly aid in those circumstances where easy accessibility to healthcare 
professionals is not existing and patients have to traverse long distances for their 
healthcare needs (Abramoff et al., 2007; Fong et al., 2004; Gulshan et al., 2016; 
Mintz & Brodie, 2019; Namperumalsamy et al., 2003; Ryan et al., 2015; Taylor 
et al., 2007; Yadav & Jadhav, 2019; Vashist et al., 2011; Walton et al., 2016). The 
convolutional neural network (CNN) along with MTANN (massive-training artificial 
neural network) are two primary deep learning models that have been defined to be 
vital in the diagnosis of DR (Rajalakshmi, 2019; Lee et al., 2017; Suzuki, 2017). The 
utilization of AI in detecting referable diabetic retinal disease (DR) seems promising, 
with numerous studies showing excellent sensitivity and specificity values of over 
90%. (Raman et al., 2018).

IDx-DR

IDx- DR is the very first AI system to be approved by the United States Food and 
Drug Administration (USFDA or FDA) for the non-ophthalmic screening of DR in 
offices of healthcare professionals. (Office of the Commissioner, 2019). The FDA 
has authorised IDx-DR as the first completely autonomous diagnostic system based 
on artificial intelligence. It delivered a diagnostic result to 819 individuals (96.1 
percent) out of 900 in a study carried out by Abramoff et al. (2018). The level of 
sensitivity for diagnosing more severe DR was 87.2 percent, with a specificity of 
90.7 percent (Abràmoff et al., 2018).

The gadget is linked to a non-mydriatic retinal sensor, and the pictures it captures 
are uploaded to a cloud-based database. Based on an automated analysis with a huge 
collection of typical fundus pictures, the server then employs deep learning algorithm 
to discover retinal abnormalities. The program produces one of two outcomes: if more 
than moderate DR is discovered, it advises to see an eyecare expert (ECP); if the 
findings for more than mild DR are negative, subsequent application in 12 months.

The previous versions of IDx-DR were investigated as constituent of a detection 
program (Iowa Detection Programme or IDP. This has been validated employing 
a de-identified set of 1748 digital fundus colour photographs from 874 diabetic 
individuals (Messidor-2 dataset). The sensitivity for diagnosing referable DR was 
found to be 96.8 percent when compared to the agreement of three retinal experts, 
while the specificity was 59.4 percent. The inclusion of DL features to the IDX-DR 
system improves on the IDP. It was tested against publicly available Messidor-2 
dataset to see if the inclusion of DL methods gave any advantage, and it was found 
that there was a significant enhancement in specificity and IDX-DR was capable 
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of attaining 87 percent specificity, thus significantly lowering the number of false-
positive examinations (Abràmoff et al., 2016; Grzybowski et al., 2019; Hansen et 
al., 2015; van der Heijden et al., 2017).

EyeArt-Remidio

Artificial Intelligence algorithms designed for DR screening, including IDx-DR 
and EyeArt, run on cloud-based systems. The collected photographs are sent to the 
internet, and the algorithm generates a response in a reasonable amount of time 
(Abramoff et al., 2016). To assess the effectiveness of the fundus imaging system of 
an AI-based screening, assessment has also been obtained from the medical clinic 
during study conducted by Bhaskaranand et al. (2016). The research has claimed 
excellent sensitivity for detecting DR > 95% while using the EyeArt programme 
on retinal pictures taken over the phone with Fundus (FOP). In another recent study 
conducted by EyeNuk with retinal pictures captured on typical desktop computer, 
EyeArt’s sensitivity to DR was demonstrated using fundus cameras. A smartphone-
based screening trial which was conducted during a study done by Bhaskaranand 
(2016) found sensitivity levels of 91.7 percent and a high specificity of 91.5 percent 
(Rajalakshmi et al., 2018)

Restricted internet connectivity or bandwidth hinders the use of these solutions 
in low-income and middle-economy nations. Furthermore, majority of cameras that 
are coupled with AI systems are the usual pricey, big fundus cameras that need the 
operator to take dilated retinal pictures (Gulshan,2016). Medios Technologies’ AI 
model is the foremost offline programme for screening of DR linked with a fundus 
camera based on smart phone, the Remidio non-mydriatic fundus-on-phone (FOP) 
(Rajalakshmi, 2015). Scikit-learn is a commercially accessible example of machine 
learning (ML) software, with a prerequisite necessity of computer languages such 
as Python, that has been designed to identify diabetic retinopathy (Kumar, 2019). 
Convolutional Neural Networks underpin the Medios Technology system. It 
comprises of one neural network for assessing picture quality along with additional 
two different neural networks for detecting lesions in DR. The outputs resulting 
from both these DR neural networks are used to compute a final DR diagnostic for 
the patient, which is then spread to all photos of that patient (Sosale, 2020). The 
neural networks have been built on an Inception-V3 architecture and these have been 
trained to distinguish between healthy pictures and those of patients suffering from 
DR (moderate NPDR and greater) needing medical referral. The outcome is thus, 
a binary recommendation of referring or consultating an ophthalmologist. During 
the AI’s training, no mild NPDR photos were employed. As a result, the system has 
been designed to optimize the sensitivities for DR needing referral and specificities 
for any type of DR (Sosale, 2020).
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Another example is The LVPEI and MIT Public Indirect Ophthalmoscope which 
provides a built-in choice for diagnosis of DR through Machine Learning. Further, 
Kavya Kopparapu’s Eyagnosis app, created in 2016 coupled with a 3D printed 
mobile fundus camera has been evaluated in various prominent eye institutions 
(Kopparapu, 2021).

A study by Sosale et al (2020) was conducted on 900 patients to evaluate the 
offline use of this software. In their study, a skilled technician collected undilated 
retinal pictures with the smartphone-based ‘Remidio FOP camera’. From each 
patient’s eye, two pictures, i.e., disc and macula centered, were obtained. In the 
study, low cost cameras were used to take the images. The 4350 nm photos were 
obtained with the Remidio FOP during screening camps, a total of 14266 images 
were taken employing the KOWA vx-10 mydriatic camera, and 34278 pictures were 
taken from the EyePACS dataset. Patients suffering from DR made up fifty percent of 
the training set, while the healthy individuals made up the remaining part of the set. 
The study was done with the primary goal of determining the sensitivity, precision, 
predictive values (both positive and negative) of the AI algorithm in successful 
detection of all DR when compared to the validated assessment by eye experts. 
The secondary goal was to determine the sensitivity, precision, PPV, and NPV of 
the algorithm for effectively diagnosing RDR. Here, RDR was specified as having 
moderate NPDR or severe form of the disease, or having DME. The algorithm’s 
capacity to accurately detect all cases of sight-threatening DR (STDR) indicated by 
picture diagnosis was additionally tested. STDR was characterized as having major 
NPDR or even more severe illness, or having DME. They found the performance 
of this offline software to be very promising with a sensitivity of 83.3% (80.9% to 
85.7%), precision of 95.5% (94.1% to 96.8%), PPV of 87.8% (85.7% to 90%) and 
NPV of 93.6% (92% to 95.2%) in determining all DR and for RDR sensitivity was 
found to be 93% (91.3% to 94.7%)with a precision of 92.5% (90.8% to 94.2%), PPV 
of 78.2% (75.5% to 80.9%) and NPV of 97.8% (96.9% to 98.8%).

Another research assessed the performance of the Medios AI utilising dilated 
retinal pictures taken from 231 diabetics, which were collected with the Remidio 
FOP (Natarajan et al., 2019). The photos were taken by a healthcare provider from 
a community health screening camp. The AI’s sensitivity in the diagnosis of RDR 
was found to be 100 percent coupled with a very good specificity of 88.4 percent. 
Further, the corresponding value of sensitivity for DR was 85.2 percent along with 
92 percent specificity.

Bosch DR Algorithm

Bosch DR Algorithm has been utilized for detecting DR from non-mydriatic pictures. 
Patients aged 18 years or older, suffering from diabetes lasting for a minimum of 5 
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years, were enrolled in the trial. Patients who had already been identified with DR 
were not eligible. A Mobile Eye Care fundus camera by Bosch was used to take the 
photographs. For the identification of DR, the pictures were processed using the 
Retinal Imaging Bosch DR Algorithm. The ETDRS (Early Treatment DR) values 
were utilized as the standard for determining the device’s sensitivity as well as its 
specificity. A total of 564 individuals were enrolled from six Indian locations. Each 
person was assessed during a solitary outpatient appointment. The system cannot 
identify 3.9 percent of the photographs, hence, they were classified as unconvincing. 
Four of the individuals had no satisfactory picture by either eye, thus, they were 
removed from the study. These photos were then analyzed by AI software based 
on CNN to provide a disease present/disease absent or inadequate quality result. 
Remaining 560 subjects were examined. 531 out of 560 cases were accurately 
identified by the system. The Bosch DR Program produced remarkable results, 
including 91% sensitivity, 96% specificity, with PPV and NPV rates of 94%, and 
95%, respectively. Thus, the Bosch DR Algorithm demonstrated a good sensitivity 
and a high specificity for detecting DR in pictures of non-mydriatic retina, making 
testing for DR easier. It has huge ramifications for telehealth in the application of 
retinal monitoring in diabetics (Bawankar et al., 2017; Grzybowski et al., 2019)

Google

In 2016, a Google-sponsored study that validated a novel DR detection technique 
based on CNN was released. The system, like IDX-DR, yields a value ranging 
from 0 to 1, indicating the possibility of referable DR existing in the examined 
picture (Gulshan et al., 2016). In the study, the authors tested their technique for 
detecting DR using the Messidor-2 dataset. The sets were graded by board-certified 
ophthalmologists in the United States. For both datasets, the algorithm attained a 
sensitivity of more than 95 percent and a specificity of 90.3 percent/98.1 percent. 
A large-scale validation research conducted in Thailand to assess the effectiveness 
of a Deep Learning (DL) algorithm created by Google compared with grading by 
regional retina specialists or ophthalmologists revealed that the DL algorithm has a 
high specificity and sensitivity for identification of RDR and STDR (Raman et al., 
2018). A total of more than twenty five thousand gradable retinal pictures from 7517 
diabetic individuals were evaluated for DR severity levels .The reference data set 
for this investigation was adjudicated gradings by retinal professionals from India, 
United States and Thailand. Their collaborative project is with their subsidiary Deep 
Mind, UCL and an established eye Hospital. DeepMind has developed a prototype 
gadget that scans a patient’s retina in real time to identify possible abnormalities. 
The equipment examines the retina, then DeepMind’s analytics evaluate the pictures 
to deliver a diagnostic and a “priority score.”
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The system is developed based on well-established deep learning concepts, which 
employ methods to find similar trends in information. The data in this example is 
3D images of patients’ eyes taken with an OCT (Optical coherence tomography) 
technology. This produces a three-dimensional snapshot of the epithelium, and that 
is a standard approach to evaluate eye wellness. OCT scans are an important health 
check tool, as early detection of the eye condition could save a patient’s vision. Almost 
15,000 OCT scans of 7,500 patients were used to train the program. All of these 
people were diagnosed at an established eye Hospital. Their scans were input into the 
system with assessments from human doctors. It taught the identification of different 
elements of the eye anatomy before recommending clinical intervention depending 
on the numerous indicators of pathology which the scans revealed (Vincent, 2018).

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

Diabetes-related vision loss can be prevented if diabetic eye disease (or DR) is 
detected and treated early. Over the last decade, significant progress has been 
achieved in the introduction of automated eye analysis tools. These rely on various 
image processing approaches, which are often based on human designed algorithms 
for classification of lesions, Machine Learning, or a combination of the two. DR 
detection techniques that are mechanized offer various benefits over screening by 
qualified ophthalmologists. For starters, these don’t weary and can be used to grade 
hundreds of photographs every day, typically providing findings within a very short 
span of time ranging in minutes or even seconds, after capturing the photographs. 
Expanding automated DR screening procedures is thus primarily a question of 
purchasing more gear. Even after making significant progress in developing the 
AI systems and algorithms outlined above, which produce high accuracy, their 
implementation for practical application lacks the necessary infrastructure. As 
an example, Google Medical investigators in eleven clinics spanning Thailand 
found multitude of factors linked to socio-environmental issues which hampered 
accuracy and its acceptance in practical use. To count few of the challenges; Hospital 
screening environments (poorly lightened clinics produce less efficient pictures), 
picture gradability and internet bandwidth. All these issues caused the retaking of 
the images and thus, causing a delay in the diagnosis, something it was aimed to 
reduce. (Beede et al., 2020; He et al., 2020)

Nonetheless, it is unclear that fully automated DR testing will be available very 
soon, and professional graders will continue to be required to interpret abnormal 
or low-quality photos. Regardless of the expense of the automation itself, such type 
of screening still necessitates considerable investment with respect to equipment, 
trained personnel fo0r efficient equipment handling, and other costs. The efficiency 
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of presently existing commercially accessible systems also shows that certain degree 
of professionally qualified professional verification is essential, especially due to the 
poor specificity of most systems. The key to building cost-efficient screening and 
treatment is to strike an appropriate balance between high specificity and sensitivity. 
With decreased sensitivity, more DR cases are overlooked, which contradicts the 
primary goal of a DR screening program, that is, the early diagnosis of DR. If 
specificity is poor, a disproportionate amount of false positives are obtained, that 
require additional investigation, wasting the resources, which computerized Diabetic 
retinopathy screening is attempting to save. The newer DL systems are being credited 
with plausible high levels of sensitivity and specificity. Though, these are yet to be 
realized, and their effectiveness in realistic screening situations needs to be included 
after more validation. A variety of technologies for rapid recognition of DR are 
now commercially available, and several others are also on the way with some of 
them in the works. Irrespective of their evolution stage, many of these systems are 
being dynamically developed, with updates and enhancements in user interface, 
portability, improved detection of DME. One of the most challenging obstacles 
to be surmounted in developing these systems is obtaining an adequate number 
of retinal pictures which could be employed to train and evaluate such algorithms. 
Some of the challenges in getting a sufficiently big dataset include privacy and data 
security as most of the algorithm system used cloud based system, they collect the 
data from patients and stores on cloud datasets which can put patients’ privacy on 
risk. Furthermore, such photographs must be professionally graded and labeled as a 
standard reference, which takes a substantial amount of time and money. This adds 
to the ambiguity around the assessors’ sort of precision.

Some of the investigations were validated and compared using the publicly 
accessible Messidor-2 dataset, which has over 1700 tagged retinal pictures. This 
dataset, on the other hand, comprises photos of exceptional quality, at a level which 
is not indicative of real-world invited applications. Lastly, creating DL algorithms 
using the criterion of human grading restricts the system’s potential efficacy to 
those of professional evaluators. It is not impossible for computerized retinal image 
processing systems to outperform professional graders in times to come; nevertheless, 
this cannot be measured if manual marking is considered the ultimate goal. Currently 
available systems include specialized computer programmes, web solutions, and 
even smartphone apps for integration with new or current screening activities. It is 
unknown how well these various platforms impact the performance or processes of 
routine screening, especially as more of these systems come into use.

The Artificial intelligence-based DR tool can help the doctor with fundus picture 
processing, which can help determine more quickly, the progression of disease in 
the patient. Doctors can also attend to even more patients who require assistance 
without suffering from mydriasis. New health care techniques aim to reduce 
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ophthalmologist visits, lowering total healthcare expenditures, and increasing the 
patients served by each health practitioner. AI can assist the health-care provider 
in reaching his or her objective. Though technology helps in the healthcare system, 
it cannot be used to replace a clinician at this time. Artificial intelligence has made 
significant strides in recent years and is laying the foundation for new possibilities. 
AI - powered advancements are opening up novel opportunities for implementing 
DR detection and scoring systems (Kumar et al., 2019). The inclusion of more costly 
data from OCT angiography or wide field imaging can also be utilized for future AI 
applications instead of the conventionally employed fundus images. Coming future 
can prospect us with compact devices which may enable patients to accomplish 
retinopathy diagnostic screening by using their personal devices at home which can 
result in a significant reduction in the number of trained medical personnel as well 
as medical infrastructure necessary to make diagnosis.

Automation systems may be developed which are able to cover lot more variety 
of disease indicators . Currently for now simultaneous usage of AI technology and 
physicians seemed to be most efficient solution. (Li et al., 2021)

Early screening and surveillance of various illnesses including diabetic retinopathy 
is also being researched by employing serum biomarkers (Al-Rubeaan et al., 2017; 
Jenkins et al., 2015; Markan et al., 2020; Motawi et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2019) 
and these can also be used to provide better perceptivity to conclude better than 
human intelligence.

CONCLUSION

This chapter gives an overview of the current infrastructure and the potential of 
artificial intelligence as a diagnostic tool in future, with an emphasis on diabetic 
retinopathy. The Artificial intelligence-based DR tools may aid the doctor with 
retina image interpretation, allowing the physician to immediately advise the next 
stages in the patient’s care. In addition, without mydriasis, clinicians could be able 
to attend to greater number of patients. New medical care advancements based on AI 
place a premium on decreasing visits to ophthalmologist, lowering gross treatment 
expenses, and expand the count of patients treated by every physician. AI can be a 
valuable tool to assist health care professionals in reaching their objectives. However, 
given its existing limitations, it cannot be used to replace clinicians at least at this 
point of time. New advancements in the field of AI technology are bringing new 
opportunities for deploying DR identification and rating systems.
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ABSTRACT

The epiretinal membrane (ERM) is an ocular pathology that can cause visual distortions. 
To prevent a loss of vision, symptomatic ERM needs to be removed before it can cause 
irreversible damage. In order to do this, the ERM needs to be located early, so that it 
can be peeled from the retina. This chapter explores an automatic methodology for ERM 
segmentation, as well as its intuitive visualization in the form of colour maps. To do this, 
visual features that are compatible with ERM presence are extracted from ophthalmologic 
images by using computer vision algorithms and deep learning models. This methodology 
achieved satisfactory results, reaching a dice coefficient of 0.826 and a Jaccard index of 
0.714, contributing to highlight the applicability of deep learning models for the detection 
of pathological signs in medical images.
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INTRODUCTION

Thanks to recent advances in computation architectures and in the development 
of new and improved artificial intelligence algorithms, Computer-aided Diagnosis 
(CAD) systems are becoming increasingly relevant in healthcare services, finding 
application in fields such as audiometry (Fernández, et al., 2018), radiology (Romeny 
et al., 1998) or encephalography (Hosny et al., 2018). Among the different domains 
of application of CAD systems, the analysis of medical images stands out.

Deep learning is a subset of machine learning focused on the development of 
artificial neural network models that have multiple layers in order to progressively 
extract higher-level features from data (LeCun et al., 2015). Convolutional neural 
networks are artificial neural networks that use the convolution operation in order 
to be able to extract visual features from images (Lecun et al., 1998). Thanks to the 
advent of deep convolutional neural networks, deep learning models are nowadays 
used for several tasks in the field of image analysis. These tasks can range from 
image classification (Krizhevsky et al., 2017), in which images are separated in 
classes according to their content; to image segmentation (Long et al., 2015), where 
images are partitioned into multiple segments, or every pixel in their content is 
labelled; to regression (Lv et al., 2014), where a value or a set of values are extracted 
from the images. With a focus on healthcare, deep convolutional neural networks 
have successfully been used to analyze and study anatomical structures as well as 
pathological signs in medical images of several types (Shen et al., 2017; Litjens 
et al., 2017). In particular, deep learning-based CAD systems have found uses in 
medical imaging techniques such as magnetic resonance imaging (Kamnitsas et al., 
2017), conventional radiography (Lakhani & Sundaram, 2017), ultrasound (Cheng 
et al., 2016) or computed tomography scans (Setio et al., 2016). These systems 
have demonstrated that their performance can be on par with, or even exceed that 
of human experts in different diagnosis-related tasks (Litjens et al., 2017; Lee et 
al., 2020; Ting et al., 2017; Gulshan et al., 2016).

In ophthalmology, Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) is an imaging technique 
that allows the in-depth visualization of tissue (Huang et al., 1991). By shining a 
beam of low coherence (high bandwidth) light over the tissue and measuring the 
differences in phase and amplitude in the reflected beam compared to a reference 
one, a one-dimensional reading or A-Scan can be acquired at every scanned spot. 
This A-Scan contains depth-wise information about the reflectivity of the scanned 
tissue. If this beam is swept through the surface of the tissue, these readings can 
be combined into a two-dimensional reading or B-Scan (Figure 1). These B-Scans 
can be visualized as high-resolution images which show a cross-sectional view of 
the tissue, like a tomogram containing the histological information of the scanned 
tissue. Furthermore, these B-Scans can be laterally combined to produce a volumetric 
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representation of the underlying tissue. This makes OCT a remarkably useful 
technique for the analysis of healthy or pathological ocular structures since these 
volumes allow the complete histological visualisation of the retinal tissue in vivo 
and in a non-invasive manner. For reference, OCT images can be used for the study 
of the vascular structure of the eye (Kashani et al., 2017; de Moura et al., 2016, 
2017a; Spaide et al., 2018); for the diagnosis of glaucoma (Hood, 2017) (Tan et al., 
2009; Jaffe & Caprioli, 2004), which is the most common cause of blindness in the 
developed world for people over 50; exudative macular disease (de Moura et al., 
2017b), one of the most common causes of blindness in the developed world; or 
that of diabetic macular oedema (Hee, 1995; de Moura et al., 2019, 2020; Mookiah 
et al., 2013), the leading cause of blindness in patients of diabetes mellitus.

This chapter explores a methodology developed for the automatic detection and 
segmentation of one such ocular pathology, the Epiretinal Membrane (ERM). The 
ERM is a thin fibrocellular sheet that may appear over the retina surface. This layer 

Figure 1. Example of an OCT slice or B-Scan, illustrated over an eye fundus image 
showcasing its location
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is mostly transparent and can be imagined as a thin film of cellophane stuck to the 
fundus of the eye. It is known by different names such as cellophane maculopathy, 
macular pucker, macular fibrosis, or surface wrinkling retinopathy. These names 
reference the effects that this layer can have over the tissue of the retina. While it 
is mostly transparent and may not cause any symptoms, the ERM may also start 
to harden and contract after appearing. This causes mechanical traction over the 
underlying tissue, which in turn may start to deform and wrinkle the retina. The 
ERM is typically formed over the boundary between the vitreous body and the retina 
tissue, this area is known as the Inner Limiting Membrane (ILM). If the ERM is 
positioned over the retinal macula, these deformations may cause metamorphopsia 
(Matsumoto et al., 2003), a visual distortion that can manifest itself as a bowing in 
the centre of the visual field. For example, when observing parallel lines such as 
in an Amsler grid, these may appear to bow and bend to a patient suffering from 
metamorphopsia (Figure 2). Additionally, the deformations provoked by the ERM can 
also cause a thickening of the macular tissue, and in severe cases, the disappearance 
of the foveal pit. Although it is normally idiopathic, the ERM can also appear as a 
secondary factor to other related ocular pathologies. Diabetic macular oedema has 
a high prevalence of related ERM, with studies reporting that between 27 and 34% 
of oedema patients present ERM (Yamamoto et al., 2001; Ghazi et al.,2007). It can 
also appear as a response to external trauma to the eye, as a response to surgery or 
as a posterior complication of vitreous detachment or macular hole, among others. 
Generally, its appearance is caused by the retraction of the vitreous gel from the 
macula.
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If the ERM is allowed to contract and deform the retina for long, some of the 
deformations it produces may become permanent. Treatment for symptomatic 
ERM involves a surgery known as pars plana vitrectomy (Suh et al., 2009), where 
a series of instruments are used to scrape the surface of the retina and peel away the 
fibrocellular layer. This surgery has higher chances of preserving the vision of the 
patients if performed early, before the exerted traction can further deform the tissue 
(Massin et al., 2000; Rahman & Stephenson, 2014), and it requires that the expert 
determines the extent and location of the ERM. This underscores the relevance of 
an early and accurate diagnosis of the ERM. Due to its transparency, the ERM is 
difficult to detect in eye fundus images (Figure 3). Often, only the deformations the 
ERM causes over the retina are visible in this imaging technique, and even then, 
only those that are very prominent. In OCT images, however, the ERM appears as 
a bright layer over the ILM (Figure 4). This imaging modality makes it much easier 
for the experts to detect and diagnose the ERM, as its high reflectivity facilitates 
its visualisation. Because of this, ERM diagnosis is usually performed by experts 
visually inspecting OCT images.

Figure 2. Example of the visual distortions that the metamorphopsia may cause to 
patients suffering from ERM over an Amsler grid
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While the ERM is easier to detect in OCT slices, the visual inspection of images 
with the intention of screening for ERM signs is a time-consuming and inherently 
subjective process. Furthermore, the ERM is not the only reflective surface that can 
appear in OCT images, since visual artefacts caused by the forwards and backwards 
scattering of light can produce noise and bright spots in this image modality, making 
the visual detection of the ERM in OCT a non-trivial task.

Figure 3. Example of a case of symptomatic ERM in an eye fundus image. Small 
creases over the tissue can be observed in the highlighted area
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In this chapter, a methodology developed for the automatic segmentation of 
the ERM in OCT images is explored. The aim of this methodology is to provide 
the experts with an intuitive visualisation of the ERM presence (or lack thereof) in 
OCT volumes. To do this, the methodology consists of a series of three steps aimed 
at the preliminary detection of our Region of Interest (ROI), the segmentation of 
the ERM and, finally, the generation of intuitive segmentation maps that display 
the ERM overlaid on a reconstruction of the eye fundus, generated based on the 
original OCT volumes. These maps are also post-processed to incorporate cross-slice 
information into the segmentation results, helping minimise the stochastic errors 
that may be produced by the visual artefacts that are present in OCT images. The 
complete methodology makes use of different computer vision techniques, as well 
as deep learning algorithms in order to extract and analyse visual features which 
are relevant for the detection and diagnosis of the ERM. Moreover, thanks to the 
use of machine learning models, the segmentation process can be trained directly 
from annotated images, implicitly learning which visual features are relevant for 
the task at hand. This greatly simplifies the development process of CAD systems 
making use of this methodology.

The layout of this chapter is as follows: The Background section introduces 
how other works in the literature have approached the problem of the diagnosis of 
this pathology. The Epiretinal Membrane Segmentation section explains how each 

Figure 4. OCT slice displaying the ERM and ERM-related lesions
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of the steps that comprise this methodology are performed, the data that was used 
for its development, the deep learning model training details and the results that 
were obtained from evaluating the methodology. Solutions and Recommendations 
covers some of the solutions that were designed for the issues that arose during the 
development of this methodology. Future Research Directions indicates the different 
approaches that may be taken to further advance in the detection of this pathology. 
Finally, in Conclusion, the main ideas exposed in this chapter are summed up.

BACKGROUND

Due to the relevance of a disease such as the ERM, various works have addressed 
the challenge presented by its detection as an opportunity for the application of 
CAD systems that can aid in its diagnosis. This section shares an overview of how 
different works in the literature have approached the problem of detecting the ERM 
in medical imaging, a brief description of each one, as well as a summary of the 
advantages they may provide to the field of study and the shortcomings they might 
suffer from.

In the beginning, works such as the proposal by Wilkins et al. (1996) offered 
semi-automatic approaches for ERM diagnosis. These, however, relied on an initial 
manual annotation made by the expert indicating the location of the ERM in order 
to measure the macular thickening that it caused and assess the ERM.

Later works have introduced automatic methods, aiming to overcome the 
reliance on an initial expert annotation. As reference, Lu et al. (2018) used deep 
learning models for the detection of different pathologies, the ERM being one of 
them. A convolutional neural network was trained to classify images according 
to which of the four considered pathologies was present. The results obtained by 
this convolutional model were compared to those produced by two experts on 
the same task. These results showed that the system achieved a performance that 
was competitive with or better than that of human experts. In the work by Fang et 
al. (2017), the authors propose the detection of multiple macular lesions in OCT 
images. Among these lesions, the ERM was also considered. In order to perform 
this detection, a conventional feature extraction process was performed in segmented 
regions of interest. Using a machine learning-based system, these regions were then 
classified into the different macular lesions. Kuwayama et al. (2019) also proposed 
a system based on the classification of OCT slices. In a similar manner to the work 
by Lu et al., the authors used a convolutional neural network for the classification 
into four different pathologies, achieving competitive results.

Sonobe et al. (2018) presented a study in which they compare the performance of 
support vector machines and deep learning models at detecting ERM cases in OCT 
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volumes. Images from the surface of the eye fundus, obtained from the software 
provided by the OCT scanner were used as input and a classification was performed 
by making use of the two proposed approaches. The results achieved by the deep 
learning model were higher than those obtained by the support vector machine 
approach. More recently, Lo et al. (2020) used a residual neural network architecture 
to screen for ERM in OCT images. Non-retinal specialised ophthalmologists were 
asked to participate in a test where their results were compared to those achieved 
by the residual neural network. In this comparison, the deep learning models 
performed slightly better than the ophthalmologists. More recently, Parra-Mora et 
al. (2021) described the use of four Deep learning-based classification architectures 
for the screening of the ERM. In the results, the authors claim a high discriminative 
performance by the deep learning models at classifying between OCT slices that 
displayed healthy eyes and slices showing ERM presence.

The results that were obtained in these works collectively show the potential that 
deep learning models possess for the screening of the ERM. These models have 
been proven to achieve a performance that can be on par with human experts and, 
in some cases, even exceed that of certified specialists. Additionally, comparisons 
between classical machine learning-based approaches that use conventional feature 
extraction and selection and deep learning models have shown that the latter may 
have the upper hand in terms of results. All of the previously mentioned approaches 
are based on the classification of OCT slices into whether they show healthy tissue 
or if signs compatible with the ERM are visible in the images. Furthermore, many 
of these proposals are focused on the screening of several pathologies, the ERM 
just being one of those considered and hardly the main focal point of these works.

Conversely, the works by Baamonde et al. (2017a, 2017b, 2019a) showcase 
a series of methods for the characterization of the ERM tissue in OCT images. 
These studies are completely focused on the detection of this pathology by means 
of different approaches such as local luminosity patterns or hand-crafted visual 
features. Moreover, in (Baamonde, et al., 2019b), the authors present the first 
approach for the segmentation of the ERM. This segmentation is done by means of 
the classification of patches. From every patch, the authors extracted a set of 452 
conventional visual features, grey-level co-occurrence matrices, Gabor features, 
local binary patterns, Laws features) to intensity-based (intensity global features, 
grey-level intensity histograms, histograms of oriented gradients), as well as a set of 
domain-specific hand-crafted features. From this set of original features, the authors 
used the Spatial Uniform ReliefF algorithm to select the ones that contributed the 
most to the classification process. Finally, they provide a comparison between 
using random forests, k-nearest neighbours, and support vector machines for the 
classifications of different sets of selected features.
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In this chapter, a refinement of the ERM segmentation methodology proposed 
by Baamonde et al. is explained (Gende et al., 2021). This methodology is refined 
by incorporating deep learning models into the classification process and providing 
an intuitive visualisation of the diseased tissue over a projection of the eye fundus.

EPIRETINAL MEMBRANE SEGMENTATION

This section explains the step-by-step process in which the presented methodology 
for the ERM segmentation in OCT images is subdivided. A visual summary of this 
methodology can be found in Figure 5. As previously mentioned, this segmentation 
methodology consists of a set of three steps, namely: the segmentation of the ROI, 
the classification of image patches and the final reconstruction of the intuitive 
representation. These will be explained in detail in the following subsections, as 
well as the data that was used to develop and test this methodology and the details 
of the neural network model training process.

Figure 5. Graphical summary of the methodology that is explored in this chapter. 
The original OCT volume is first subdivided into 2-dimensional B-Scans. Then, the 
ROI is segmented, and a series of windows centred on the ILM are extracted. These 
windows are classified by a convolutional neural network. Based on this classification, 
the segmentation map is reconstructed and postprocessed. A reconstruction of the 
eye fundus can be generated from the OCT volume. In parallel, this reconstruction 
and the segmentation map are overlaid to create the intuitive visualisation of ERM 
presence over the eye fundus.
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Region of Interest Segmentation

The first step is to segment the ROI location. In order to narrow down the area in 
which to look for the ERM, the boundary in which the ERM may appear if present 
must first be detected. This region is known as the Inner Limiting Membrane. 
Fortunately, due to the transparency of the vitreous body, the ILM is easy to detect in 
OCT slices. In these images, the retinal tissue is visible as are its internal structures, 
while the vitreous body appears as a slightly noisy background. This conveniently 
simplifies the task of detecting the position of the ILM.

Since the ILM appears as a continuous horizontal layer in these images, its position 
can be modelled as a height value. That is, for every image column in any OCT 
slice, there will be a pixel in which the ILM will begin. Thanks to this continuity, it 
is possible to convert this segmentation problem into a problem of determining the 
height of the ILM in every image column, which is much simpler.

To take advantage of the contrast that the ILM possesses in OCT images and 
the fact that the ILM can be modelled as a height value for every vertical column 
of pixels, active contour models can be used to segment the ROI (Gawlik et al., 
2018). Active contour models, or snakes, are a computer vision framework used 
for determining the outlines of objects in images. One of the advantages of this 
framework is its robustness to noise. An active contour model can be defined as a 
set of n points vi for i=0,…,n–1. The contour model is moderated by a set of two 
energies: Eexternal, the external energy which pulls the contour outwards toward the 
edges that are visible in the image and Einternal, the internal energy which elastically 
contracts the contour in order to preserve a smooth curve. Thus, the energy function 
of the snake can be described by Equation 1.

E E s ds E s E ssnake snake internal external
* � � �� � � � �� � � � �� �0

1

0

1

v v v�� �ds  (1)

Eexternal draws the snake towards visible edges in the image. It measures how well 
the curve matches image data. it can be described by Equation 2:

Eexternal(v) = -|Gy(v)|2 (2)

where Gy is the gradient in the y-axis. This makes it so that the active contour adjusts 
itself to edges in the image. Since the ILM describes an approximately horizontal 
line, only those pixels that possess the highest gradient in the y-axis are of interest.

On the other hand, Einternal (Equation 3) reflects curve tension and curvature. 
Minimising the internal energy favours smooth, continuous curves.
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where 𝛼(s) and 𝛽(s) are weights which control the sensitivity of the internal energy. 
𝛼(s)penalises the separation between points in the contour. 𝛽(s)penalises oscillations 
between the positions of consecutive points, preserving curve smoothness.

OCT images generally present speckle noise due to the effects of light back-
scattering (Samagaio et al., 2017). This noise can cause the active contours to fixate 
on bright spots that don’t correspond to the real ILM location. In order to get rid of 
this noise, each original OCT slice is first pre-processed using a median filter. This 
filter assigns the median of the surrounding neighbours to each pixel. This way, the 
effects of isolated bright pixels can be minimised. To obtain the horizontal filters, 
a convolution using a y-axis Sobel filter is applied. This pre-processing stage can 
be visualised in Figure 6.

Once an image highlighting the horizontal edges in the original OCT slice has 
been obtained, the active contour can be adjusted. As previously indicated, since 
only the horizontal edge of the ILM is of relevance for this task, the active contour is 
initialised to the top of the image, with a contour point for every image column. These 
are allowed to iteratively move in the vertical axis, minimising the aforementioned 
internal and external energies until convergence. Once the active contour has settled 
over the ILM surface, its vertical position for every image column can be obtained, 

Figure 6. Initial pre-processing of an OCT slice prior to ILM segmentation. The 
image is filtered in order to remove noise and a Sobel operator in the y-axis is 
applied. This way the ILM can be highlighted over the fundus.
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effectively producing the segmentation of this layer. At this point, to proceed with 
the segmentation of the ERM, each ILM pixel will have to be classified into whether 
it is positioned over healthy or diseased tissue. Since a single pixel does not contain 
sufficient information about whether the tissue point it displays is diseased or not, a 
standard image window must first be extracted around each of these pixels. These 
windows contain the visual information surrounding the ILM pixel that is necessary 
for its correct classification. A summary of this process of window extraction can 
be visualised in Figure 7.

Window Classification

Once the region of interest has been segmented and the windows around each pixel 
of the ILM have been extracted, the second step is the classification of each of these 
windows according to whether they are centred around pathological or healthy 
tissue. The classification of these images can be accomplished by employing a 
convolutional neural network. These deep learning models can use the convolution 
operation (Figure 8) in order to make use of the visual information contained in 
images as features. These models are able to learn a number of convolutional filters 
that can extract visual features from the images. The progressive stacking of these 
convolutional filters in depth yields gradually higher-level features. This ability to 
learn high-level visual representations of information directly from images enables 
deep learning models to perform a variety of computer vision tasks.

Figure 7. ILM segmentation. The active contour is allowed to contract downward 
until it converges on the ILM surface. Once the position of the ILM is determined, a 
window is extracted around each ILM pixel. These are to be classified on the next step.
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To classify the image windows, Densely Connected Convolutional Neural 
Networks can be employed (Huang et al., 2017). These deep learning models use 
dense blocks and the progressive concatenation of lower-level features in order to 
propagate these further into the architecture. This aids to mitigate the vanishing 
gradient problem by allowing it to flow directly from the layer closest to the loss 
to the early ones. This way, the layers close to the original data can be updated 
more efficiently than in a conventional convolutional neural network. From among 
the different DenseNet variants, a DenseNet-121 was used for the methodology 
described in this chapter. A schematic representation of this architecture can be 
found in Figure 9.

Figure 8. Convolution operation. A convolution filter is applied centred on every 
image element. The values of the image and the filter are multiplied and gathered 
in order to obtain the resulting value at each point.
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The labels that result from each window classification can be assigned to the 
original central pixels around which the image windows were extracted. This way, 
by combining the location of the ILM with its classification into healthy or diseased 
tissue, a segmentation of the ERM can be effectively produced (Figure 10).

INTUITIVE MAP RECONSTRUCTION

The third and final step is the reconstruction and post-processing of the segmentation 
maps. In order to provide the experts with an intuitive visualisation of the results, 
these are reconstructed in the form of a colour map indicating ERM presence or 
absence overlaid over a representation of the eye fundus. This way, the zone that is 

Figure 9. Basic structure of a DenseNet-121 model, detailing the composition of the 
dense blocks, their dense layers, and the progressive concatenation of visual features

Figure 10. Second step of ERM segmentation. The windows that were extracted in 
the previous step are classified into healthy or pathological. The resulting labels 
are assigned to the original pixels around which the windows were extracted.
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affected by the ERM can be easily interpreted, bypassing the need to observe each 
of the OCT slices.

For this reconstruction, the information contained in the 3D OCT volumes is 
leveraged by taking advantage of the consecutive organisation of the 2D OCT slices. 
These advantages are harnessed in two ways. First, since each OCT tomogram 
represents a parallel slice of the analysed section of the eye fundus, there is a 
structural relation between the information contained in consecutive slices. This 
information can be used to further refine the ERM segmentation by providing a 
consensus of the classifications of the surrounding boundary points. This way, each 
image pixel contributes not only to the classification of the spot where it is located 
and the surrounding pixels in the same slice, but also to the classifications of pixels 
in the surrounding slices, adding an additional cross-slice dimension through which 
visual information can be integrated in the segmentation process. This helps to 
correct spurious misclassifications that may occur due to lighting differences in 
consecutive slices and softens the segmented boundary region. Second, due to the 
organisation of the 2D OCT slices, the visual information contained in each of them 
can be combined in order to recreate a visualisation of the analysed retina section. 
This visualisation allows for the information contained in the whole cube to be 
summed up in order to provide a quick analysis and reference of the location of the 
analysed tissue. This way, the segmentation results and the equivalent location in 
the eye fundus can be viewed at a glance in the form of colour maps.

To obtain these maps, the one-dimensional classification tag arrays of every 
slice are laterally stacked together according to their original location. This creates a 
two-dimensional spatial representation of the classification of every original image 
column, which can be interpreted as an overview of the eye fundus. In these images, 
green represents an ILM spot that was classified as healthy, while red represents a 
diseased one.

Since every image patch was isolated from its context, some outlying pixels 
classified as ERM can appear. These are mainly caused by a few misclassifications 
produced by image artefacts and reflections in the original OCT images. In order 
to correct these, and with the aim to produce a visualisation that better represents 
the appearance that the ERM has over the eye fundus, a post-processing step is 
applied. This step incorporates into the classification of every pixel the information 
contained in the classification of its surrounding neighbours. Additionally, it aims 
to preserve the softer boundaries that the ERM actually presents.
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This post-processing step consists of the filtering of any ERM-classified contour 
under a certain size threshold and morphological filtering. Expert knowledge 
determines that isolated ERM patches of a very small size are extremely unlikely. 
Because of this, the first step of this post-processing stage is to filter out any 
isolated ERM-classified contour under 25 pixels in size. Furthermore, in order 
to correct spurious misclassifications and preserve the regularity of the boundary 
region, a morphological opening is performed on the segmentation map using a 
10×4 pixel horizontal rectangle as structuring element. This operation is described 
by Equation 4, where Ab denotes the translation of A by b. Since consecutive OCT 
slices may show differences in reflectivity, incorporating cross-slice information 
via this morphological filtering helps preserve boundary regularity. This results 
in an image where the isolated ERM pixels are filtered out and with a continuous 
boundary region. The complete reconstruction and the post-processing stage are 
summed up in Figure 11.

A B A B B

A B A

A B A
b B
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b B
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� �
�

�

�



  (4)

Figure 11. Third step of ERM segmentation. The 1D classification arrays are converted 
to colour pixels are stacked in the original order. The resulting segmentation maps 
are then post-processed in order to filter spurious pixels and produce a regular 
boundary.
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Finally, in order to provide a reference for this map, a representation of the eye 
fundus is created from the original OCT volume. This representation is created by 
averaging every image column in the volume. That is, for every slice in the volume, 
the average value of the pixels in every column is calculated. This value is translated 
into a pixel brightness value, which can be combined with its neighbours in an 
orderly manner, in the same way in which the segmentation map is reconstructed. 
The resulting two-dimensional image shows a representation of the fundus of the eye, 
allowing a visualisation of the foveal pit, the vascular structure of the eye and any 
relevant deformations that may be present in the retina (Figure 12). By overlaying 
the segmentation colour map over the eye fundus reconstruction, the final intuitive 
visualisation of the ERM is produced.

Dataset

The methodology presented in this chapter was comprehensively validated with 
a representative dataset. Specifically, this dataset consisted of 20 OCT volumes 
obtained from different patients. Each of these volumes represents an eye. Out 
of the 20 eyes, 12 belonged to healthy patients, while 8 displayed signs of ERM. 
These volumes contained a total of 2428 2D OCT slices, with 1,536 belonging 
to healthy eyes and 892 to eyes with ERM. The platform used to produce these 
images was a CIRRUS ™ HD-OCT Carl Zeiss Meditec confocal scanning laser 
ophthalmoscope. These images were obtained in accordance with the Declaration 
of Helsinki, as approved by the Ethics Committee of Investigation from A Coruña/
Ferrol (2014/437) the 24th of November 2014. All of the images showing ERM 
signs were manually annotated by an expert indicating the location of the diseased 
tissue, which served as the dataset ground truth. This dataset was partitioned using 
a 4-fold cross-validation, with each fold being divided into three sets, using 50% of 

Figure 12. Reconstruction of the eye fundus representation to be used as reference. 
The average brightness value of each image column of every OCT slice contained 
in the original volume is calculated. These values are then combined to produce a 
2D image representing the retina of the eye.
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the eyes for training, 25% for validation and the remaining 25% for test. In order to 
preserve a balance between ERM-positive and negative cases, as well as to avoid 
oversampling the training set, 40 equispaced windows were extracted from every 
slice belonging to diseased eyes, and 8 from every slice taken from a healthy eye. 
This resulted in a total of 21,667 pathological samples and 27,536 healthy samples. 
These were used to train and validate this methodology, ensuring each eye appears 
in a testing set once.

Training Details

The DenseNet-121 models were trained on the available dataset following the 
4-fold cross-validation. This way, 4 models were trained on their corresponding 
training sets. The training process was allowed to run for a maximum of 100 epochs, 
selecting the epoch that produced the smallest loss on its corresponding validation 
set for testing. Cross-entropy loss was used for training, while Adaptive Moment 
Estimation (Adam) was used for optimisation, with a learning rate of 1×10-5, 𝛽1=0.9 
and 𝛽2=0.999. The 112×112 pixel windows extracted from the images were resized 
to a standard 224×224 resolution. Furthermore, in order to take a better advantage of 
the available data, online augmentation was used on the training samples, combining 
random horizontal flipping, random vertical and horizontal shearing between -15º 
and 15º as well as random rotation of the windows between -15º and 15º (Figure 
13). The borders of the images were reflected with the intention to preserve image 
continuity after the augmentation.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This methodology achieved generally favourable results, both in terms of the 
classification of image patches and the segmentation of the ERM in the images as a 
whole. In this sense, this methodology can provide an accurate and robust diagnosis 
of this pathology. In this section, the results that were obtained by making use of 
the presented methodology are described and discussed. These results correspond 
to those produced by the convolutional neural networks when trained and cross-

Figure 13. Example of different augmented variations of the same spot showing 
signs of ERM
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validated on the previously described dataset. Commonly reported metrics for similar 
image segmentation tasks such as the Accuracy (Equation 5), Sensitivity or Recall 
(Equation 6), Specificity (Equation 7), Sørensen-Dice Coefficient (Equation 8) and 
Jaccard Index (Equation 9) were used.

Accuracy TP TN
TP TN FP FN

�
�
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 (5)

Sensitivity Recall TP
TP FN

� �
�

 (6)

Specificity TN
TN FP

�
�

 (7)

Dice TP
TP FP FN

�
�
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2

2
 (8)

Jaccard TP
TP FP FN

�
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In terms of the classification of the image windows, Figure 14 shows the results 
that were obtained by every model classifying the window samples contained in 
the test set. This figure also displays the results obtained from the classification of 
every window extracted from every pixel contained in the volumes included in the 
test sets, analogously to how this model would perform when analysing an OCT 
volume. Respecting the segmentation maps of the ERM, Figure 15 illustrates the 
Receiver Operating Characteristic as well as the Precision Recall curves described 
by the models. The Dice Coefficient and the Jaccard Index before and after applying 
the post-processing stage can be found in Figure 16.

Figure 14. Accuracy, Precision and Recall of the samples contained in the test sets 
and by extracting a window around every ILM pixel of the images in this set
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These results show that this methodology can provide a robust and objective 
segmentation of the ERM in OCT images. By making use of deep learning models, 
the visual features that are visible at different scales in the images can be used 
for an accurate characterisation of the ERM. Furthermore, by incorporating the 
information contained in the surrounding slices into the classification results, these 
can be refined. Thanks to this post-processing stage, it is possible to achieve better 
results and provide a segmentation that preserves the actual appearance of the 
ERM over the eye fundus. The resulting colour maps overlaid over the eye fundus 
reference have the potential to simplify the analysis process and provide an intuitive 
diagnosis of this disease.

Figure 15. Receiver Operating Characteristic (left) and Precision Recall (right) 
curves corresponding to the results of the proposed methodology
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SOLUTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

During the development process of this methodology, the authors identified a 
number of possible issues and proposed a series of solutions. For the problem of 
determining the balance between the positive and the negative samples in the dataset, 
preliminary testing was performed. In this testing, different sampling conditions 
were compared, with the best results being obtained with the strategy that was 
described. This strategy consisted in sampling 40 equispaced windows from every 
image belonging to a pathological eye and 8 from every image in a healthy eye. 
This relation between samples was chosen in order to preserve a balance between 
the classes, since the healthy eyes are more numerous and do not contain diseased 
tissue while the diseased ones are fewer and do contain healthy tissue. Moreover, 
by using this sampling strategy, there is already a consistent overlap between 
consecutive windows. Increasing the number of samples extracted from the images 
further would provide little to no benefit at the risk of overrepresenting the visual 
information that was already sampled.

The post-processing stage was incorporated to the methodology partially as a 
solution to the problem of isolated bright pixels caused by image artefacts being 

Figure 16. Dice Coefficient and Jaccard Index corresponding to the segmentation 
maps before and after the application of the post-processing stage
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misclassified as ERM-positive spots. Furthermore, there are some differences 
in lighting and overall image quality between consecutive slices, which can lead 
to irregular boundary regions when only the information that is contained in a 
single slice is used to classify ILM pixels. By filtering out the small, isolated spots 
which are not adjacent to any ERM region and by using morphological filtering 
to incorporate cross-slice information into the classification of every ILM pixel, 
these problems can be corrected, resulting in a more uniform segmentation map 
without isolated ERM-positive pixels and with a more regular boundary between 
ERM and healthy regions.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

Future work dedicated to address ERM diagnosis could focus on leveraging the 
information contained in OCT volumes. This chapter exposed the advantages of 
combining cross-slice information into the segmentation of each ILM spot. These 
advantages could be further exploited in the form of three-dimensional analysis 
by employing 3D convolutional models for the detection of this pathology. This 
way, the convolutional models can better integrate more of the surrounding slice 
information into classifying each of the ILM pixels.

Moreover, this methodology could be simplified significantly by training models 
to perform the automatic segmentation of the ERM tissue. It may be possible to 
train convolutional neural networks to return segmentation masks directly from the 
data, bypassing the series of steps described in this chapter and the over reliance on 
the ILM segmentation pre-processing stage.

Furthermore, the problem of automatically assessing the different stages of ERM 
and its severity remains to be addressed. By performing a multiclass classification of 
each segmented ERM pixel into the stages the ERM may present, a more complete 
evaluation of this relevant eye disease can be produced. In order to achieve many of 
the tasks that are proposed here, a more comprehensive annotated dataset focused 
entirely on the segmentation of the ERM may be required.

CONCLUSION

This chapter explores a detailed explanation of a fully automatic methodology for 
the segmentation of the ERM in OCT images. This methodology takes advantage of 
computer vision techniques and makes use of state-of-the-art deep learning models 
in order to provide an accurate and objective detection of the visual features that 
characterise this disease.
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The first step in the proposed methodology is to limit the area that is to be analysed 
to only that which is susceptible to ERM apparition. To do this, the ILM region is 
segmented from the images by using active contours. This region is modelled as a 
height value for every image column, since the ILM appears as a mostly horizontal 
boundary line in the OCT slices. Due to its horizontality, the ILM region can be 
highlighted using border detection techniques such as a convolution using the y-axis 
Sobel operator. The active contour is then allowed to contract downward from the 
top of the image, eventually converging over the ILM location.

At this point, an image window is extracted around every segmented ILM pixel. 
These windows are then classified by a DenseNet-121 architecture. This deep learning 
model returns a label determining whether each image displays healthy or ERM-
related tissue. These labels are then assigned to the original ILM pixels, marking 
whether they should be considered healthy or diseased tissue. This way, an effective 
segmentation of the ERM can be produced by means of a classification of windows.

The arrays containing the labels of each OCT slice segmentation are then combined 
with those of the consecutive slices. This produces a two-dimensional segmentation 
map which shows the ERM presence in an overhead view. In order to further refine 
these maps, a post-processing stage based on expert clinical knowledge is applied. 
After this post-processing stage, the maps display a uniform ERM region, according to 
its real appearance. This post-processing stage also contributes to improve the results, 
since it filters out many misclassifications that may occur due to image artefacts.

Finally, an overhead visualisation of the eye fundus is generated based on the 
original OCT volume. This visualisation is synthesised by calculating the average 
brightness value of every image column in the set. This visualisation clearly displays 
the foveal pit as well as the vascular structure of the retina and any irregularities that 
may be present. This representation serves as a reference with which to interpret the 
ERM segmentation maps. As a final step, these two images are overlaid in order to 
present the segmentation results in an intuitive and simple manner, helping provide 
robustness and objectivity to the diagnosis of this relevant pathology.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Artificial Neural Network: Computing system inspired by neurons which can 
learn to convert a series of input features into a meaningful output.

Epiretinal Membrane (ERM): Thin fibrocellular layer that may appear over 
the eye macula idiopathically or as a secondary factor of other pathologies. May 
cause irreversible visual distortions.
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Fovea: Central pit in the middle of the macula of the retina. Composed of closely 
packed cones, it is responsible for approximately half of the visual information 
produced by the whole retina.

Inner Limiting Membrane (ILM): Layer that serves as a boundary between 
the vitreous body and the retina. It is the layer over which the ERM may appear.

Macula: Pigmented area near the centre of the ocular retina that is responsible 
for the acute, high-resolution colour vision.

Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT): Medical imaging technique that uses 
low coherence light to produce cross-sectional visualisations of tissue. It can produce 
volumes that display the tissue of the patient in three dimensions.

Retina: Light-sensitive layer of tissue located at the back of the eye. It is 
responsible for the translation of light into electrical neural impulses that can be 
interpreted by the brain.

Segmentation: In computer vision, the process of partitioning an image into 
multiple zones, areas, or segments, according to their content.
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ABSTRACT

Worldwide, cardiac arrhythmia disease has become one of the most frequent 
heart problems, leading to death in most cases. In fact, cardiologists use the 
electrocardiogram (ECG) to diagnose arrhythmia by analyzing the heartbeat signals 
and utilizing electrodes to detect variations in the heart rhythm if they show certain 
abnormalities. Indeed, heart attacks depend on the treatment speed received, and since 
its risk is increased by arrhythmias, in this chapter the authors create an automatic 
system that can detect cardiac arrhythmia by using deep learning algorithms. They 
propose a deep convolutional neural network (CNN) to automatically classify five 
types of arrhythmias then evaluate and test it on the MIT-BIH database. The authors 
obtained interesting results by creating five CNN models, testing, and comparing 
them to choose the best performing one, and then comparing it to some state-of-
the-art models. The authors use significant performance metrics to evaluate the 
models, including precision, recall, sensitivity, and F1 score.
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INTRODUCTION

Today, heart disease is responsible for numerous deaths, and on the report of the 
World Heart Federation, more than 17 million people die each year (Namara et al., 
2019). In fact, Cardiac Arrhythmia is one of the most frequent diseases that affect 
a very large number of people around the world; it is more prevalent in people over 
the age of 60, as they often use medications that affect the functioning of the heart. 
Arrhythmia can be defined as irregular or changing heartbeats, and these changes 
are felt by people most of the time (Sahoo & Prakach, 2011), it can be harmless and 
occur to healthy people, but some abnormal rhythms can be serious and even cause 
death. Besides, irregular heartbeats can lead to poor blood flow that can affect other 
organs, injuring or stopping them permanently (Humphreys et al., 2013)). Moreover, 
cardiac arrhythmias may be undetected, because it does not have any indications or 
symptoms until the doctor examines the patient and notice the heartbeats disorder. 
In general, arrhythmias can be manifested by certain signs such as: chest pain, 
breathing problems, slow heartbeats, fast heartbeats, pounding in the chest, anxiety, 
fatigue, dizziness, sweating and fainting (Mayo Clinic, 2021). In addition, knowing 
how the heart normally works can help to figure out the reason behind cardiac 
arrhythmias. The heart has four chambers, two upper chambers are named atria and 
two lower chambers named ventricles (Mayo Clinic, 2021). Actually, the cardiac 
rhythm is managed by a cardiac stimulator named sinoatrial node, situated in the 
right atria called atrium. Then, the sinoatrial node addresses the signals produced 
by each heartbeat; these signals pass through the atria, which compresses the heart 
muscles and pumps the blood into the ventricles (Mayo Clinic, 2021). Afterward, 
the signals arrive at a group of cells named the AV node, where they slacken off; 
this minor delay allows the ventricles to be able to fill with blood (Mayo Clinic, 
2021). Finally, when signals attain the ventricles, the chambers of the heart push 
the blood to the lungs or the rest of the body (Mayo Clinic, 2021). Furthermore, this 
cardiac signaling occurs at a rate of 60 to 100 beats per minute in a healthy heart. An 
irregular heartbeat can be caused by a variety of factors, including: recent heart attack, 
heart arteries that are clogged, cardiomyopathy, a high blood pressure, COVID-19 
infection, stress, certain medications without prescription, etc. (Mayo Clinic, 2021). 
However, people can avoid arrhythmias by making some lifestyle changes, adding 
modifications that minimize the heat disease risks. The following are examples of 
a heart healthy lifestyle: a heart-healthy diet is one of the most important things 
for health, staying physically active, maintaining a healthy weight, caffeine and 
alcohol should be consumed in moderation or not at all, smoking cessation, take 
medications exactly as prescribed and inform the doctor about prescriptions, even 
those purchased without a prescription (Mayo Clinic, 2021). The ECG is a cardiology 
technique utilized to record the electrical impulses of the heart’s contraction and 
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relaxation (Isin & Ozdalili, 2017), these recordings are widely used to diagnose 
and detect heart diseases, and it is a one-dimensional (1D) signal that represents 
a heartbeat. Additionally, an ECG can be performed by numerous methods; this 
test usually requires placing electrodes which are a certain number of sensors on 
different place of the body particularly the chest, arms, and legs and these sensors 
are attached to an ECG recording device (NHS choices, 2022). Normally, patients 
need to remove upper clothes before connecting the electrodes and the chest need 
to be cleaned, this test often needs few minutes (NHS choices, 2022). Moreover, 
there are three main types of ECG; doctors specify the type based on the patient’s 
symptoms and problem. At first, a resting ECG performed while the patient is in a 
relaxed situation, next, a stress ECG is done while the body is exercising, finally, 
Holter monitor where the electrodes monitoring the heart for one of more days at 
home (NHS choices, 2022). In fact, each heartbeat includes three different waves P, 
QRS which consists of the Q wave, R wave, S wave, and T wave. Firstly, the P wave 
corresponds to the atrial depolarization, next, the QRS is triggered, and each QRS 
complex does not completely present the three Q, R or S waves; it is the ventricular 
depolarization, then the T wave represents the ventricular repolarization (Ullah et 
al., 2021). Classifying Arrhythmia using ECG is distinguishing between normal and 
abnormal heartbeats that are represented by ECG recording signals. However, the 
enormous challenge) with manual ECG signals analysis is to detect and categorize 
wave-forms that clinical experts and doctors might take hours to realize and are 
susceptible to errors (World Health Organization, 2022). Thus, the automatic 
detection and categorization of cardiac arrhythmias could significantly reduce the 
morbidity and mortality rates. Therefore, the authors propose a new workflow for 
arrhythmia detection using ECG images, and as mentioned earlier, these images 
are provided by the well-known public MIT-BIH arrhythmia database (Moody et 
al., 2021). To the authors’ knowledge, they are among the few papers to have used 
ECG signal recordings as 2D images to classify cardiac arrhythmia using a deep 
CNN. The suggested workflow starts with loading the transformed ECG signals 
into 2D images. Then, unifying and resizing the shape of these images. Next, the 
pre-processed images are divided into three parts, namely training, validation and 
test sets. Thereafter, the authors build and train the models to find out the best-
performing one by evaluating their scores. Finally, they evaluate the scores of the 
best model. Figure 1 exposes the authors suggested workflow with some details.
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The rest of this chapter is structured in the following way. Section 2 provides the 
background about deep learning, deep learning architectures, and previous works 
related to arrhythmia detection. Then, section 3 focuses on the proposed CNN model; 
it discusses the signal transformation, the database details, the data preparation, 
as well as the implementation of the CNN model. Later, section 4 consists of the 
experimental findings and results and some performances analysis. Finally, section 
5 contains the conclusion and future work.

BACKGROUND

Deep Learning

Deep learning is a subset of the artificial intelligence Neural Networks (NNs) family, 
and it differs from typical machine learning in several ways (Grossi & Buscema, 
2007). In fact, deep learning algorithms work as the human brain and are able to 
learn without any human supervision. Mainly, these algorithms can be divided into 

Figure 1. The workflow of the suggested model to detect heart arrhythmia
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two categories, and each one of them could be subdivided into subtypes, supervised 
and unsupervised deep learning algorithms (Alloghani et al., 2019). Supervised 
learning is the first type where the data used for learning is labeled, and this refers 
to inputs that already have proper outputs, and based on this data, the model can 
be used to predict outputs to new (test) data (Guru99, 2022). Supervised learning 
can solve several problems (Analytics Vidhya, 2021), (Sidey-Gibbons, 2019), (Toh 
& Brody, 2021). For example, it has the ability to know the classes of objects by 
making predictions based on experiments (Esteva et al., 2021). Supervised learning 
has some disadvantages like requiring much computer resources, knowledge about 
object classes, and cannot give a correct prediction if the test data are too different 
from data in the training set (Airon, 2022). In addition to supervised learning 
algorithms, there is unsupervised learning one which handles to discover the patterns 
within the data that have not been detected; it basically works on unlabeled data 
sets. Unsupervised learning has many advantages, for example, it does not require 
labeled data for processing. In fact, labeling data requires much manual work and 
expertise, and solving this problem by learning the data and classifying it without 
any labels make data classification much easier (Culurciello, 2018). Moreover, 
unsupervised learning systems can perform more complex treatment tasks than 
unsupervised learning systems (Explorium, 2021).

Algorithms Used for Cardiac Arrhythmia Classification

Over the years, a variety of machine and deep learning techniques have been used to 
classify arrhythmias. The most commonly used arrhythmia classification methods 
and algorithms are shown in Figure 2.
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Deep Learning Architectures

Medical image analysis is a broad field that commonly uses deep learning algorithms 
(El Omary et al. 2021). Based on Figure 2, the authors will describe NNs algorithms 
that are widely used for Cardiac Arrhythmia classification. There are listed as the 
following:

•	 Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs)
•	 Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
•	 Autoencoders
•	 Deep Neural Networks (DNNs)
•	 Deep Belief Networks (DBNs)
•	 Convolutional Neural Network (CNNs)

RNNs and LSTM

The RNN is a member of NNs family (Sherstinsky, 2020). In fact, the RNN architecture 
has added the potential to preserve the semantic dependence between data; it allows 

Figure 2. Cardiac Arrhythmia classification algorithms
Source: Complexity (2021)
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the memorization and recursive propagation during the learning process. Since 
the previous output is reused as an input when adding hidden states, this is called 
recursive (Sherstinsky, 2020). In order to update the weights, back propagation is 
applied, and the computation carried out between the units may produce a large or 
small value, which may reduce the gradient descent to zero or vanish. As a result, it 
will be difficult for the network to preserve the data memorization, which means poor 
predictions (Sherstinsky, 2020). This briefly means that this architecture suffered from 
the vanishing gradient problem (SuperDataScience, 2020). Therefore, to resolve the 
issue of gradient vanishing, an architecture called Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) 
was introduced (Staudemeyer & Morris, 2019). The LSTM architecture is a form of 
RNN, and it is commonly referred as the cell state (Staudemeyer & Morris, 2019). 
The cell state is changed by the forgetting gate, that are placed under the cell state 
and it is also adjusted by the input modulation gate. And, the precedent cell state is 
then forgotten by multiplying it by the forgetting gate, and the fresh information is 
added to the input gates outputs. The output of the forgetting gate informs the cell 
state what information should be forgotten by multiplying 0 with a position in the 
matrix. If the output of the forgetting gate is equal to 1, the information is retained 
in the cell state (Staudemeyer & Morris, 2019). Additionally, and as shown in Figure 
3, ht-1 refers to previous hidden state, Ct-1 refers to current input, ht is the hidden 
state and Ct is the current output.

Figure 3. The architecture of LSTM
Source: Complexity (2021)
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Autoencoders

Autoencoders are a type of feedforward neural networks (NNs) that use an 
unsupervised method for learning. The autoencoders reduce the data from a higher-
dimensional encoding to a lower dimensional representation by training the model 
to catch the main areas of the input data (Bank et al., 2021). This architecture 
has three main parts including encoder, bottleneck and decoder (Bandyopadhyay, 
2022). First, the encoder is an ensemble of convolutional and pooling blocks that 
compress the model’s input in a small area named bottleneck. Then, the bottleneck 
which is the main part of this network, allows the flow of data from the encoder to 
the decoder, and lets through only the most critical data. The bottleneck is built to 
capture the maximum information contained in an image (Bandyopadhyay, 2022). 
Additionally, very tiny bottlenecks would limit the quantity of data that could be 
stored, increasing the risk of vital data leaking through the encoder’s pooling layers. 
Finally, the decoder reconstructs the output of the bottleneck using oversampling 
and convolutional blocks (Bandyopadhyay, 2022). When training autoencoders, four 
hyperparameters need to be fixed which are the code size, number of layers, number 
of nodes per layer and reconstruction (Bandyopadhyay, 2022). Furthermore, there 
are five famous autoencoders including denoising autoencoders, undercomplete 
autoencoders, contractive autoencoders, sparse autoencoders, and variational 
autoencoders (Bandyopadhyay, 2022). Figure 4 displays the architecture of an 
autoencoder.

Figure 4. The architecture of autoencoder
Source: Complexity (2021)
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DNNs

DNNs are a type of machine learning where many layers of nodes are used to extract 
some high-level functions from the incoming data; it transforms the data into a more 
creative one (Huang et al., 2016). The DNN is capable of recognizing various types 
of unstructured data. In this chapter, the authors presented many types of NNs for 
arrhythmia classification, but the components of the proposed networks are the same: 
neuron, weight, bias, and function (Huang et al., 2016). All of these components 
have the ability to behave in the same way as the human brain. Besides, DNNs are 
a well-known method for ECG image categorization (Huang et al., 2016).

DBNs

A DBN is a sophisticated generative model that uses a deep architecture consisting of 
numerous stacks of Restricted Boltzmann machines (RBM)) (Montufar, 2018). Each 
RBM model conducts a non-linear transformation on its input and outputs vectors 
that will be used as input for the next RBM model in the sequence (Montufar, 2018). 
While DBNs are generative models, they acquire a lot of flexibility and are easier 
to extend, and can also be used in unsupervised or supervised manner. Additionally, 
DBNs can also learn, extract, and categorize features, which can be beneficial in a 
wide range of applications (Yuming et al., 2015). During the feature learning task, 
an unsupervised pre-training is performed on each layer in the individual MBRs 
that make up a DBN, and then the back-propagation technique is used to refine 
classification and other tasks on a small labeled data set (Labs, 2018).

CNNs

The CNN is a subcategory of Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs), which is particularly 
designed for image processing, and it is composed of two main phases (Wu, 2021). 
The first phase is feature extraction. In fact, the application of convolutional operations 
of CNN returns various feature maps, which are then normalized or resized using 
an activation function (Wu, 2021). The second phase consists of converting the 
output of the previous phases into a new vector; the latter contains the probabilities 
of an input image to be classified into one of the output classes (Wu, 2021). CNN is 
composed of four types of layers, including convolutional, pooling, ReLU (Rectified 
Linear Unit), and fully connected (FC) (Ke et al., 2018). Actually, the convolutional 
layer is the key of a CNN success; it can detect a set of features from an input 
image by using a convolutional filter. The latter is a simple window used to drag 
on the input image to calculate the product between the input image and the filter. 
In addition, the convolutional filters are used to maintain the detected features in 
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the input image (Ke et al., 2018). For each product, the result is a feature map that 
presents the location of features in the image. Next, the pooling layer receives the 
set of feature maps that were produced by the convolutional layer and then it applies 
a pooling operation in order to reduce the image shape while conserving the main 
characteristics. Pooling operations can be divided into two categories; maximum 
and average. The pooling operation consists of dividing the input image into cells, 
and then keeping the maximum value if maximum pooling is applied, or the average 
value in the cell if average pooling is chosen (Prabhu, 2019). The main role of the 
pooling layer is to improve the efficiency of the architecture by reducing the number 
of parameters. Subsequently, ReLU layer introduces the non-linearity to the used 
model; it replaces the negative values that are presented in the dataset by zeros 
(Prabhu, 2019). Finally, the FC layer is often the last layer of a Neural Network; 
and it gets the output of the CNN model in a form of the vector from the previous 
layer and produces a new one. The latter has a certain shape, which is the number 
of classes that have been given in the dataset, and each number in this vector assigns 
a predicted probability about the chosen image (Prabhu, 2019). CNN has a strategy 
that is similar to traditional supervised learning algorithms.

CNN is the most typical image analysis architecture; and it outperforms other 
ANNs by sharing weights at each position in the image. CNNs drastically decrease 
the weights number in the network when compared to ordinary ANNs. In fact, 
CNNs are applied in several types of medical scans; like cardiac ultrasound, cardiac 
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), and cardiac Computed Tomography (CT). 
Actually, CT and MRI terms may refer to the same thing, however, CT scans are less 
expensive and more common but MRI gives more information details. Moreover, 
Cardiac ultrasound or echocardiography involves obtaining ultrasound images of the 

Figure 5. The CNN architecture
Source: Machine Learning Mastery (2019)
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deep heart within the body. In addition, MRI is a scan as well; it uses radio waves 
and magnetic fields to capture heart images and their components in detail. Then, 
cardiac CT refers to scans that use X-rays to produce detailed images of the heart and 
its vessels. With cardiac ultrasound for example, (Abdi et al., 2017) used CNNs to 
predict the quality of echo series and they used the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) as 
a metric of evaluation and they obtained a value of 71%. Then, (Dezaki et al., 2019) 
used a CNN combined with a RNN to predict end-systolic and end-diastolic frames 
and they get 98% coefficient of determination (R2). Next, (Diller et al., 2019) have 
used CNN to detect underlying diagnoses in complex congenital heart disease and 
U-Net to segment the systemic ventricle, they utilized Dice Coefficient (DC) as an 
evaluation metric, and they obtained a value between 0.794–0.881 DC. Thereafter, 
(Jun et al., 2018) utilized a CNN network to classify Understanding Intravascular 
Ultrasound (IVUS) frames as normal or Thin-Cap FibroAtheroma (TCFA), and they 
obtained an accuracy rate of 91.1%. Later, (Moradi et al., 2018), used a combination 
of models based on CNNs to generate text descriptions for Doppler US images 
of cardiac valves using doc2vec, and they get an accuracy rate of 96% for valve 
classification. In addition, (Østvik et al., 2019) classified seven classes of cardiac 
views by using a real time CNN model, as an evaluation metric, and they obtained 
an accuracy rate of 98%. After that, CNNs have various applications in Cardiac CT, 
for example, (Commandeur et al., 2018) used two subsequent CNNs to segment 
Adipose tissue, they used DC as an evaluation metric and they get values in a range 
of 71%-82%. Later, (Gülsün et al., 2016) treated coronary centerline extraction in 
Coronary Computed Tomography Angiography (CCTA), and they used CNN to 
classify paths into correct or not and they got a classification rate between 90.8%–
92.7%. Next, (Green et al., 2018) used a CNN model for per voxel prediction of 
routine-dose hydroxyurea (HU) values, and as an evaluation metric, they get a Peak 
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) rate of 41.47. Then, (Jin et al., 2018) used CCTA 
to segment the left atrial appendage, and CNN with the conditional random field, 
and they obtained a DC rate of 95%. In addition, (Lessmann et al., 2018) utilized 
CT of the chest to classify voxel calcium scoring in low dose, and they get 91% of 
Linear Weighted Kappa (LWK). Later, (López-Linares et al, 2018) have used the 
CNN model to localize the Region of Interest (ROI), and another CNN to segment 
abdominal aortic thrombus, and they obtained 82% DC. Next, (Lossau et al., 2019) 
treated motion artifacts in coronary CCTA, they used the CNN model to classify 
coronary cross-sectional images, and they obtained a classification accuracy of 99.3%. 
Finally, CNNs are applied on MRI as well, for example, (Avendi et al., 2015) used a 
model that combines CNN and Autoencoders (AE) to segment the left ventricle, and 
they obtained a DC value of 94%. Next, (Du et al., 2020) used images of congenital 
heart disease images with CNN and deep supervision to segment blood pool and 
myocardium, and they achieved a DC value of 93%. Thereafter, (Emad et al., 2015) 
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applied a multiscale CNN to localize the bounding box of the left ventricle in short 
axis MRI slice, and they achieved a classification accuracy of 99%.

Arrhythmia is a cardiac disturbance that can cause damage to the other organs 
in the human body due to the inefficient blood pumping, and can sometimes lead to 
death (Humphreys et al., 2013; Klein, 2018). To detect cardiac arrhythmia, clinical 
experts use ECG signals by recording the electrical heart activity in the form of 
signals (Klein, 2018; Hadjem, 2015). The latter include different kinds of waves; 
some of these waves can be extracted to diagnose arrhythmia such as QRS, P, T and 
other waves as shown in Figure 4 (Sun, 2005).

ECG Signals

The analysis of ECG signals reveals cardiac dysfunctions if there are any and sometimes 
they are difficult to detect (Anwar, 2018). Determining the specific type of arrhythmia 
that causes illness is a difficult task because analyzing a patient’s ECG signal may 

Figure 6. ECG waves
Source: BMC Cardiovascular Disorders (2005)
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take hours (critical cases); moreover, cardiologists need to identify the correct type 
of arrhythmia before prescribing a specific treatment. Several algorithms have been 
developed and implemented to improve the duration of disease diagnosis. Recent 
studies have focused on machine learning algorithms to detect cardiac arrhythmia, and 
the proposed approaches achieved good results. For example, (Ye et al., 2010) applied 
a Support Vector Machine (SVM) with Wavelet Transform (WT) and Independent 
Component Analysis (ICA) using the MIT-BIH database for arrhythmia detection, 
and they achieved a classification accuracy of 99.66%. In addition, (Mustaqeem et 
al., 2017) have used SVM and ECG, and their model has achieved classification 
accuracies of 81.11% when using 80/20 data split and 92.07% when using 90/10 data 
split. Recently, and due to the advances in deep learning, different approaches are 
proposed for ECG-supported arrhythmia classification. It is well known that deep 
learning methods do not require manual feature extraction, in contrast to machine 
learning classic algorithms (Salem et al., 2018). However, the recent discoveries 
indicate that deep learning algorithms can directly extract representative features 
from the input data, because of the convolutional layers (Brownlee, 2020). First, 
(Yıldırım, 2018) proposed a deep learning approach that uses bidirectional LSTM 
with wavelet layers on the MIT-BIH database and they achieved a classification 
accuracy of 99.39% on 5 types of arrhythmias. Next, (Yao et al., 2020) introduced and 
proposed an Attention-based Time Incremental CNN (ATI-CNN) which preserves 
spatial and temporal information of ECG signals. They achieved a classification 
accuracy of 81.2% on paroxysmal arrhythmias classification. Later, (Rahhal et al., 
2016) proposed a new method based on Deep Neural Networks and Stacked De-
noising Auto-Encoders (SDA) for ECG signal classification, and they obtained 
high accuracies on three different databases. After that, (Hannun et al., 2019) have 
proposed a new Deep Neural Networks, and they achieved a classification accuracy 
rate of 83.7%. However, CNNs are the most widely used networks for arrhythmia 
detection, and they use as input 1D data, 2D, and 3D images that represent the ECG 
signals. In addition, (Kiranyaz et al., 2016) proposed a 1D CNN model that had a 
high accuracy on the MIT-BIH arrhythmia database. Later, (Yıldırım et al., 2018) 
have used a new 1D CNN model for arrhythmia classification and they achieved 
a classification accuracy of 91.33% on the MIT-BIH database. Afterward, (Jun et 
al., 2018) have proposed 2D CNN using grayscale ECG images for arrhythmia 
classification, and they achieved a classification accuracy of 99.05% on the MIT-
BIH database. Finally, (Huang et al., 2019) have proposed a 2D CNN to detect five 
different types of arrhythmias and they achieved an accuracy of 99% on the MIT-
BIH database. Hence, in this chapter, the authors propose a deep CNN model that 
classifies 2D ECG images into different types of arrhythmia; the proposed model 
uses ECG images as inputs and provides the specific type of arrhythmia (classes) as 
an output. The experiments were carried out on images from the MIT-BIH database, 
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and the reached results show that the model performed well in the classification 
of arrhythmia types. In fact, the proposed model differs from existing approaches 
that treat Cardiac Arrhythmia detection in three points. First, the authors use a 2D 
representation of the ECG signals to detect arrhythmia, which is different from 
the most widely used techniques, which are based on 1D representation. Second, 
the strategy used by the authors differs from existing ones; the proposed model 
makes a classification learning tasks to assign a class or category to each object. 
Thus, in this chapter, the authors have built 5 deep CNN models from scratch. At 
the beginning, they classify whether there is a cardiac problem or not, then, they 
move on to detect three abnormal types of arrhythmia. Next, the authors extended 
the number of classes to four types of abnormal rhythms, and finally, the authors 
classify five classes that combine the four abnormal classes mentioned above in 
addition to the normal class.

THE PROPOSED CNN MODEL

Dataset

The ECG images came from the MIT-BIH arrhythmia dataset (Moody & Mark, 
2005), which holds signals from 48 participants with different types of beats. The 
ECG recordings were measured at 360Hz from 1970; each one has 30 minutes 
duration and bandpass filtered at 0.1- 100Hz. The used images were selected from 
the modified limb II, and each one contains a heartbeat which can be classified into 
five different types as shown in Table 1 (Yamada, 2006).
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Table 1. MIT-BIH database arrhythmia types

Source: MIT-BIH arrhythmia database (2005)

Figure 7. 2D image classes
Source: Encyclopedia of Mathematical Physics (2006)
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Transformation of Signals into Images

Actually, the processing of signals is a vast engineering field that includes extracting, 
converting, and storing information that are encoded in signals and images (Byrne, 
2005). Signal processing methods include information compression; analog-to-digital 
conversion; signal and image reconstruction or restoration; adaptational filtering; 
distributed sensing and processing; and automatic pattern analysis. From the first 
days of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) (Brigham & Morrow, 1967) to today’s 
omnipresent of MP3, JPEG, and MPEG compression algorithms, signal processing 
is behind several products and devices that have evolved the whole world technology, 
including scanners for 3D medical images, audio in digital format); cell phones with 
GPS and geolocation; intelligent automotive sensors (airbag sensors and collision 
warning systems, and others). Thereafter, signal processing is a science that involves 
mathematical derivation and implementation of new processing methods based 
on the first principles that anticipate the performance limitations and strength of 
methods (Byrne, 2005). Currently, images are used in different fields in medicine, 
education, communication, and others. Basically, an image is a signal, and the 
1D medical data presentation is the most used format in various studies (Nguyen, 
2021; Rim, 2020), but recently, ECG employing transform algorithms has been 
prominent. For signal conversion, numerous transform algorithms such as Fourier, 
discrete cosine, and wavelet transforms are commonly used (Brigham & Morrow, 
1967; Ahmed, 1974; Antoine, 2003). Hence, (Hatipoglu et al., 2018) have proposed 
a new method to transform a 1D signal of magnetoencephalography (MEG) and 
electroencephalography (EEG) to images; they used Time Series to convert the 
signals to an angle-amplitude graph image. Next, (Azad et al., 2019) introduced a 
new approach as well to convert a 1D signal to a 2D grayscale image. They started 
by collecting wave signals, then, they applied empirical mode decomposition, after 
that, they calculated the energy of signals which is carried out to convert signals 
into 2D images, thereafter they converted the energy spectrum of signals into 2D 
grayscale images. Finally, this conversion, may simplify the tasks of the Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) community in medical image analysis.

The design and creation of a new 2D CNN model is the major key contribution in 
this chapter. The proposed model is efficient, lightweight which makes it applicable 
in real time applications, non-complex, and easy to implement. Therefore, this study 
aims to seek out an efficient model for arrhythmia detection based on heartbeat 
2D images, which could reduce the clinical expert analysis time. The process of 
research starts by posing and determining the background of the problem in order 
to be able to define a set of research objectives. Thereafter, the model is built using 
deep learning techniques. Finally, this model is validated by comparing it with 
other models using the same data characteristics. The authors have tested several 
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image sizes until they found that the best size is 32 x 32, which consumes the least 
amount of computer resources. Therefore, the images were resized into 32 x 32 and 
given as inputs to the model. The used images are grouped into 4 groups which are:

•	 Group 1: Consists of two classes Normal and Abnormal (Other).
•	 Group 2: Contains three abnormal classes which are F, V, and Q.
•	 Group 3: Contains the following four classes F, S, V, and Q.
•	 Group 4: Contains five classes which are N, F, S, Q, and V.

Architecture

CNN is one of the most popular deep learning architectures that the authors choose 
due to its performance and success on 2D data classification (Analytics Vidhya, 
2020). However, deep learning architectures have a high level of features extraction, 
hence, the ECG images were directly used as inputs without features extraction or 
de-noising processes.

The proposed CNN model for classifying different Cardiac Arrhythmia types 
is presented in Table 1. The workflow of the model is described in Figure 6, while 
Table 2 provides a complete representation of the model layers. In effect, the used 
architecture includes three 2D convolutional layers; each one is succeeded by a pooling 
layer, fully connected layers, and dropout layers. The convolution and pooling layers 
make features extraction, the dropout layer prevents the model from over-fitting and 
pooling layers reduce the input dimensions in order to protect representative features 
(Brownlee, 2019). As shown in Table 2, the first 2D convolutional layer is made up 
with 896 parameters, and in the maximum pooling layer, the maximum values in the 
region is specified on the feature maps that are acquired from the previous layers. In 
fact, the pooling layer reduces the size of the feature maps obtained from the previous 
convolutional layers. Moreover, reducing the size of feature maps is a crucial step to 
decrease the computational cost of the deep learning architecture. Various methods, 
such as mean values, are used for this purpose (Brownlee, 2019). Subsequently, the 
process is repeated until the sixth layer of the architecture. In addition, a dropout 
parameter is employed to avoid overfitting, and finally, the softmax layer is added 
to make the prediction regarding the output classes.
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Figure 8. The proposed CNN model
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Evaluation Parameters

One of the most investigated fields in the research world is classification problems, 
several use cases are present in various areas, face recognition (Berrahal & Azizi, 
2021), emergency car classification (Kherraki et al., 2021), etc. Hence, certain 
metrics are needed to evaluate the model’s performance to distinguish between 
excellent and terrible classification models. Accuracy, Confusion matrix, Precision 
and Recall, Specificity, F1 score and AU-ROC are the significant metrics that are 
employed when solving classification problems. In the following, the formula of 
calculation for each metric is presented. Let’s consider Tp the true positives, Fp the 
false positives, Tn the true negatives, and Fn the false negatives, s is the class index 
and M is the total number of classes.

The accuracy is calculated as follows (Joshi, 2016):

Table 2. Details of the layers used in the proposed CNN model
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The recall (sensitivity) and precision are calculated as follows (Joshi, 2016):
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The specificity is also called the true negative rate, and is calculated as follows 
(Joshi, 2016):
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The F1 score is calculated using the recall and precision as follows (Joshi, 2016):

F score Precision Recall
Precison Recall

1 2�
�

*
*

 [5]

The ROC-AUC curve is a performance indicator that is used to assess the 
classification issues at various thresholds. The ROC curve demonstrates how well 
the model can distinguish between the various classifications; the AUC indicates 
how well the model can discriminate between classes; furthermore, the higher the 
AUC, the better is (Bradley, 1997).

Finally, the confusion matrix summarizes the prediction results after training 
the model and testing it on the test set. The diagonal values in the matrix present 
the number of elements that are correctly classified by the model. The upper right 
corner represents the predicted positive false items, as well as the down left corner 
of the diagonal (Joshi, 2016). The matrix follows show the confusion matrix of a 
binary classification:
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While the used classes in the training set are unbalanced, the authors choose 
the significant performance metrics that perform well on this type of databases to 
evaluate the models, including precision, recall, sensitivity, and F1 score.

CLASSIFICATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Actually, the proposed CNN classifier and all the experiments were implemented 
in Python language using PyTorch, the open-source machine learning library, 
developed by Facebook for deep learning, on the Kaggle simulator including GPU. 
The authors have implemented several CNN models.

The authors used ECG images classification dataset containing 54,378 images 
in order to evaluate the performance of the proposed 2D CNN model. While some 
of the ECG classes in the dataset do not have enough sample number, the authors 
created four subsets of data including two, three, and four classes in addition to 
the original five classes of the dataset. Additionally, the subsets are divided into 
70%, 20%, and 10%, respectively, to be used for the training, validation, and testing 
sets. The proposed model was trained for each subset separately using training and 
validation sets. The validation data set is carried out to choose the best values of 
hyper-parameters. Next, the test set, which contains the data that had never been seen 
by the generated, is used to evaluate the given predictions. Besides, the performance 
of the proposed CNN model was assessed using a set of evaluation metrics, which are 
described in the Evaluation metrics subsection, such as recall, precision, sensitivity, 
specificity, and F1 score.

Results

The proposed CNN has been evaluated based on different experiments using several 
values of learning parameters, and it is shown that the significant parameters that 
should be carefully tuned are batch size and learning rate (Kandel & Castelli, 2020; 
Wilson & Martinez, 2020). Therefore, the authors use three values of learning rate; 
a small (i.e. 0.0001) and a large (i.e. 0.01) learning rate values, which greatly affect 
the behavior of the performance metrics. For the large value of 0.01, the model 
converges slowly, however, for a value of 0.0001, the model converges too fast. 
Thus, the authors have selected a learning rate value of 0.001, which achieves the 
best performance metrics as shown in the tables in the next subsections.
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Results of Two Classes

Group 1 contains two classes, which are Normal and Abnormal (Other). Table 4 
shows the scores for each class, where the highest precision value is for the Normal 
class with 97% versus 91% for abnormal class, which means that 97% of the predicted 
labels are correct as well as 91% of the abnormal class. Then, the highest Recall is for 
the Abnormal class (Other) with 95% which means that 95% of the predicted labels 
are incorrect, besides to 94% for the labels in the Normal class labels. Furthermore, 
the high precision and recall rates mean that the model labeled the images of Normal 
and Abnormal classes correctly. In addition, the good F1 score value goes to the 
Normal class with 95% which means that the model predicts the Normal class better 
than the Abnormal one (Other).

Table 3. Learning rates and performance metrics for a batch size of 32 (two classes)

Table 4. Average scores for two classes
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Results of Three Classes

Group 2 contains three classes, which are Q class, F class, and V class. Table 6 shows 
that the F class gets the highest precision value of 100% which means that 100% of 
the predicted labels are correct, 99% are correct labels for Q class and 86% for V 
class. In addition, class V gets the highest Recall value and 100% of the predicted 
labels are incorrect, 96% for Q class and 85% for F class. Moreover, Q class gets 
the best F1 score value with 98% which means that the model predicts the class Q 
better than the other classes.

Table 5. Learning rates and performance metrics for a batch size of 32 (three classes)

Table 6. Average scores for three classes
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Results of Four Classes

Group 3 contains four classes, which are F class, Q class, S class, and V class. Table 
8 shows that the highest precision goes for Q class with 100% of correct predicted 
labels versus 99% for F and S classes and 87% for V class. Next, the highest Recall 
value is for S and V classes with 100% of incorrect predicted labels, 96% for Q class 
and 86% for F class. And the best F1 score value is for S class with 100%, which 
means that S class is predicted well than the other classes.

Table 7. Learning rates and performance metrics for a batch size of 32 (four classes)

Table 8. Average scores for four classes
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Results of Five Classes

The last group contains five classes, which are F class, Q class, S class, V class, and 
N class. Table 10 shows that the highest precision goes for F, S, and Q classes with 
100% of correct predicted labels, versus 85% for N class and 91% for V class. Then, 
the highest Recall value is for S and N classes with 100% of incorrect predicted class, 
against 87% for F class, 94% for Q class and 99% for V class. And the best F1 score 
value is for S class with 100%, the model classify well S class than the other classes.

To show the model’s detailed performances, the confusion matrices of the whole 
classes are presented in Figures 7 and 8, the dark color of the diagonal elements shows 
the correct classifications, while the other elements represent incorrect classifications. 

Table 9. Learning rates and performance metrics for a batch size of 32 (five classes)

Table 10. Average scores for five classes
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The confusion matrices of the proposed model were created using the test data set. 
The proposed CNN model correctly classified 1733 of the 1840 images belonging 
to the five test classes. These results are reached by using the best weights values.

Figure 9. The confusion matrix in the right presents the binary classification (Normal 
and abnormal (other class)), and the left confusion matrix shows the three abnormal 
classes (F, Q, and F)

Figure 10. The confusion matrix in the right shows four abnormal classes (F, Q, S, 
and V), and the left confusion matrix shows five classes (F, Q, S, N, and N)
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Discussion

As mentioned in the related work section, 2D CNN models are most commonly 
used for arrhythmia classification, therefore, the proposed CNN model used the 
2D representation, by converting the ECG signals from 1D to 2D form in order to 
reap the benefits of the success of CNNs. Table 11 shows the performance of the 
proposed model compared to others, using 2D ECG images with different approaches. 
The authors mention that the comparison of the proposed CNN model with other 
existing algorithms and methods may be inappropriate due to variations in the size 
of the used ECG images, the architecture of the models, the number of classes used 
for classification, and the dataset. Therefore, they create different models and test 
them with the same data characteristics to make a fair comparison. The results of 
these latter are almost equal, but as shown in Table 11, the proposed CNN (2) is 
the model that gets the highest metrics when compared to the other models. The 
proposed CNN model (2) has achieved good results compared to the handcrafted 
other CNNs in terms of sensitivity, precision, recall, and F1 score for the whole 
classes among the other CNN hand-built models. The proposed CNN model achieves 
a better sensitivity in three classes in comparison with CNN, a better recall value 
than the SVM algorithm, and a better sensitivity rate in four classes in comparison 
with Feedforward Neural Network (FFNN).
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Detecting cardiac arrhythmias is a task that needs hours and careful observations 
of ECG recording by clinical experts. Automating this task using the author’s best 
model could improve the performance of cardiologists’ diagnosis.

After training and compiling the proposed model, the performance scores are 
generated for each class. In Figure 11, many examples of image classification are 
presented, the actual class is above each image, and the model prediction and model’s 
confidence for each class are put below. It also shows the actual class and the set 
of confidence assigned by the model to each class. Sometimes, it is noticed that 
the confidence score is high, which means a good prediction, and in other times, it 
is low, which is normal because of the error rate margin, and the model will learn 
by experience.

Table 11. Comparison of the proposed model with other classification techniques
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CONCLUSION

The use of deep learning models like CNN in medicine has a great utility while it can 
widely simplify the work of clinical experts and doctors. For example, the authors 
have proposed a 2D CNN model that can classify heart arrhythmias of different 
types based on 2D ECG images. Hence, the model was given 2D representation 
as input instead of 1D representation, which minimizes the signal noise, thus, the 
authors do not apply any method of data pre-processing. The proposed model 
contains three convolutional layers to extract the relevant information from images, 
three pooling layers to down-sample the feature maps obtained from the previous 
layer, two dropout layers to avoid over-fitting, and a final fully connected layer. This 
model gives good results for the whole arrhythmia classes detection, for instance, 
the classification of four classes gives a precision rate of 96.44% and an F1 Score 
rate of 95.77%. Reached results show that the proposed model performs well in 
Cardiac Arrhythmia diagnosis. Moreover, the authors should mention that the model 

Figure 11. Results of predicted classes
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has a total of 151,882 parameters, which makes it a lightweight model that can be 
applied in real time uses. In the future, the authors can integrate a huge number of 
arrhythmia types and increase the complexity of the CNN architecture; they can 
also add multiple ECG leads.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

2D Images: A number of pixels that are presented in a 2 dimensional space 
that includes horizontal and vertical dimensions. In this chapter the authored used 
CNNs with 2D images.

Arrhythmia Disease: It is a disturbance of the heartbeat that does not necessarily 
follow a slow or fast rhythm. Most people experience this, but sometimes it can be 
serious and lead to different types of illness.

Artificial Intelligence: It is widely used in various applications and can be 
defined as an ensemble of algorithms that make computers and machines capable 
to learn by themselves.

Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs): ANNs are a set of units that are connected 
to each other in a way that mimics the human brain and form the basis of every 
deep learning architecture.

Classification Issues: Classification problems in deep learning refer to the 
assignment of a specific label to a specific image. In this chapter the authors classify 
2D images into different types of classes.

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs): CNNs are a class of deep learning 
models; they perform well on image issues due to convolutional blocks that extract 
the main part of the images. CNNs are the category of models used in this chapter.

Deep Learning: It is a category of artificial intelligence that combines a variety 
of models that are fundamentally based on artificial neural networks.

ECG Signals: ECG signals are the signals produced by electrocardiograms that 
represent the electrical activity of the heart. Based on these signals, cardiologists 
can identify various cardiovascular problems and diseases.
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ABSTRACT

Survival analysis is one of the most important research topics in probability and 
statistics applications to health and medical data. Its implementation has caught 
the attention of a large community of researchers from several skills including data 
analysis, statistical modeling, data mining, data science, and artificial intelligence. 
Survivor function and death intensity allow the analyst to assess the dynamics of 
the proportion of deaths and the risk of death over time. This chapter proposes 
an approach to the analysis of interval-censored survival data based on plug-in 
estimation as well as tools to assess the predictive quality of these estimators. 
Graphical tests are provided to support the choice between health security policies 
with the objective of leading to low mortality. The intertwining of this method with 
artificial intelligence tools paves the way for both personalized, precise, and efficient 
medicine and automated, informed, and rapid decision-making in health security.

Intelligibility of Nonparametric 
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INTRODUCTION

To meet the needs of collecting and interpreting medical and health data, it is 
necessary more than ever to introduce methods of machine learning (ML) and artificial 
intelligence (AI). This will allow medicine to enter a new era where diagnoses will be 
more precise, clinical dashboards more complete and treatments more personalized. 
Also, it will allow health services and governments to fully exploit health data, share 
information, evaluate health security policies, improve them and fight effectively 
together against serious diseases and pandemics. The volume of data thus collected 
and shared could reach very large sizes. This is what, alongside the particularity 
(incomplete, censored, truncated) of this data, would require the intervention of very 
advanced methods of analysis. Survival analysis constitutes one of ML methods to 
meet this kind of need. It helps to answer questions that traditional data analysis 
methods are unable to resolve.

The use of ML for the analysis of medical and public health survival data is not 
new. There are various works that have referred to since the end of the twentieth 
century (Ripley & Ripley, 1998; Zupan et al., 2000). However, despite the abundance 
of tools offered today by ML, we notice that most recent works on these subjects 
continue to rely for decades on very old non-parametric (Kaplan & Meier, 1958), 
semi-parametric (Cox, 1972) and parametric (Emura & Chen, 2018; Rezaul & 
Ataharul, 2019) methods to drive their estimations. Thus, usually Kaplan-Meier 
estimate is used to evaluate the survivor function and a variant of Cox’s regression 
model is used to measure the influence of explanatory variables on the risk of 
death or the survivor function itself. In this regard, we can cite various works where 
these approaches was used in order to analyze survival data. In (Elandt-Johnson & 
Johnson, 1980), the authors provide a general overview of survival data analysis 
methods and their applications for medical data modeling purposes. In order 
to conduct their analyses, they defined different disease onset distributions and 
several models for aging, chronic disease and mortality and they were interested in 
determining the proportions of deaths in some groups of individuals under well-
defined conditions. To do this, they assumed that the period of exposure to the risk 
was known for each individual and must be recorded. For census-type data, this 
period was generally unknown and had to be estimated. In (Zupan et al., 2000) 
survival analysis is applied with the objective to investigate a particular problem 
of building prognostic models for prostate cancer recurrence. In this study, the 
authors estimated the probability of the event of interest and assigned a resulting 
distribution to it under censorship and to show the utility of their technique, they 
studied the construction of prognostic models for prostate cancer recurrence. In 
(Selvin, 2008) the author gives a global mathematical and practical presentation of 
the application of parametric statistical models to survival analysis and he answered 
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to various problems raised by research in the fields of epidemiology and medicine. 
On several occasions, the author considered AIDS data as examples to illustrate 
the statistical techniques he has examined. In (Hans & Hein, 2012), after reviewing 
the specific nature of survival data, the authors studied the properties of several 
survival prediction models including those of Kaplan-Meier and Cox in the case of 
clinical data and they presented how to implement these models. In (Léger et al., 
2017), the authors studied 11 ML algorithms with 12 methods of feature selection 
through the concordance index for survival analysis. In this study, the authors used 
parametric and non-parametric survival models including the Kaplan-Meier estimator 
and the Cox’ hazard function regression method. To illustrate their methods, they 
considered data extracted from CT scans of patients with head and neck squamous 
cell carcinoma. In (Jakobsen et al., 2020), the authors have reviewed several existing 
methods for estimating the cure point and discuss new clinically relevant measures 
for quantifying the mortality. Then they were interested in the study of the bias of 
the point of cure estimator and in the determination of the point of cure confidence 
interval through survival analysis of cancer data. Ernesto and Lusmeralis (Ernesto 
& Lusmeralis, 2021) studied the role played by vaccination in the dynamics of a 
given COVID-19 compartmental model. They have developed a computational code 
to mimic the first wave of the coronavirus pandemic in the state of New York and 
they show how a vaccine with 95% efficacy could reduce the number of deaths. In 
(Calabuig et al., 2021), the authors propose a complete health system management 
tool based on Kaplan-Meier curves. They showed on the basis of data from the first 
COVID-19 wave (February-June) that it is possible to deduce useful information 
on the dynamics of the pandemic in different countries. They also showed that the 
differences in pandemic evolution between countries are reflected in such curves. 
Jnanendra et al. used ML classification methods and survival analysis to predict 
certain biomarkers specific to breast cancer (Jnanendra et al., 2021). Thus, they 
showed how certain biomarkers’ characteristics are used to select breast cancer 
subtypes and provide further categorization of the biomarkers.

Survival analysis considers the duration of occurrence of a given event called 
death. This chapter proposes an original ML method as an alternative to classical 
methods for analyzing survival data. The main contribution of our approach covers 
two main areas. The formalism used aims to provide data scientists with an in-depth 
knowledge of the application of inferential statistical theory and ML methods for 
survival analysis. Validation tools are thus developed in order to demonstrate the 
adequacy of the proposed models. All the methods we have exposed here have been 
adapted for numerical evaluation and thus proposed for computer implementation. 
Their implementation will be assessed against daily data of COVID-19 deaths.
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DATA REPRESENTATION, MANAGEMENT AND ANALYSIS

Good data management is essential for any further analysis. The slightest defect 
in data collection or storage processes can make happen their loss, corrupt their 
integrity or distort any analysis. Thus, in medical and public health fields, poor 
data management can compromise the monitoring of the evolution of diseases for 
patients, epidemics on a national scale and pandemics on an international scale. 
Most data collection, and in particular the collection of survival data, is usually 
spread over long periods of time. To allow their storage and then their analysis, it 
is important that they are correctly represented. Each new data item requires to be 
recorded in its representation format in one or more databases. These records may 
depend heavily on a compilation before any analysis (Selvin, 2008).

Influence of the Nature of the Pandemic on Data Collection

During the monitoring of a disease or an epidemic, the medical or public health 
services concerned collect periodically (by day, week, month or year) measurements 
of the physical signs of the disease in a patient or separately the number of confirmed 
infections and deaths related to the epidemic.

Figure 1. Covid-19 transmission/illness scheme
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Data records are then communicated to government authorities and made available 
to the public (universities, laboratories, pharmaceutical industries, people) and 
concerned international organizations. As the reporting of isolated data is irrelevant 
to monitoring and analysis processes, medical and epidemic data is rarely reported 
in real time. This approach is also supported by the fact that for many diseases and 
epidemics, the absence of symptoms at the beginning of the infection makes it 
difficult to become aware of them. For example, like different variants of influenza, 
Covid-19 pandemic is a respiratory disease that is transmitted either directly after 
a direct exposure when a confirmed patient and the future carrier are quite close to 
each other, or indirectly by touching objects handled by a confirmed patient (Liu 
et al., 20). As the virus can survive for some time on the supports and the more 
specific symptoms of this disease do not appear until two weeks after infection, 
transmissions to other people continue to occur silently for a few days by the indirect 
exposure and between the second and eleventh day of the infection of a confirmed 
patient by direct exposure while he is still unaware of his illness (Khalik, 2020). 
Figure 1 illustrates the transmission cycle of the disease.

Lifetime and Data Assumptions

Lifetime Modeling

As we are mainly interested here in the statistical description of durations, we will 
consider the time as a random variable, from a sampling universe Ω to R+ . So, let 
Ω be a sampling universe, A  the 𝜎-algebra of all possible events on Ω and B R�� �  
the Borel 𝜎-algebra on R+ . Thus, time T is a non-negative �, ,A B� � � � �� �� �R R  
measurable function, i.e.

� � � � � ���
�B T BB AR :

1  

So, it suffices to define a probability distribution on the probability space �,A� �  
to deduce a probability distribution induced by T on the probability space 
R R� �� �� �,B . Time T might represent the lifetime which is by definition the instant 

when a specific event occurs and which is marked by the end of a process that began 
long before. In medical and health contexts, lifetime can be broadly thought of as 
the time elapsed until the occurrence of an event marked by the onset of infection, 
development of disease, disappearance of symptoms, recovery following treatment, 
relapse after recovery or simply death.
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Hypotheses on the Data Model

Depending on the application framework and the objectives of the analysis, different 
hypotheses can be made on the analyzed data. To fix the ideas, we will assume that 
the following five hypotheses are always verified:

1.  The event of interest is the death of an individual.
2.  The regeneration of the event of interest defines a point process.
3.  The observed (or monitored) feature is lifetime.
4.  Lifetime observations are interval-censored.
5.  Survival data is provided all at once for the purpose of the analysis.

The first four hypotheses from 1 to 4 concern the analysis of censored lifetime 
data. Diverse common reasons can lead to censorship. These include the fact that 
a concerned individual with the event of interest is lost from sight or abandoned 
by the follow-up, or that an individual has not experienced the event before the 
follow-up ends, or that an individual has experienced an unrelated event excluding 
him from any further follow-up. The fifth hypothesis concerns aspects of statistical 
inference in ML. This last hypothesis assumes a batch learning mode where all the 
data proposed for the training process are provided at once.

Data as a Point Process

In many areas, the data model is represented as a point stochastic process. The 
stochastic nature comes into play each time we wish to represent a discrete or 
continuous evolution of hazard. A point process representation of temporal data 
is a specific type of stochastic process such that each data is the realization of an 
isolated time random point. Survival analysis uses this type of models by referring 
to the end-of-duration event as “death” and the time-to-event as “lifetime”. Let’s 
consider that lifetime is represented by a non-negative random variable T. We can 
adopt one or both of the two following stochastic processes to model survival data:

1.  The process T T ii� �� �N  of times-to-event,
2.  The counting process N N tt� �� ��R  of event observations where Nt signifies 

the number of events occurring in the interval [0,t].

To avoid any confusion, we will assume throughout the rest of this chapter that 
the indices Ti are indexed in the chronological order of occurrence of the events, 
T0=0 and N0=0.
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Censoring Issues

Censoring is an essential property which characterizes time-to-event data. It arises from 
ignorance of the exact values of this type of data. In practice, we can find different 
models of censorship: right-censoring, left-censoring and interval-censoring (van 
den Hout, 2017; Bogaerts et al., 2018; Rezaul & Ataharul, 2019). Interval-censoring 
model is used when the time-to-event is not specified, but a time interval where the 
event occurs is known. This phenomenon is characteristic of follow-up problems 
and in particular of problems where event data is regularly reported.

Interval-Censoring

As is often the case with monitoring the evolution of serious diseases and pandemics, 
after lifetime data is collected, it is used as a single batch in the analysis. As 
mentioned above, rarely events are detected and their data is analyzed in real time. 
Thus, lifetimes are only known through their belonging to some intervals instead to 
be observed individually. They are said to be interval-censored. In this regard, we 
are led to consider a discretization grid {𝜏k| k=0,1,…,Jt} of the observation window 
[0,t] of time where the events are supposed to be observed and such that for Jt=j,

0 = 𝜏0 < 𝜏1 < 𝜏2 <…< 𝜏j ≤ t 

Jt denotes the random number of censoring subintervals of the window of time 
[0,t] such that � �k k�� �1

,  defines the kth censoring subinterval of this subdivision. In 
general, the grid {𝜏k| k=0,1,…,j} may embody a sequence of random or deterministic 
finding thresholds 𝜏k with k=0,1,…,j. A special case of such a deterministic grid 
arises when [0,t] is broken down into j aliquots a>0, i.e.,

� � � � � �
1 0 2 1 1
� � � � � � �� j j a and 𝜏j≤ t<𝜏j+a 

In the case of recording COVID-19 data, 𝜏k refers to the time where a compilation 
of the daily data is communicated. In these conditions, the grid {𝜏k| k=0,1,…,j} can 
be identified to j consecutive days (or aliquots) of the window [0,t].

Counting Process under Censoring Assumption

As above, let consider Nt=n be the number of deaths recorded until time t and Jt=j be 
the number of aliquots in the window [0,t]; with t>0 and n≥j. The idea is similar 
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to sectioning the interval [0,t] into j subintervals or aliquots. According to such a 
discretization of the window [0,t], we can write

0

1

1

1

,

,

,

t
tk k

k

J

j

k k
k

t

� � �
� � �

� �

�
�

�

� � �

� �



                    if 

��

�

�
�

�

�
� �� ��

�

�
�
�

�
�
�

1

j

j t

 � ,   otherwise

 

Because the available data is collected by intervals � �k k�� �1
, , if 𝜏j<t, the data 

recorded during the period ]𝜏j,t] is not yet compilated and communicated and then 
it is not yet considered for counting. Then, the known number of deaths communicated 
until time t is truncated to the interval [0,𝜏j]

n N
k k

k

j

�
�� �

�
� � �

1

1

,
 (1)

Censored survival data consist then of considering the set {(Ti,𝛿ik)|  i=1,2,…,n; 
k=1,2,…,j}, where Ti denotes as described above the ith event’s time and 𝛿ik denotes 
a censoring indicator such that

�
� �

i k
k ki

�
� ��1

0

1
   if the  event occurs in the interval 

th
,

   otherwise

�
�
�

��
 (2)

So, event times Ti are observable but unknown or not available for i=1,2,…,n 
and the censoring indicators 𝛿ik are perfectly known for i=1,2,…,n and k=1,2,…,j. 
In these conditions, we define the indicators

� �i i k
k

j

�
�

��
1

for i=1,2,…,n (3)

which are 1 or 0 depending on whether the ith event is censored by one interval of 
the grid � �k k k j�� � �� �1

1 2, , , ,  or not and the indicators

� ��
�

��k
i

n

i k
1

for k=1,2,…,j (4)
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which count the number of deaths registered in the associated intervals � �k k�� �1
,  

for k=1,2,…,j. Another way to calculate indicators 𝛿∙k consists in writing the number 
N

k k� ��� �1
,

 of events found between the thresholds � k�1  and 𝜏k as

� � �

� �

� � ��

� �
�

�

k N

N N
k k

k k

1

1

,

    
 (5)

For k=1,2,…,j. Thus, we can deduce that from equations (1) and (5), the sum

� � ��
�

� �
�

� ��
�

�k
k

j

k

j

N

n

k k
1 1

1
,

         

 (6)

counts all the n death cases occurred in the interval [0,𝜏j] without knowing their 
exact dates.

SOME INFERENCE AND ML ISSUES

Inference is a compelling operation based on induction. Thus, inferential statistics 
are often defined as a set of methods that make it possible to generalize, at the 
level of the population, conclusions drawn from the realization of a sample. Thus, 
inference tries to estimate certain characteristics of data on a statistical basis, without 
necessarily making predictions (Paolella, 2018).

Role of Inference in ML Algorithmics

While inference refers to learning the structure of the process that gives rise to data, 
prediction is a method of ML that uses this structure to forge the outputs associated 
with new inputs. Inference can thus be a useful process for identifying predictors 
associated with model responses. The goal of ML algorithmics is to merge statistical 
computing with the computing power of contemporary computers for the purpose of 
processing large datasets. We will see in sections 6 to 8 how to develop specialized 
ML algorithms on the basis of learning model induced by the functional estimation 
of the important factors for interval-censored survival analysis. Thus, after the 
determination of an estimator of a given function trained on the available data, the 
inference operation will allow to make predictions.
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Preparing Data for ML

At the start of any ML problem, data may be found distributed across multiple 
datasets. This is indeed the case for most medical and public health data. Data is thus 
real empirical data such that duplicate recordings which relate to a same individual 
can be found at the same time on multiple storage media. This requires to take into 
account this eventual duplicity of same data. To be able to analyze them as a whole, 
the different datasets are first brought together in the same set of data which could 
of course give rise to Big Data which may need cleaning (see figure 2).

Recall here that depending on the nature of the dataset to be exploited and the 
objectives of the planned processing operations, the steps and techniques for cleaning 
data vary significantly from one dataset to another and there is no specific roadmap 
to determine the exact steps to follow during this operation. However, we can state 
unequivocally that the first step in data cleaning consists in removing all unwanted 
observations (duplicate observations) as well as any irrelevant information other 
than the information targeted by the analysis.

Outliers must be filtered out since their occurrence could interfere with certain 
calculations and analyses (mean values, error calculation, regressions) and missing 
data must be corrected. Indeed, many ML algorithms may not deal with such issues. 
In addition, structural errors such as those that occur during reporting, transfer as 
well as any other type of mismanagement or corrupted labeling of data should be 
corrected at this stage.

SURVIVAL ANALYSIS ISSUES

The central idea of survival analysis is to first determine a probabilistic model of 
the lifetime data and then extract the hidden information from it. Thus, it seeks 

Figure 2. Data gathering and cleansing
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to evaluate the distribution of survival data and the intensity of occurrence of the 
event of interest.

Lifetime Cumulative Distribution Function

Let consider time T to be the lifetime. Its cumulative distribution function (CDF) 
at time t� �R  defines the probability that a death happens before time t. Formally, 
the CDF is written as

FT(t) = Pr(T ≤  t) (7)

where Pr(A) is the probability of event A∈A . CDF defines Under the assumption 
that there are no deaths at time t=0, the CDF is a non-negative function, i.e.,

F t
t

T � �
� �
�

�
�
�

�0

0

    if  

    otherwise

R*

 

Survivor Function

The survivor function (SF) is considered as the complement of the probability that 
a death occurs inside the interval [0,t] under the assumption that there are no deaths 
at the origin of time t=0. This probability is expressed as

S t F t

T t
T T� � � � � �

� �� �
1

        Pr
 (8)

It represents the proportion of individuals of the population still alive after time t.

Probability Distribution Function

In the case where the time is supposed to vary continuously, the lifetime probability 
distribution function (pdf) can be defined as the ratio of the probability of death into 
the interval ]t,t+𝜂] over the variation of time 𝜂, when 𝜂 tends positively to zero, i.e.,

f t
t T t

T � � �
� �� � �

� �
lim

Pr

�

�
�0

 (9)
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and it is

f t
t

T � �
� �
�

�
�
�

�0

0

    if  

    otherwise

R*

 

In general, all possible useful information on the random variable T is transcribed 
by its pdf. A new event will happen before a death time t� �R  as soon as the 
conditions favorable to its occurrence will meet. The pdf and CDF of T are interrelated 
by the following equation

� � � � � � �
���t F t f s dsT T

t
R :  (10)

where the CDF is expressed as the integral of the pdf with respect to time and

� � � � � � �t f t d
dt
F tT TR :  (11)

which expresses the pdf fT as the first derivative of the CDF FT with respect to time. 
Likewise, by bringing into play equations (8), (10) and (11), we can establish an 
expression of the SF as a function of the density function and vice-versa. So, we write

� � � � � � � �
���t S t f s dsT T

t
R : 1  (12)

and

� � � � � � � �t f t d
dt
S tT TR :  (13)

Hazard Function

The hazard function (HF) at time t is defined as the intensity of death at this time

h
t t

: R R�
      �
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where

�t
T

T

T

f t
S t
d
dt

S t

�
� �
� �

� � � ��� ��   log

 (14)

The real quantity 𝜆t is called hazard rate or intensity of mortality. It should be 
noted that equation (14) suggests the two following properties of h:

1.  The HF h is non-negative, i.e., � � � � ��t h tR :  0 ,

2.  The function t h s ds
t

 � ��0  is increasing and not superiorly bounded, i.e., 

lim
t

t
h s ds

���
� � � ���0 .

Indeed, property 1 follows obviously from equation (14) and the fact that 𝜆t is 
the ratio of two positive quantities. Now, to show property 2, we can see from 
property 1 that the integral h s ds

t
� ��0  defines an increasing function of time. For 

the second part of property 2, we know from the equation (14) that

lim lim log
t

t

t Th s ds S t
��� ���

� � � � � ��� ���0  

but, because lim
t TS t
���

� � � 0 , this gives the desired result.

Also, from equation (14), we can rewrite the SF as

S t dsT s

t
� � � �� ��exp �

0

 (15)

The hazard function plays an important role in survival analysis. On the one hand, 
it provides an active means to analyze how the risk of death varies over time and 
on the other hand, when we know the expression of the hazard function, it makes 
it possible to calculate the survivor functions.

Cumulative Hazard Function

Sometimes it is more convenient to work in terms of the cumulative hazard function 
(CHF). This function is conventionally denoted Λt and defined as
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� � �� �t dst s

t
R :  � �

0

 (16)

In other words, in terms of the SF, from equation (15) we write

Λt = -log ST(t) (17)

Case of Improper Distribution

Until now, we’ve assumed that anyone who survives the disease or the pandemic 
must die one day in the very distant future. This is expressed mathematically as

lim
t TF t
���

� � �1  (18)

or similarly

lim
t TS t
���

� � � 0  (19)

Under these conditions, the probability distribution of the lifetime T verifies all 
the good probabilistic properties. It is called appropriate or proper.

However, the follow-up time may not be long enough to observe the death of 
all patients who are considered by the study. Thus, in this section, we are going to 
assume that due to different treatments or because the cellular immunity of some 
people, many patients in the population under consideration end up surviving the 
severe disease or pandemic under study. For example, we observed many people 
get sick from the Corona virus, but for reasons of the medical management of their 
illness or because their excellent immunity, they end up surviving this disease. 
Mathematically speaking, this can be written as

lim
t TF t
���

� � �1  (20)

and by abuse of notation, we note FT(+∞) this probability. In other words, the 
associated SF is such that

S S tT t T��� � � � � �
���
lim 0  (21)
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This means that for a part of the population, the lifetime T can be infinite with a 
positive probability which is not negligible. In this case, the probability distribution 
of T is said inappropriate or improper. Although we can always consider the median 
lifetime as the time at which half of the population in question would be decimated, 
there are two unfortunate effects of assuming that a non-negligible proportion of 
the population would never die, to know:

1.  The mean lifetime is indefinite for such a population, i.e., E(T)=+∞.

2.  The pdf does not satisfy the normalization condition, i.e., f t dtT � � �
��

��

� 1.

This last remark characterizes improper distributions. In order to always bring 
the reasoning back to a population which would have an appropriate lifetime 
distribution, it suffices to consider the conditional distribution which considers 
only the subpopulation of patients who end up dying, i.e. the subpopulation with a 
lifetime with the pdf

f t
f t
F

f t
S

T

T

T

T

� � � � �
��� �

�
� �

� ��� �
       

1

 (22)

So, from equations (10) and (22) we can deduce the associate conditional CDF 
defined as


F t f s ds

F
f s ds

F t
F

t

T
T

t

T

T

� � � � �

�
��� � � �

�
� �
��

�

�
0

0

1
       

       
�� �

 (23)

and the SF associated with this distribution is then

 S t F t

S t S
S

T T

T

� � � � � �

�
� � � ��� �
� ��� �

1

1
      

 (24)
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In this way, according to (21) and (24), we obtain

lim
lim

t

t T T

T

S t
S t S

S���

���� � �
� � � ��� �
� ��� �

�



1

0             

 (25)

Equation (25) shows that the distribution of lifetime over the subpopulation of 
patients that end up dying during the study period is appropriate. The proper HF is 
still written as the ratio of the proper pdf by the proper SF







h t
f t
S t

f t
S t S

T

T T

� � � � �
� �

�
� �

� � � ��� �
      

 (26)

Under these conditions, the proper SF S  can be rewritten according to the 
equation (15) under the form

 S t h s ds
t

� � � � � �� ��exp
0

 (27)

Conditional Survivor Function

In this section, we will characterize the SF by conditioning the lifetime distribution 
differently. Indeed, until now, the SF was introduced under the assumption that 
there were no deaths at the origin of time t=0. Now, let’s consider an individual 
that survives until time t (fix) and which is still surviving until t+x. Formally, the 
probability of this conditional event can be expressed as

Pr
Pr

Pr
T t x T t

T t x T t
T t

� � �� � � � �� �� �� �� �
�� �

                               �
� �� �
�� �

Pr

Pr

T t x
T t

 (28)
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According to equation (8), we can rewrite equation (28) as the ratio of the values 
of the SF at times t+x and t,

Pr T t x T t
S t x
S t
T

T

� � �� � � �� �
� �

 (29)

and according to equation (15), we can rewrite equation (29) in terms of the 
cumulative HF

Pr expT t x T t dsst

t x
� � �� � � �� ��

� �  

This probability is called conditional SF (CSF) and we note this function as

S x dst st

t x � � � �� ��

�exp �  (30)

So, taking into account equation (29), the conditional pdf associated with CSF 
S xt
 � �  is given by

f x
dS x
dx

f t x
S t

t
t

T

T




� � � � � �

�
�� �
� �

          
 (31)

This function is such that for all x� �R

S x f s ds

f s ds

t t

x

tx

 



� � � � � �

� � �
��

��

�
�

1

         

 (32)

Average of Remaining Time until Death

If X defines the random time to survive beyond time t>0, the average of the remaining 
time until death is calculated as
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E X x

S t
x

f x dx

f t x dx

t

T
T


� � �

�
� �

� �

�� �

��

��

�

�
0

0

1
           

            �
� � � �

��

�
1

S t
S s ds

T
t T

 (33)

The rigorous proof of the last equality in equation (33) involves the use of the 
fundamental theorem of Fubini-Tonelli. Otherwise, to make sure that the proof 
works correctly with the integration by parts, you have to assume that lim

s Ts S s
���

� � � 0 .

NONPARAMETRIC ESTIMATION OF 
SURVIVAL CHARACTERISTICS

The assessment of the SF through the Kaplan-Meier estimator and the estimation of 
the HF through the Cox’s regression model are the subject of the majority of papers 
reporting on the application of ML in health and medical fields (Hans & Hein, 
2012). These models being much more suited to model situations where survival 
data is completely known, we give in this section an alternative method dedicated 
to contexts where data is censored and compiled. The approach we propose in this 
section promotes the use of nonparametric point estimators of the survivor and 
hazard functions on the basis of the plug-in method and the use of the theorem of 
Glivenko-Cantelli.

Point Estimation

Estimating a given quantity consists of looking for an approximate value which is 
based on the observation of a sample according to which this value is calculated. 
In the context of parametric statistics, it is generally assumed that the probability 
distribution sought has a particular form which is expressed using a number of 
parameters. In such cases, to fully determine such a behavior model, it suffices to 
estimate its parameters (Emura & Chen, 2018; Rezaul & Ataharul, 2019). In the case 
where there is no a priori on the form of the unknown probability distribution, we 
search for estimating functional quantities, and no longer the distribution parameters. 
This way of doing things is the subject of nonparametric statistics. It requires less a 
priori knowledge about the studied probabilistic behaviors of considered data. But, 
in return, it requires more data in order to obtain estimation precisions similar to 
those of the parametric framework.
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Nonparametric Probability Distribution Estimation

Regardless of the origin of data and the functions considered for the estimation, 
we can speak of an approximation of one probability distribution by another in the 
nonparametric framework when their respective cumulative distribution functions 
are close to each other. Obviously, the design perception of such an approximation 
or neighborhood of distribution remains to be specified.

Thus, if F1 and F2 are two CDFs associated with two probability distributions, 
the distance defined as

d F F F x F x
x

�
�

� � � � � � � �1 2 1 2
, sup

R
 (34)

on the metric space of functions with one real variable could serve as a basis for 
the design of the approximation of functions.

However, precisely, the fundamental theorem of Glivenko-Cantelli uses such a 
distance to establish the convergence of the empirical distribution function towards 
the CDF of the probability distribution from which a sample is randomly selected.

Theorem of Glivenko-Cantelli

Almost surely the empirical distribution function Fn based on an n-sample of the 
CDF F converges almost surely towards this function uniformly and we write

Pr lim ,
n

nd F F
��� � � � �� � � 0 1 (35)

The proof of this theorem involves the strong law of large numbers and Donsker’s 
theorem (Donsker, 1952). This last theorem gives an idea of the speed of convergence 
expressed by the Glivenko-Cantelli theorem. The reader concerned with these points 
of demonstration will find more details and discussions in (Dvoretzky et al., 1956), 
(Massart, 1990) and (Billingsley, 1999).

Plug-In Estimation

Plug-in method is an estimation procedure that proceeds by substitutions. It makes 
it possible to approximate the value of an unknown characteristic of an unknown 
probability distribution. Plug-in estimation can thus be used to determine an expected 
value, a variance or any percentile from the observation of a sample or a given 
dataset. The following definition explains the principle of this method.
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Definition

Let Ψ be a set of distribution functions on a nonempty set Ω. Let g be a mapping 
from Ψ to Ψ, F∈Ψ, n be a non-negative integer, (X1,X2,…,Xn) be a sample of the 
CDF F and Fn be the ECDF associated with the sample (X1,X2,…,Xn). Then, the 
quantity g F n� � is called the plug-in estimate of the statistical functional g(F).

Glivenko-Cantelli theorem can serve to proof the convergence of g F n� � towards 

g(F) for a large sample which can be expressed using size n. Formally, suppose we 
are interested in the estimation of an unknown quantity Q the image of the CDF F 
by a known mapping g, Q=g(F), as part of an ML model. Then Q g Fn n

 � � �  estimates 

Q. Thus, as we will see in the next section, this method can be used as a basis for 
prediction in the context of survival analysis.

PREDICTING SURVIVOR AND HAZARD 
FUNCTIONS FOR UNCENSORED DATA

Survival analysis pays little attention to predicting a single value of the event of 
interest. The prediction step according to this method mainly concerns the 
approximation of the survivor and hazard functions. The formation of these estimates 
in the case of uncensored data will help us to justify the plug-in estimators when 
we will consider censored data in the next section. Thus, when a sample is completely 
known, the empirical distribution is often characterized by a distribution function 
that assigns the same probability to all observations in a sample. To formalize this, 
let’s consider Nt=n, under the assumption of selecting that the sample T1,T2,…,Tn 
as a sequence of i.i.d. random variables defined on the probability space �, ,PrA� � , 
with values in R+  and of CDF denoted F. Thus, ECDF Fn  of the sample T1,T2,…
,Tn is defined for all s� �R  as

F s
n

T

n
T

n i
i

n

i
i T s

s

s
i

 � � �

�

� �

� �

��� �

��� �
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� �

�
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1

1

1

0

1

1

,

,
        

 (36)

So, the SF can be estimated as
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S s F s
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n n
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i T s
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1

1
1

0

        1
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 (37)

Moreover, because the random variables 1 ��� � � �,s iT , for i=1,2,…,n, are distributed 
according to Bernoulli’s distributions with parameter

Pr Pr
,

1 ��� � � � �� � � �� �
� � �

s i iT T s

F s

1

                           

 (38)

and in the same way, the complementary of this probability is expressed as

Pr Pr
,

1 ��� � � � �� � � �� �
� �

s i iT T

S s

0 0

                            ��
 (39)

In consequence, given the Bernoulli distribution of these variables, we can 
conclude the mean and the variance as being

E F s F s S sT Ts si i1 1��� � ��� �� �� � � � � � �� � � � � � �
, ,

var and  (40)

Now, for i=1,2,…,n, as the random variables Ti are i.i.d., the random variables 
1 ��� � � �,s iT  are also i.i.d. and then the statistic nF sn

 � �  is a binomial random variable 
with parameters n and F(s). In fact,

E nF s nF s nF s nF s S sn n
 � �� � � � � � �� � � � � � � and var  (41)

so from the properties of mean and variance, we can write

E F s F s F s
F s S s

n
n n
 � ��
�

�
� � � � � ��

�
�
� �

� � � �
 and var  (42)

Moreover, because the CDF is a step function which presents jumps of height 
1/n at all the observations Ti=ti with i=1,2,…,n. After ordering the values t0=0,t1,t2,…
,tn, we note the ordered distinct values � � � � � � � � �t t t tr0 1 2

0   resulting from this 
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operation. Thus ′ ′ ′t t tr1 2
, , ,  are the points where the function Fn  undergoes jumps 

with respective heights

F t F t
t t t i n

n
n k n k

i i k� � � �
�� � � �� � �

� �� � � �� �� �
�1

1# ..

for k=1,2,…,r (43)

To simplify the notations let us note in the following

c t t t i nk i i k� � �� � � �� �� �# ..1� � for k=1,2,…,r 

Let g be a numerical function, because the ECDF Fn  jumps in ′tk  for k=1,2,…
,r, plug-in estimator of EF[g(T)] with respect to ′ ′ ′t t tr1 2

, , ,  is written as the expectation 
of g(T) with respect to ECDF Fn , i.e.,

E g T g t dF t

g t F t

F n

k n k

n
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 (44)

PREDICTING SURVIVOR AND HAZARD 
FUNCTIONS FOR CENSORED DATA

Note first, as with the Kaplan-Meier and Cox models, the type of models we have 
developed so far are based on the simplest assumption where there is a fully determined 
sample of lifetime. In other words, these models only characterize distributions of 
data in homogeneous populations where the observations of lifetime are i.i.d. In this 
section, we will give the fundamentals for such the prediction of when the data is 
censored in intervals. However, in real life, data is censored. To take censoring into 
account, we will consider as above Nt=n, Jt=j, T1,T2,…,Tn an unknown n-sample 
and a grid {𝜏0=0, 𝜏1,𝜏2,…𝜏j} of the interval of observation [0,t] such as

𝜏0 = 0 < 𝜏1 < 𝜏2 <…< 𝜏j ≤  t 
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define the interval-censoring thresholds. Because lifetime observations are not 
known, the ECDF Fn  it cannot be assessed in its form (36), but, it can be rewritten 
as a step function Fn j

:  undergoing jumps of height 𝛿∙k/n at the end of each censoring 
interval � �k k�� �1

, , for k=1,2,…,r and we write

F s
n

n j
k

k sk



: � � � �

� �
� �

�0

 (45)

and for the same reasons, the step function

S s
n

n j
k

k sk



: � � � � �

� �
�1

0

�

�

 (46)

evaluates the empirical SF. Moreover, the average of any mapping g of lifetime T 
can be computed with respect to CDF Fn j

:  as

E g T g t dF t

g F
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n j
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 (47)

and since we have no information on what is happening outside of the interval [0,𝜏j], 
E g T
Fn j :

� ��� ��  can be considered as a plug-in estimate of EF[g(T)] with respect to 
the censoring grid {𝜏0= 0, 𝜏1,𝜏2,…𝜏j}.

As a consequence of the developments carried out so far, because Fn j

:  is a right 
continuous step function with jumps at times 𝜏1,𝜏2,…𝜏j and because the sequence 
𝜏1,𝜏2,…𝜏j can be considered as j independent random variables, we can define the 
likelihood of survivors at a given time s∈[0,t] as

f s F s F s

S s S s

n j n j n j

n j n j

� � �

� �
:

: :

: :

� � � � � � � �
� � � � � �

�

�
         

 (48)

where
F s F t S s S tn j

t s
n j n j

t s
n j

� � � �
: : : :lim lim

�

�

�

�
� � � � � � � � � � and  

are respectively the values of functions F Sn j n j
� �

: : and  just before time s (or left of 
s). One must pay attention to the understanding of the time “just before”. This instant 
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must be located in the framework of the dense half-line R+  and in fact, the notation 
t s should be interpreted as “t tends by increasing to s”.

Now, as Fn j

:  changes its values only at times 𝜏1,𝜏2,…𝜏j, then

F F
n

n j k n j k
k

 

: :� �
�� � � � � �� �  

and the likelihood of survivors at a given time s∈[0,t] can be calculated as

f s n
s k j

n j

k
k� � �

:

..� � � � ��
�
�

�

�� �   if   for 

       otherwise

1

0��
 (49)

Thus, the likelihood f n j k


: �� �  at time 𝜏k defines the height of the kth jump of the 

step function Fn j

:  which can be rewritten with respect to the likelihood function 
f n j

:  as

F fsn j n j k
k sk

 

:
:� � � � �

� �
� �
�0

 (50)

Because 𝜏1,𝜏2,…𝜏j can be a random sequence, the last equation establishes a 
plug-in estimate of F sn j



: � �  calculated on the basis of the grid 𝜏0= 0, 𝜏1,𝜏2,…𝜏j. 
More generally, let’s consider g a continuous mapping and Φj a step function with 

jump heights 𝛼1,𝛼2,…,𝛼j respectively at times 𝜏1,𝜏2,…𝜏j and such that �k
k

j

�
� �

1
1 , then 

the expected value of the random variable g(T) with respect to Φj can be computed 
as
E g T g t d t

g

j j

k j k j k
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 (51)

Now, according to equation (14), we can derive a step estimator of the HF such 
that for k=1,2,…,j, the quantities
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are well defined. In addition, because (14), λ k  defines a plug-in estimate of the HF 
(or intensity of death) at time 𝜏k such that
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PREDICTING THE CONDITIONAL SURVIVOR FUNCTION

The portion of patients who will survive at least until 𝜏k, knowing they survived 
until � k�1  can be deduced from the equation (29) as
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 (54)

So, using the estimates of ST k� �� �1  and ST(𝜏k) given by equation (46), the plug-
in estimator of the conditional SF over the kth censorship period can be defined as
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 (55)
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Similarly, the probability of surviving until at least the end of a period s, knowing 
that the individual survived until period r, with r s j, ..∈ 1� �  and r<s can be written

S r s
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Given equations (55) and (56), the plug-in estimator of the probability S r s,  is 
given by
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ANALYSIS OF COVID-19 DATA

COVID-19 emerged in central China’s city of Wuhan where an increasing number 
of pneumonia cases of unknown origin were reported around December 2019. 
It has been recognized as a global pandemic by the World Health Organization. 
Health (WHO) in March 2020. This disease has affected millions of people around 
the world and continues to do so. Many of them died. In this section, we analyze 
daily censored data of coronavirus deaths reported by WHO (WHO, 2021) for four 
countries, namely, China (CN), Great Britain (GB), Morocco (MA) and the United 
States of America (US) for the period between March 1, 2020 and November 12, 
2021. The idea here is to consider four countries sufficiently distant from each other 
in the objective to neglect the risk induced by spread neighborhood facts between 
countries.
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Data Visualization

Data visualization has become an essential technique in ML for exploring data in 
the early stages of analysis. It consists in visualizing graphically the raw data in 
order to try to discover information and understand their behavior. When the data 
comes from large datasets, there may be residual defects that the cleaning phase 
overlooked still persist in data.

These faults should be identified at this point and purged immediately. In case of 
interval-censored data, as the raw death data are not directly usable, the visualization 
procedure rather concerns the process of counting death cases by interval.

We have already explained in section 2.4 how interval-censored data can be 
segmented into aliquots (here in days) and how their counting can be done using 
indicators characterizing the interval-censoring procedure. As soon as the data 
thus processed is visually represented, some on-board information can already be 
noticed. This process is usually performed using graphic libraries, analysis tools 
and programming languages dedicated to ML. For our part, we carried out this step 
using the MATLAB scripting language and its graphic libraries. Figure 3 visualizes 
COVID-19 death data for the four countries targeted by this study. The order of 
magnitude of the data differs from one country to another. This is explained by the 
different sizes of the populations of these countries and the aggressiveness of the 

Figure 3. Visualization of censored death data
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pandemic in each of them. Some important information may already be provided 
at this stage.

Visualizing the dataset CN reveals that China suffered a brutal death toll on the 
107th day after observations began. This number can be considered as an accidental 
(or exceptional) value since, apart from this date, the number of deaths in China 
remained remarkably under control throughout the other 679 days of the follow-up 
considered by this study. According to GB data, Britain experienced two major 
waves during this period. During the second wave, the British beta variant caused 
the most deaths over a relatively short period of time and with a peak amplitude of 
around 2000 deaths in a single day. The amplitude of the peak and the importance 
of the base of the second wave compared to the base of the first wave show the 
importance of the severity of the delta wave in this country. The return to a period 
of low mortality values after this wave shows the effectiveness of the measures 
taken by the entire country’s health system during this period: the third dose of 
the vaccine and the adherence of the population to the barrier measures between 
others. The trajectory of data GB also shows that this country suffered a third wave 
of lower severity around August. This latest wave is explained by the relaxation 
of constraints on popular movements and the gradual return to normal life in this 
country. Morocco observed a relatively low number of deaths throughout the period 
of this study with essentially two waves of the pandemic. The dataset MA shows that 
the base extent of the first wave lasted more than a year despite a low peak during 
that period of time. This shows that the country’s health system was unprepared for 
the pressure it was subjected to due to the first wave of COVID-19. After a truce 
which lasted a little over three months, the country was shaken by a second wave 
of greater amplitude but which lasted less long than the first. This is explained by a 
better responsiveness of the health system of this country this time. The epicenter 
of this second wave was around July-August. The causes in question explaining this 
behavior are the population movements during the summer holidays, the reopening 
of air borders since June 15 and a certain loss of collective vigilance. The peculiarity 
of the US data as shown in figure 3 exhibits three waves with important amplitudes 
and two waves with relatively modest amplitudes. Also, data shows that since the 
start of the first wave the death toll has never subsided. A priori, this phenomenon is 
explained by the magnitudes of the three waves in a population which is quite large. 
The bases of these waves had never exceeded four months and had a tendency to 
weaken somewhat. This is shown by an aggressive covid-19 testing and the readiness 
of the American health care system to face such crises.
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Survivor Function Visualization

SF is a decreasing function. The value of the SF at time t provides the proportion 
of patients who will survive beyond this time. Drawing its plot for a range of time 
makes it possible to graphically determine the evolution of the proportion of the 
population which will survive past the time t along this period.

Regardless of the number of deaths caused in each of the four countries, SF plots 
for the censored death datasets CN, GB, MA and US show that the pandemic has 
caused death in these countries with dissimilar behaviors (see figure 4). Changes 
in shape in the plot of an SF have precise meanings as to the beginning or end 
of waves of the pandemic in the country for which the death data is analyzed. A 
return to horizontal (or almost horizontal) behavior indicates the end of a wave and 
a decreasing trend from horizontal behavior marks the beginning of a new wave in 
this country.

The descent slope of this curve indicates the degree of severity of the associated 
wave. The steeper the slope marking a wave, the more catastrophic the wave. The 
constancy of this curve indicates the control of the state of the pandemic and the 
adequacy of the public health policy. On the other hand, when the SF curve has a 
downward trend, indicates an insufficiency of the measures taken to combat the 
pandemic. The country in question must look for to strengthen the health security 

Figure 4. Visualization of the estimated SF
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policy through new measures that would bring the situation under control. Any jump 
in this function indicates a sudden change in data decoding a brutal increase in the 
value of the number of deaths. Causes must therefore be sought and eradicated. Thus, 
we can notice in Chinese dataset CN on the one hand an exceptional value occurs on 
day 107. It is marked by an enough long jump of SF. On the other hand, we remark 
a flat region of the SF which reflects a period of time during which the country is 
in perfect control of the pandemic. The experience of China and other countries has 
made it clear that aggressive testing, community mobilization, mask-wearing and 
social distancing measures can lead to lower infection risks and therefore reduce 
the risk of loss of human lives. The SF associated with GB data shows that the 
second wave was the deadliest with around 60% of deaths recorded in this country 
during the entire period of this study, while the second wave in the United States 
only caused nearly 40% of deaths and nearly 35% in Morocco. On the contrary, in 
Morocco, the SF on the MA’s follow-up data shows that it was the first wave which 
was the deadliest in this country with nearly 60% of deaths.

Hazard Function Visualization

HF is a function that describes the evolution of death risk over time. The HF plots 
associated with the four studied death datasets CN, GB, MA and US show a succession 
of repeating bathtubs (see figure 5).

Figure 5. Visualization of the estimated HF
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The shape of each of these bathtubs starts by decreasing period (the end of a 
wave), followed by a period with a flattened trend (period of pandemic control) and 
an increasing period (start of a new wave). Notice again that the accidental value 
on the 107th day of the dataset CN produced a very large local fluctuation at this 
point of the HF plot.

Also note that the fluctuations shown by the plots of the hazard functions confirm 
that in reality a HF varies randomly and presents periodic waves. Only nonparametric 
estimation methods are sensitive to the random behavior of the HF. Note that the HF 
plot associated with the dataset GB shows that Britain experienced two subwaves 
during the second wave between days 290-500 of this study period. The slope of the 
SF being steeper during the second subwave shows the severity of the associated 
COVID-19 variant in this country.

Predictive Quality of the Estimators

Now, recall that the SF estimator can be calculated intrinsically from the distribution 
function estimator which is calculated on the basis of censored data through equation 
(46) which then makes it possible to deduce the estimated likelihoods from the 
equation (49). These two estimators make it possible to deduce a first estimator of 
the HF through equation (52). Once these calculations have been made, it is possible 
to recalculate the SF under the perspectives of equation (15). The difference between 
the results that arise from these two forms of calculating the same function can be 
evaluated using the algorithmic bias and standard error associated to these two 
schemes. Algorithmic bias and standard error are two sources of concern in ML. 
The bias/variance dilemma is a good illustration of the problem of simultaneously 
minimizing these two sources of error in ML. Indeed, large values of bias and variance 
prevent learning algorithms from generalizing beyond the learning sample. In the 
following, we consider the S-S-plot (SF plot versus SF plot) as a visual criterion of 
the learning quality of the proposed plug-in estimator for SF in survival analysis of 
censored data (see Figure 6).
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In figure 6, for a dataset called A, we denote by the same name the form of the 
HF by the algorithm implementing equation (46) and we denote ReA the form of 
the HF by the algorithm implementing equation (52) followed by equation (15). 
Thus, the observation of substantial errors between these two adjustments of the SF 
is interpreted under-learning of the model, whereas negligible errors between these 
adjustments indicate a good learning of the model. In this sense, the Chinese CN 
dataset shows a shift in the profile of the S-S-plot at the level of the 107th day. The 
bias introduced by this aberrant value requires correcting the profile by arbitrating 
on this value.
So, we propose to transform the data CN into CN’ according to the schema

CN.data

CN.data CN.data
  if  

CN.data

i
i i

i

i
� � �

�� � � �� �
�

� �

1 1

2
107

                                   otherwise

�

�
�

�
�

 (58)

which replaces the 107th day’s value with a local mean value. This data transform 
leads to a more stable survival analysis profile (see Figure 7).

Figure 6. Visualization of the S-S-plots of the four countries
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An error of three decimal places on the calculation of probabilities (a smaller 
error than 0.1%) is generally considered as acceptable. Thus, apart from the dataset 
CN, all the algorithmic errors made on the recalculation by re-estimation of the SF 
of the three other countries confirm the comments about figures 6 and 7. Table 1 
confirms this graphical analysis by providing the biases and standard errors established 
from the study of the stability of the S-S-plots for all the analyzed datasets CN, 
CN’, GB, MA and US.

The transformation of the dataset CN into the dataset CN’ by replacing the outlier 
value improves the errors resulting from the re-estimation of the SF and a shows a 
better match of the S-S-plot (see Figure 7 and Table 1).

STRENGTHENING THE HEALTH SECURITY POLICIES

We want to confect a tool which enables the data-analyst to compare two security 
policies followed by two different countries over a same period of time. Such a 
comparison should lead to suggesting the measures and strategies adopted by the 

Figure 7. Visualization of data and S-S-plot after the transform of the dataset CN 
into CN’

Table 1. Errors induced by the recalculation of the SF

Data S-S-plot bias S-S-plot standard error

CN 0.0379 0.0267

CN’ 0.0047 0.0025

GB 0.0011 8.0165 e-04

MA 5.9586e-04 6.2461 e-04

US 5.4427e-04 4.2810 e-04
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reference country to improve the weaknesses of the policy of the targeted country. 
From the point of view of survival analysis, we will apply the method of signs to 
the hazard functions that describe the two policies in order to make such a decision. 
This method can thus be used as a tool to identify weaknesses and suggest the 
strengthening of policies that have led to higher mortality rates.

Test Design

For this purpose, let’s consider a grid of time {𝜏0= 0, 𝜏1,𝜏2,…𝜏j}. We have already 
discussed above how data can be segmented into aliquots or censorship intervals 
and how event counting can be done using certain indicators characterizing the 
interval-censoring survival analysis. Thus, want to analyze what happens for two 
countries A and B during a period [𝜏r,𝜏s] with r<s. To show that the policy followed 
by country B is better and therefore able to be suggested to improve the health 
security of country A on the period [𝜏r,𝜏s], the HF of country B must be lower than 
that of A a greater number of times during the interval [𝜏r,𝜏s].
So, we want to test the hypotheses

H0: “The policy B do not allow to improve the policy A on [𝜏r,𝜏s]”

versus
H1: “The policy B allow to improve the policy A on [𝜏r,𝜏s]”.

For the period [𝜏r,𝜏s], let � �k k
A B� � � �� �,  be the pair of respective estimates of the 

hazard functions associated with policies A and B over � �k k�� �1
,  with k r s� �1..� �  

and let’s consider the statistic

Wrs
k r

s

k k

� � � � ��� ��
�1

� �B A
 (59)

From a graphical point of view, the statistic Wrs simply calculates the number of 
times where the HF plot associated with the policy B falls below the HF plot 
associated with the policy A, i.e., the observation of a greater number of k such that 
� �k k

B A� � � �� , with k r s∈ ..� � .
The only condition required to reject the null hypothesis is that the HF values 

�k
B� �  will fall under of the HF values �k

A� �  in more of 50% of cases on [𝜏r,𝜏s]. In 
other words, the test statistic must be as

Wrs > (s – r +1) / 2 
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This test examines the sign of the differences � �k k
B A� � � ��  of the s–r pairs � �k k

A B� � � �� �,  

associated with the two health security policies during the period [𝜏r,𝜏s].

Test Implementation

We want to have an idea if the measures are strategies taken by the United States of 
America in its fight against COVID-19 can be suggested to improve the Moroccan 
health security policy and over what periods. These two countries having felt the 
different waves of COVID-19 practically over the same periods and their hazard 
functions are roughly similar (see Figure 5) although the importance of the numbers 
of deaths recorded by each of these two countries are of very different amplitudes 
(see Figure 3). Thus, four typical time periods are targeted by this analysis, days 
57-60, 90-100, 550-555 and 570-605.

Visualization of H-H-plots (hazard plot versus hazard plot) shows that the 
compared plots associated with these two hazard functions interlace on either side 
with respect to each other over some of these analysis periods and remain one below 
the other for other periods (see Figure 8).

Figure 8. Visualization of the H-H-plot of the Moroccan health policy vs. US health 
policy
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The aliquots where � �k k
B A� � � ��  should be counted and the statistics Wrs must be 

evaluated in order to determine whether or not the null hypothesis should be rejected 
for the period corresponding to this comparison. When the number of aliquots 
involved is relatively large, visual counting may be difficult. Thus, it is necessary 
to automate this procedure. The results of the digitized graphic tests of the H-H-plot 
corresponding to the periods mentioned above are summarized in Table 2.

In summary, we notice that the hypothesis H0 is rejected by the proposed method 
only in the last case. This confirms that the American health security policy could 
be proposed to improve the policy followed by the health system in Morocco over 
the last period, namely from the 570th to the 605th days, but not over the other three 
periods of tests.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS AND PESPECTIVES

Both survival analysis methods and sign test we have constructed in this chapter 
are generic and not specific to death data analysis and the comparison of health 
security policies. Indeed, this approach can be applied to different types of data for 
different fields of application and for the appreciation or the denunciation of the 
strategies that led to a situation compared to other policies that can be tested. As 
examples, these methods are also applicable in frameworks for monitoring remission 
of patients, occupation of hospital rooms and medical resources during increased 
demand, data deriving from development of new drugs and vaccines as well as in 
frameworks of actuarial science, reliability in engineering and quality assurance in 
advanced technologies. Indeed, it happens that data is censored in all these areas. 
Thus, the proposed approach paves the way for their study and interpretation by 
nonparametric survival analysis methods and the comparison of possible ways to 
achieve the objectives set by different ways. For these same purposes the proposed 

Table 2. Some examples testing the Moroccan health policy vs. US health policy

Testing Period

Starting day Ending day Test Statistic Decision

57 60 W57,60 = 1< (60–57+1)/2 = 2.0000 Do not reject H0

90 100 W90,100 = 0< (100–90+1)/2 = 5.5000 Do not reject H0

550 555 W550,555 = 2< (555–550+1)/2 = 3.0000 Do not reject H0

570 605 W570,605 = 35> (605–570+1)/2 = 17.5000 Reject H0
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approach is adequate for Monte-Carlo sampling, data resampling and Bootstrap 
methods in the context of the nonparametric censoring problem. These last viewpoints 
imply that our methods remain appropriate for the survival analysis of very large 
datasets (Big Data).

Kernel estimation (respectively wavelet theory) and mean-field theory can also 
intervene for ML needs in order to determine an efficient estimate of the PDF and 
thus deduce the estimates of the survivor and hazard functions by the usual formalism 
described above. The expectation-maximization algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977) 
can then be used to determine the optimal parameters for the kernel used and allow 
a significant improvement, particularly in terms of Lévy-Prokhorov distance.

CONCLUSION

As we pointed out on more than one occasion in this chapter, survivor and hazard 
functions play an important role in the interpretation and understanding of survival 
data. Indeed, while the shape of the SF tells the analyst how the proportion of deaths 
changes over time, the shape of the HF provides an active way to analyze how the 
risk of death changes with time. The functional forms of the fitting estimators of 
these two functions makes it possible to use them for ML objectives and in particular 
for prediction. Indeed, once these estimators are established for a set of data, since 
they are in the form of functions of time, it suffices to evaluate them for any other 
instant not belonging to the set of the data used for learning.

The methodology presented in this chapter exposes a complete system for the 
survival analysis of censored and uncensored data as well as the evaluation and 
the improvement of public health policies. It thus makes it possible to evaluate in 
nonparametric ways both the survivor and hazard functions in order to follow the 
evolution of the pandemic and to criticize health security policies against others in 
view of their effectiveness and with the aim of improving them and reduce mortality 
from the pandemic. This approach offers an alternative method to the Kaplan-Meier 
and Cox’s regression methods. In addition, all the methods we have proposed in this 
chapter were adapted for computer implementation making it possible to combine 
the power of survival analysis to analyze censored data with the performance 
of processing calculations by the machine and the visualization of analyzes for 
decision-making. All these factors were in favor of building a digital intelligence 
capable of achieving the objectives of processing this type of data, understanding it 
and justifying the decisions made by the machine. For this purpose, we have been 
led to present diverse statistical methods and detail explanations and examines of 
practical implications which are not only important for survival analysis, but are 
also essential to statistical analysis in general.
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INTRODUCTION

In Wuhan 2019, the emerged the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) (Roosa et al., 
2020) caused by the virus severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus-2 (SARS-
CoV-2) (Stoecklin et al., 2020), which is the third highest pathogenic coronavirus 
detected in humans preceded by the severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 
(SARS-CoV) and the middle east respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS-CoV). 
On March 11, 2020, the World Health Organization (WHO) declared the COVID-19 
outbreak a pandemic (Zhang et al., 2020). An infected person spreads the SARS-
CoV-2 virus when coughs or sneezes primarily through droplets of saliva or discharge 
from the nose (World Health Organization, 2020). Infection can occur within 14 days 
of exposure but in most cases in no more than 4 to 5 days (Guan et al., 2020). The 
economical and health consequences of the rapid spread of the virus worldwide forced 
the adoption of extraordinary social confinement measures to halt its dissemination 
and to prevent the collapse of the health systems (Martínez Chamorro et al., 2021). 
It is estimated that between 30–40% of the COVID-19 patients are asymptomatic 
(Oran & Topol, 2020), others can experience broad symptoms severities. Most of 
the cases only presented mild or moderate symptoms (Yang et al., 2020), the most 
common are fever higher than 38°, cough, myalgia, smell and/or taste abnormalities, 
and headache (Martínez Chamorro et al., 2021). However, a study reports that 15.7% 
of patients admitted into the hospital developed severe illness (Guan et al., 2020), 
including severe pneumonia, pulmonary edema, acute respiratory distress syndrome, 
multiple organ failure, among others (Mo et al., 2020). The early identification and 
diagnosis are important to mitigate the COVID-19 outbreak (Guan et al., 2020), 
which as of July 16, 2021, the number of worldwide cases is 188,655,968, including 
4,067,517 deaths (World Health Organization, 2021).

A report from the WHO solidarity consultum from February 2021 evaluates 
multiple drugs and shows that the mortality, initiation of ventilation, and hospitalization 
duration were not definitely reduced by any trial drug. Until now, no specific drug has 
been found against COVID-19 (WHO Solidarity Trial Consortium, 2021). Reverse 
transcription-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) is among the most efficient and 
reliable methods for the detection of SARS-CoV-2, it is performed using a sample 
of nasopharyngeal or respiratory secretions. This method has a high specificity and 
sensitivity that can range from 60–70% to 95–97%, it can vary depending of the time 
elapsed since exposure to the virus (Martínez Chamorro et al., 2021). However, it 
takes hours to provide a result and needs specialized equipment and personal. The 
rapid antigen detection (RAD) tests are used to overcome these limitations since it 
is fast, easy to perform and interpret (Rathore & Ghosh, 2020).

COVID-19 can cause serious lung complications such as pneumonia. Pneumonia 
is a lung infection characterized by inflammation and accumulation of fluid in the 
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alveoli. It may cause breathing problems and in the most severe cases, permanent lung 
damage. Medical imaging techniques can be used for diagnosing and monitoring this 
illness (Martínez Chamorro et al., 2021). On the one hand Computed Tomography 
scan (CT) is an advance technique that allows to generates detailed 3D images of 
organs and soft tissues (Ohata et al., 2021). On the other hand, chest radiography 
(X-Ray) is an imaging method that can be portable, is affordable, fast and less 
harmful than CT (Narin et al., 2020). X-Ray has an important role in the pneumonia 
diagnosis worldwide (Jaiswal et al., 2019). These images allow doctors to assess 
different structures, such as the spine, the heart, the lungs, among others, as well 
as the conditions that affect them (Breiding, 2009). Although X-Ray has a lower 
sensitivity than PCR and CT, it can be used as a triage method when there is a high 
prevalence of COVID-19, other resources are limited and it is needed to accelerated 
patients’ admission and treatment (Martínez Chamorro et al., 2021). The COVID-19 
diagnosis using X-Ray images can only be done by specialist physicians, which are 
scare and, in many countries, insufficient. Computer-Aided Diagnosis (CAD) can 
help to mitigate this panorama by integrating them into the radiologist diagnostic 
systems, because they can reduce clinicians workload and increases reliability and 
quantitative analysis (Narin et al., 2021).

Many methods for COVID-19 automatic detection using X-Ray images are 
proposed in the literature. Many methods are based on using transfer learning 
along with networks like VGG16, Inception-ResNet v2, MobileNet v2, ResNet50, 
DenseNet-161, among others (Apostolopoulos & Mpesiana, 2020; De Moura et 
al., 2020; Zebin & Rezvy, 2021). A two stages model that includes ResNet50 and 
ResNet101, initially classifies pneumonia and healthy images to later classify 
COVID-19 examples from the pneumonia cases (Jain et al., 2020); in other work 
overfitting due to the lack of COVID-19 positive examples is avoided truncating 
the Inception network at a layer that is chosen experimentally (Das et al., 2020). 
Other methods use Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) as feature extractors and 
machine learning classifiers like SVM, k-nearest neighbor, decision tree to make 
the final predictions (Ismael & Sengür, 2021; Mohammed et al., 2021; Ohata et 
al., 2021). Ensembles of CNNs (Castiglioni et al., 2021; R. K. Singh et al., 2021)  
and stages and cascade approaches achieve good results (Karar et al., 2020), even 
when attempting to classify COVID-19 and together with other 14 chest diseases 
(Albahli & Yar, 2021).

Some new networks base their structure on state-of-the-art CNNs, such as VGG16 
(Panwar et al., 2020), AlexNet (Aslan et al., 2021) and Xception (Narayan Das et al., 
2020). The CoroNet network is based on the Xception (Khan et al., 2020) and the 
COVIDiagnosis-Net includes a fine tuning of the SqueezeNet (Ucar & Korkmaz, 
2020). Some authors propose their own architectures from scratch, like a 12 layers CNN 
that includes convolution, max-pooling, batch normalization, dropout, activation, and 
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fully-connected layers (Sarv Ahrabi et al., 2021) and a 22-layer CNN model, trained 
for multiple classification scenarios, 2 classes, 3 classes, and 4 classes (Hussain et 
al., 2021). Most of the actual methods perform a binary classification, COVID-19 
vs non-COVID-19 cases. However, other attempt to classify COVID-19 along with 
other diseases like, pneumonia (Toraman et al., 2020; Ucar & Korkmaz, 2020) and 
tuberculosis (Das et al., 2020; Yoo et al., 2020). An additional approach classifies 
the severity of COVID-19 illness (Blain et al., 2021).

The most common preprocessing steps applied in the automatic detection methods 
of COVID-19 include normalization, cropping, and resizing of the images (Sarv 
Ahrabi et al., 2021). Some authors select only AP or PA views from the images 
in the databases (Arias-Londono et al., 2020; Panwar et al., 2020). Many works 
implement data augmentation to mitigate the dataset imbalance, some techniques 
reported are rotation, horizontal and vertical flip (Khan et al., 2020; Zebin & Rezvy, 
2021), shearing, the Fuzzy Color technique (Toğaçar et al., 2020), elastic distortion 
(Sarv Ahrabi et al., 2021) and histogram equalization (Tartaglione et al., 2020). 
Data imbalance is also reduced augmenting the images of COVID-19 class using 
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) (Karakanis & Leontidis, 2021; Waheed et 
al., 2020; Zebin & Rezvy, 2021). Some works perform a segmentation of the lungs 
over the training images, to try to guarantee that the network identifies COVID-19 
features inside them (Arias-Londono et al., 2020; Aslan et al., 2021; Majeed et al., 
2020; Rajaraman et al., 2020; Tartaglione et al., 2020).

This Chapter discusses deep learning architectures, machine learning methods 
and strategies used in state-of-the-art for COVID-19 detection, from which 
some classification challenges are identified. It also lists datasets available with 
COVID-19 and other lung diseases examples used to perform lung segmentation, 
binary and multiclass classification. Then, different preprocessing techniques, and 
evaluation metrics are described, along with a comparison of different state-of-the 
art performances on the classification of COVID-19 and other lung diseases. Finally, 
future research directions and conclusions are addressed.

DEEP LEARNING ARCHITECTURES

Despite the short time since the emergence of COVID-19, several methods for 
automatic COVID-19 detection using Chest X-Ray images have been proposed. 
The strategies for COVID-19 detection are transfer learning (TL), the design of 
a proprietary CNN, and in some cases, the combination with traditional machine 
learning (ML) algorithms.
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Transfer Learning

TL is the most common method for COVID-19 detection. However, most methods 
implemented for COVID-19 detection use transfer learning for feature extraction 
and fully connected layers for classification. To implement transfer learning, the 
researchers replace the trained fully connected layers with new dense and Softmax 
layers, according to the classification problem. The final activation function generates 
predictions from the last dense layer, with a specific number of classes. The most 
commonly used networks are VGG16, VGG19, Inception-ResNet v2, MobileNet 
v2, EfficientNetB0, Xception, and GoogLeNet (Apostolopoulos & Mpesiana, 2020; 
Mohammed et al., 2021; Ohata et al., 2021; Zebin & Rezvy, 2021)

•	 VGG16: It is the CNN that won the ILSVR (Imagenet) competition in 
2014. It is considered one of the flagship networks for applying transfer 
learning to date (Krishnaswamy Rangarajan & Purushothaman, 2020). The 
benefit of using the VGG16 architecture is that it is easy to handle, and 
also, instead of having a large number of hyperparameters, they focused on 
having convolution layers of 3 x 3 filters with a stride 1 and always used the 
same padding and maxpool layer of 2x2 filters of stride 2. It follows this 
arrangement of convolution and maxpool layers consistently throughout the 
architecture, as shown in Figure 1. In the end, it has 3 FC (fully connected 
layers) followed by a softmax for the output. This CNN has a total of 16 
layers, namely 13 2D-convolutional layers and three dense layers. It has about 
138 million parameters.

•	 VGG19: VGG19 has a total of 19 layers, namely 16 2D-convolutional layers 
and three dense layers, the architecture is presented in Figure 2. There are 
other variants of VGG like VGG11 and VGG16. VGG19 has 19.6 billion 
FLOPs (Dey et al., 2021).

•	 Inception-ResNet v2: It is a convolutional neural architecture based on the 
Inception family of architectures but incorporates residual connections from 
the ResNet family of architectures (replacing the filter concatenation stage of 
the Inception architecture) (Längkvist et al., 2014).

•	 MobileNet v2: It is a CNN that seeks good performance on mobile devices. It 
is created from an inverted residual structure in which the residual connections 
are between the bottleneck layers. The intermediate expansion layer uses 
light convolutions in-depth to filter features as a source of nonlinearity. The 
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MobileNetV2 architecture comprises an initial complete convolution layer 
with 32 filters, followed by 19 residual bottleneck layers (Sandler et al., 2018).

•	 EfficientNetB0: It is a CNN with a scaling method that uniformly scales all 
depth, width, and resolution dimensions using a composite coefficient. Unlike 

Figure 1. General VGG16 architecture
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conventional practice that arbitrarily scales these factors, the EfficientNetB0 
scaling method uniformly scales the network’s width, depth, and resolution 
with a set of fixed scaling coefficients. The justifies this CNN that if the input 
image is larger, the network needs more layers to increase the receptive field 
and more channels to capture more delicate patterns in the larger image. The 
most basic CNN of the EfficientNets is EfficientNet-B0. EfficientNet-B0 
is based on the MobileNetV2 inverted bottleneck residual blocks, plus the 
squeezing and excitation blocks (Tan & Le, 2019).

Figure 2. General VGG19 architecture
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•	 Xception: It is a deep CNN with separable convolutions developed by Google. 
It was presented as an interpretation of the Inception modules of CNNs as an 
intermediate step between the regular convolution and the separable deep 
convolution operation (a deep convolution followed by a point convolution). 
This network is inspired by Inception, in which separable deep convolutions 
have replaced the Inception module (Chollet, 2017).

•	 GoogLeNet: It is a 22-layer deep convolutional neural network derived from 
the Inception Network, a Deep Convolutional Neural Network developed by 
researchers at Google. It utilizes Inception modules, which allow the network 
to choose between multiple convolutional filter sizes in each block (Szegedy 
et al., 2015).

•	 Other state-of-the-art CNNs architectures have also been used in research 
articles: DenseNet-161 was implemented for the classification of Chest X-Ray 
images acquired by portable equipment (De Moura et al., 2020); ResNet50 
and ResNet101 are used in a cascade-style model where pneumonia and 
healthy are initially identified, and from the pneumonia cases, images with 
COVID-19 and viral pneumonia are classified (Jain et al., 2020); ResNet50 
obtained the best results from a two-stage model to classify COVID-19, with 
the results being competitive with those currently reported. Other methods 
are: an ensemble of CNNs, based on the ResNet50 architecture, and ML 
models (Castiglioni et al., 2021; A. Singh et al., 2020); pre-trained CNN 
architectures in a cascade-style classification (Karar et al., 2020); a multi-
kernel CNN combined with a pre-trained ResNet-34 model to get around the 
dataset imbalance problem (Mursalim & Kurniawan, 2021); unsupervised 
learning, using a technique called Self-Organizing Feature Maps, that can 
extract features to accurately classify the COVID-19 Chest X-Ray images 
(King et al., 2020); multimodal learning using clinical and radiographic 
features, both are compared using the unpaired student’s t-test (Blain et al., 
2021).

Machine Learning Algorithms

A common approach observed in COVID-19 classification is the use of traditional 
machine learning methods by replacing fully connected layers, using machine learning 
methods such as support vector machine (SVM), k-nearest neighbor (KNN), decision 
tree (DT) in the classification stage, and MobileNets V2, ResNet50, GoogleNet, 
DarkNet and Xception in the feature extraction stage from transfer learning 
(Mohammed et al., 2021; Ohata et al., 2021). In (Sahlol et al., 2020) uses Inception 
for feature extraction and a swarm-based feature selection algorithm to select the 
most relevant ones, and fuzzy tree transformation is applied to each chest image, then 
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exemplar splitting. Next, local binary pattern of multiple kernels is used to extract 
features, the most important ones are selected using the iterative neighborhood 
component, and finally, conventional classifiers perform the classification. Other 
implementations of traditional machine learning involve techniques such as late 
fusion, early fusion, and hierarchical classification to classify not only COVID-19 
but also up to 14 other lung diseases (Pereira et al., 2020; Yoo et al., 2020).

Proprietary CNN

Most authors propose their CNNs based on state-of-the-art convolutional neural 
networks, e.g., CoroNet and COVIDiagnosis-Net. The CoroNet network is created 
based on Xception architecture pre-trained on the ImageNet dataset, and was fine-
tuned using X-Ray images of COVID-19 and other types of pneumonia (Khan et 
al., 2020). COVIDiagnosis-Net was obtained by fine-tuning the SqueezeNet using a 
bayesian optimization method and offline augmentation of the COVID-19 class (Ucar 
& Korkmaz, 2020). Researchers also use neural networks such as VGG16 (Panwar 
et al., 2020), AlexNet (Aslan et al., 2021), and Xception (Narayan Das et al., 2020) 
to build their CNNs. For COVID-19 detection, some researchers also propose their 
architectures from scratch; (Sarv Ahrabi et al., 2021) propose a network with 12 
layers, including convolution, max pooling, batch normalization, dropout, activation, 
and fully connected layers; (Hussain et al., 2021) present a 22-layer CNN model, 
which a clinician evaluates in multiple classification scenarios of classification, 
2-class, 3-class, and 4-class.

COVID-19 DETECTION AND CLASSIFICATION CHALLENGES

Focusing on the possibility of diagnosing COVID-19 from Chest X-Ray images, AI 
techniques, including ML and DL, have the potential to learn from available data 
and lay the foundation for automated systems to support professionals in charge of 
diagnosing various diseases. In general, these techniques are implemented to extract 
features and find relationships in the data. Therefore, these approaches are well suited 
for tasks that rely on human expertise (Bravo Ortíz et al., 2021; Orozco-Arias et al., 
2019; Tabares-Soto et al., 2019) as is the classification of Chest X-Ray images as 
positive or negative for COVID-19. For this task, most research works propose a TL 
approach using models such as VGG19, Inception, and MobileNet (Pham, 2021). 
A different approach is to develop and implement new CNNs to classify images as 
positive or negative for COVID-19 (Hussain et al., 2021; Nath et al., 2020).

Data availability is most likely the biggest limitation when developing DL systems 
to detect COVID-19, even though there are public image databases with very variable 
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image quality, availability, and information, caution must be taken when defining 
which data will be used to train the DL models as we may face the problem of having 
to use data from different databases, This can happen if a database does not have 
the necessary amount of data from patients with positive or negative COVID-19 or 
even have the presence of other types of diseases such as tuberculosis, lung cancer, 
among others, which must be filtered before training; this may lead researchers to 
complement the data with other data distributions to obtain an optimal amount of 
data to train the DL models adequately. We must also take into account the format 
with which the data were captured, the noise inherent from the X-Ray equipment, the 
presence or not of medical devices such as endotracheal tubes present in intubated 
patients in ICU, electrodes, pacemakers, etc. since these can bias the model to 
identify patients with these types of devices with positive COVID-19, the variability 
in the dimensions of the images must be taken into account. The anonymity of the 
patient whose X-Ray was captured must be guaranteed. These factors can cause 
biases due to the variability in the information presented, making it difficult for 
investigators to evaluate their systems under appropriate conditions. In addition, 
there is no standard benchmark to evaluate and compare the different approaches, 
which makes the reported results not comparable with each other.

COVID-19 DATASETS

More than two years has passed since SARS-CoV-2 spread and OMS catalog 
COVID-19 as a pandemic. Therefore, diagnosis of this virus has become an essential 
key to properly managing the virus’s spread. X-Ray data is one of the ways to find 
pathologies, so to generate models and diagnose COVID-19 on an X-Ray image is 
necessary to develop public datasets of these images. Figure 3 presents sample Chest 
X-Ray images from positive and negative diagnoses for COVID-19. Some COVID-19 
datasets are going to be exposed, mainly there are three types of datasets, the ones 
with COVID-19 cases confirmed, COVID-19 negative cases or auxiliary databases 
used as a control group for experimentation, and finally, some models use some 
segmentation over the images to limit the information and help models to classify so 
three groups consist on segmentation datasets. Some datasets have been published, 
but unfortunately, many issues affect the public dataset; the principal one is image 
quantity many datasets as COVIDx (L. Wang & Wong, 2020), a compilation from 
other repositories, so it contains some images from COVID-19 but are fewer than 
other pathologies or control images. Another problem is the image quantities in 
general IEEE8023 or Cohen’s dataset (Paul Cohen et al., 2020) have more pictures 
of COVID-19 than another type, but the quantity is considerably less than other 
datasets. On these parts, there are six primary datasets of study BIMCV-COVID19+ 
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(Vayá et al., 2020), BRIXIA (Signoroni et al., 2021), Cancer Image Archive (Desai 
et al., 2020), HM Hospitales (Hospitales, 2021), ML Hannover (Winther et al., 2020) 
and IEEE8023, the last one even though it have many less image was one of the first 
datasets created. Many researchers use it as a COVID-19 positive dataset or as part 
of the COVID-19 positive dataset, so it is also meaningful research development.

•	 BIMCV-COVID19+: It is a dataset from the Valencian Region Medical 
ImageBank (BIMCV) with X-Ray images CXR (CR, DX) and computed 
tomography (CT) of COVID-19 patients that present a positive result 
on a Polymerase chain reaction (PCR), Immunoglobulin G (IgG), or 
Immunoglobulin M(IgM) diagnosis test, it contained 5381 images of 1311 
patients in which 3141 are RX images, and 2239 are CT images, all images 
are in DICOM format. For the acquisition process, images were taken 
from February 26 to April 18, 2020, from 11 hospitals from the Valencian 
Region, then Dicom images were anonymized with Clinical Trial Processor 
(CTP). Additionally, to anonymization process used all radiological reports 
processed through a natural language algorithm to extract labels to classify 
the information. These labelings lead to a total of 336 tags. Images were also 
processed and stored on 16 bits PNG images, so the dataset is available on 
DICOM raw data or Adjusted to a PNG image. On the overall data, we find 1311 

Figure 3. Sample chest X-Ray images with and without COVID-19
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subjects, where 45.92% were female, the mean age is 63.11%, approximately 
1.9 images per subject. 1,380 CX, 885 DX and 163 CT studies. 2427 images on 
monochrome 2 and 751 in monochrome 1. it suggests inverted monochrome 
one images; images were taken using 20 different devices, there was a total 
of 2425 PCR applied (1773 positives, 622 negatives, and 30 indeterminates), 
29 IgM, 29 IgG and 35 ACT (44 positives, 32 negatives, 17 indeterminates) 
(Vayá et al., 2020). Finally, these datasets use the ROI system to point out 
some pathologies marked by radiologists on the images. There were two 
prominent that are ground-glass opacities and consolidation. This dataset is 
available on https://bimcv.cipf.es/bimcv-projects/bimcv-COVID19/.

•	 BRIXIA: Was a collected dataset following the Brixia score and have 
4703 images from 2351 subjects, taken from hospitals of northern Italy 
from March to April of 2020, all photos are anteroposterior (AP = 87%) 
and posteroanterior (PA = 13%) Chest X-Ray images, each image comes 
with a complete structured report of the patient’s medical record, revised by 
around 30 specialists. Also, it provides a score (Brixia score) that indicates 
the severity of pneumonia on six zones of the lungs (3 each) from X-Ray 
images associated with the affectation of different tissues. This punctuation 
suggests the following: no lung abnormalities (0), interstitial infiltrates (1), 
interstitial and alveolar infiltrates (2), interstitial dominant, or interstitial and 
alveolar infiltrates, alveolar dominant (3), the Brixia score is a quantification 
of 50 radiologists mean report findings (Signoroni et al., 2021). This project 
also provides a lungs segmentation algorithm that merges three datasets: 
Montgomery, JSRT, and Shenzen. Then the algorithm was validated over the 
IEEE8023 dataset. The dataset is available on https://brixia.github.io/.

•	 ML Hannover: Anonymized dataset from 243 COVID-19 X-Ray case 
images from 71 subjects from the Institute for Diagnostic and Interventional 
Radiology on Hannover, Germany, contains images and metadata such as 
patient master data, laboratory results, and if they go to ICU. These datasets 
have two versions the second one is the one with 243 images; meanwhile, the 
first version only has 186 (Winther et al., 2020). Datasets are available on 
https://data.uni-hannover.de/dataset/cov-19-img.

•	 Cancer Image Archive: Image dataset from the United States, with X-Ray 
images and computed tomography from hospitalized patients with images on 
the eight days before diagnosis and at least one image after diagnosis, each 
diagnosis was by a PCR test. There are a total of 256 studies (233 radiographs 
and 23 CT), studies include on radiograph studies one image in different views 
(AP, PA, Lateral), and CT studies contain multiple shots (1 to 572 images each). 
Metadata provided contained a report from a certified radiologist on main 
image findings. In addition, multiple clinical correlations were developed for 
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these image classifications as comorbidities, ICU admissions, Race, among 
others. One of the essential contribution correlations used was a Genomic 
Correlate with a Genbank repository of the SARS-CoV-2 genome (Desai et 
al., 2020). Image Dataset and Genbank repository are available on https://
wiki.cancerimagingarchive.net/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=70226443.

•	 COVID Data Save lives: Anonymized image dataset from hospitals of HM 
Hospital Group from different locations in Spain has 2310 subjects. Still, only 
189 subjects have X-Ray images, so there are in total 419 images. According 
to its web page, the dataset is actualizing up to the end of the pandemic, so 
once requested, there might be more images.The clinical dataset contains 
multiple tables, so they included subject data such as age, sex, and ICU 
admission. The second table contains all medication applied during the time 
of the hospital. The third table contains vital signs recorded, the fourth table 
has lab test results, and the final table includes a codification code according 
to CIE10 (Hospitales, 2021). Dataset is available for investigation and 
academic or health institution by request on the following page https://www.
hmhospitales.com/coronavirus/COVID-data-save-lives/english-version.

•	 IEEE8023: An image compilation from different public sources that claim 
to be a type of pneumonia (Espeficifly COVID-19, SARS, Streptococcus 
spp, Pneumocystis spp, and ARDS), so not all images contained are from 
COVID-19 cases, specifically 468 COVID-19 X-Ray images on three 
different views(AP, PA, and AP Supine) it also comes with a severity score 
in terms of Pneumonia affectations as a Mean of three experts rates, on two 
parameters Geographic Extent that is how extent does ground-glass opacity 
or consolidation is seen for each lung (score from 0 to 8) and opacity that 
is how advance is the opacities name before (score 0 to 6) (Paul Cohen et 
al., 2020).The image dataset is available on https://github.com/ieee8023/
COVID-chestxray-dataset.

Complementary Datasets

Control or complementary datasets are helpful for make binary or multiclass 
classification on these datasets. The main goal is to find information that differs from 
a COVID-19 diagnosis to make the model recognize a COVID-19 image and images 
with other characteristics. On these parts, we see multiple datasets, even some of 
the mentioned before have images out of a COVID-19 diagnosis. Images on these 
datasets are mainly of 3 types: Normal X-Ray images of healthy subjects. These 
Pneumonia X-Ray images are images of different kinds of pneumonia diagnoses 
that are not from COVID-19, and finally, images of other pathologies that differ 
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from a COVID-19 diagnosis. For this part, will be exposed six different datasets as 
complementary databases for COVID-19 detection in X-Ray images.

•	 Padchest: Pathology Detection in Chest radiographs (Padchest) is a Spain 
dataset that contains 160,868 images from 67,625 patients, with 193 
diagnosis labels, the most common ones are COPD signs, pneumonia, heart 
insufficiency, and pulmonary edema as differential diagnoses and infiltrates, 
cardiomegaly, aortic elongation and unchanged as radiographic findings, 
images where obtained from studies from 2008 to 2017, Dicom images 
projection are mainly PA(96010) and Lateral (51,124), but other projections 
are AP, Costal and Pediatric views (Bustos et al., 2020). This dataset can be 
downloaded from https://bimcv.cipf.es/bimcv-projects/padchest/.This dataset 
has a variant called BIMCV-COVID-Padchest that combines pneumonia 
and normal diagnosis on the Padchest image dataset and COVID-19 
datasets. It is also available on https://bimcv.cipf.es/bimcv-projects/
bimcv-COVID19/#1590857662078-c30d2790-05dc.

•	 BIMCV-COVID-: Spain dataset from the same time as the positive dataset, 
also of subjects with a PCR, IgM, or IgG diagnosis test with a negative 
result for COVID-19. The dataset contained X-Ray Images (CD, DX) and 
computed tomography. Images quantity is 6540 from 3238 subjects, and it also 
comes with labeled metadata from finding unified into the Unified Medical 
Language System (UMLS) terminology (BIMCV, 2020). As BIMCV-
COVID19+, negative one has two iterations available on https://bimcv.cipf.
es/bimcv-projects/bimcv-COVID19/#1590859488150-148be708-c3f3.

•	 CheXpert: Chest collection dataset from radiographic studies of Standard 
Hospital from 2002 to 2017 contained 224316 images from 65240 patients 
classified on 14 observation labels such as No Findings, Cardiomegaly, or 
Pneumonia. This dataset has two versions, the complete one and a reduced 
one (Irvin et al., 2019). For acquiring those is necessary to fill a request on 
the following page https://stanfordmlgroup.github.io/competitions/chexpert/.

•	 RSNA: A Kaggle dataset based on NIH Chest X-Ray Dataset of 14 
common chest diagnoses such as Atelectasis or Cardiomegaly has 112120 
images from 30805 subjects all in frontal view and using natural language 
processing each image is classified on one or more of the 14 labels (X. Wang 
et al., 2017), Kaggle challenge is available on https://www.kaggle.com/c/
rsna-pneumonia-detection-challenge.

•	 Chest X-Ray Images (Pneumonia): A Kaggle dataset that contains 5232 
images from children’s of which 3883 are labeled on pneumonia (2,538 
bacterial and 1,345 viral) and 1,349 have a normal diagnosis there where a 
total of 5856 patients bus some images were for validation purposes (Kermany 
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et al., 2018). The Kaggle challenge is available https://www.kaggle.com/
paultimothymooney/chest-xray-pneumonia.

Lung Segmentation

There are three datasets performing lung segmentation

•	 Montgomery dataset (Jaeger et al., 2020): This database was obtained 
from the Department of Health and Human Services, Montgomery County, 
Maryland, USA, and the Shenzhen No. 3 People’s Hospital in China. The two 
datasets contain normal and abnormal chest radiographs with manifestations 
of pulmonary tuberculosis and include associated radiologist readings. The 
number of images in this database is 138.

•	 JSTR (Shiraishi et al., 2020): It is a database composed of 247 chest 
radiograph images with and without pulmonary nodules. This database 
aimed to evaluate the solitary pulmonary nodules included in the database. 
Currently, this database is used for lung segmentation.

•	 NIH (Tang et al., 2020): This database contains 100 chest radiographs with 
lung masks with posterior-anterior and anteroposterior views for further 
segmentation and evaluation

PROCESSING APPROACHES

It is often necessary to adjust or modify the available raw data so it is suited for the 
development of DL models. In this case, the detection of COVID-19 from Chest 
X-Ray images involves working with data, from different sources and with various 
acquisition conditions, which creates a problem around inconsistencies in data 
distribution. This section presents a selection of the most common operations, as 
reported in the literature, that have been used by researchers to mitigate this problem 
and improve the overall quality of the data.

Database Manipulation

Chest X-Rays are captured from two projections, a frontal projection that could 
be posteroanterior (PA) or anteroposterior (AP), and a lateral projection. Given 
the amount of information and detail available in each projection, it is common 
to select only the images from PA and AP projections to train and evaluate DL 
models. Before applying any preprocessing techniques to the images, the operations 
of cropping and resizing are often applied. Cropping refers to removing unwanted 
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sections of an image or picture, in this case, the region outside the patient’s lungs 
does not contain relevant information to the task at hand. Regarding the resizing 
operation and recognizing the positive impact of transfer learning, the majority of 
researchers resize the images down to 224 pixels by 224 pixels (Horry et al., 2020; 
Ismael & Sengür, 2021; Ohata et al., 2021), which is the most common input size 
for image classification CNNs, and allows taking advantage of pretrained weights 
on much larger datasets such as ImageNet.

Normalization

Image normalization is a technique commonly used in the preprocessing stages 
for classification to improve and accelerate different classical machine learning 
algorithms or neural networks (Shalabi et al., 2006). This technique can be divided 
into three different types: Min-max normalization, z-score normalization, and 
decimal scaling normalization.Min-max normalization is designed to maintain the 
relationship between the original data and a rescaled version within a predefined 
range of values (Gopal et al., 2015). The definition of this type of normalization 
is as follows:
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Where, Nx is the normalized data, x is the original data, min(x) and max(x) are the 
minimum and maximum values of the data respectively, Nmax is the new maximum, 
and Nmin is the new minimum of the data.

Similarly, z-score normalization maps original data to a new range of values, 
but in this case, using the mean and standard deviation of the data (Eesa & Arabo, 
2017). The equation that defines this type of normalization is as follows:

Nx x mean x
std x

�
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Where, Nx is the normalized data, mean(x) is the mean of the data, and std(x) is the 
standard deviation of the data. This type of normalization is used to normalize both 
individual images and the entire dataset. Finally, decimal scaling normalization is 
based on moving the decimal point of every value in the dataset (Eesa & Arabo, 
2017). The equation that represents this type of normalization is
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Nv v
j=

10
 (3)

Where Nv represents the new value in a sample of the data, v is the original value, 
and j corresponds to the count of numbers at the maximum absolute value of the 
sample.

The normalization technique has proven to be successful in addressing the 
problem of COVID-19 classification (dos Santos et al., 2021), and many researchers 
have used the technique in order to reduce the data variability presented between 
datasets from different sources (Arias-Garzón et al., 2021; Narayanan et al., 2020).

Fuzzy Color Technique

Fuzzy Color algorithms define an input-output function which receives 3 input 
variables corresponding to the color channels (red, green and blue) and outputs 
a single variable representing the information. This technique is useful for image 
analysis and allows to separate the original information into different representations, 
known as windows. After applying the Fuzzy Color technique, it is possible to 
reconstruct the original image through a weighted sum of the obtained windows 
(Toğaçar et al., 2020).

Data Augmentation

Training artificial intelligence models requires large amounts of data to generalize 
well to the task at hand. Conversely, the models tend not to generalize and cause 
overfitting when the task contains limited data, or when there is a class imbalance 
within datasets. To overcome this problem, the data augmentation strategy has 
been proposed, where the principal objective is to increase the amount of data 
using different methodologies, as traditional geometric transformations and more 
sophisticated methods based on deep neural networks (Mikołajczyk & Grochowski, 
2018). Traditional geometric transformations consist of taking an image of the data 
and generating a “duplicate” of this image that is rotated, flipped, sheared, or zoomed. 
Some of the most common transformations used in the COVID-19 classification 
task are rotation, flip, crop, shear, elastic distortion, brightness variation, and the 
addition of Gaussian noise (Nayak et al., 2021; Sarv Ahrabi et al., 2021; Zebin & 
Rezvy, 2021). Among the transformations mentioned above, the addition of Gaussian 
noise is one of the most outstanding ones, it consists of injecting a matrix of random 
values with a gaussian distribution, and some made tests have demonstrated that 
adding noise to images can help the algorithms to learn more robust features (Shorten 
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& Khoshgoftaar, 2019). Likewise, the methods of deep neural networks are based 
explicitly on GANs. These are a new DL tool to perform the generation of new 
images. The idea with GANs is to have two models: a generative model G and a 
discriminative model D. Model G captures the data distribution. In contrast model 
D estimates the probability that the sample came from the data rather than being 
generated by model G. The objective is that model G generated images make the 
mistake of model D (GoodfellowIan et al., 2020). This type of data augmentation has 
been widely used to generate new images on COVID-19 classification task, given 
that the data for this is very limited. Some examples of GANs applied to COVID-19 
classification are the Auxiliary Classifier Generative Adversarial Network (ACGAN) 
(Waheed et al., 2020), CycleGAN (Zebin & Rezvy, 2021), and Conditional Generative 
Adversarial Networks (cGAN) (Karakanis & Leontidis, 2021).

Segmentation

One of the reported issues of DL models when detecting COVID-19 in Chest X-Ray 
images, is that the prediction is based on areas outside the Region of Interest (ROI) 
(Majeed et al., 2020), which in this application corresponds to the patient’s lungs. 
To overcome this situation and force the model to focus on the ROI, some research 
works have implemented a lung segmentation stage in the preprocessing pipeline 
(Arias-Londono et al., 2020; Rajaraman et al., 2020; Tartaglione et al., 2020). The 
task of segmenting the lungs region out of a Chest X-Ray, corresponds to a semantic 
segmentation performed at a pixel level. The most common DL architecture for 
this task is the U-Net, which has an encoding, a decoding stage, and uses skip-
connections. The U-Net architecture was originally proposed in 2015 for biomedical 
image segmentation (Ronneberger et al., 2015; Siddique et al., 2021).

Histogram Equalization

Similar to radiologists, DL models take advantage of high-quality images acquired 
under good conditions, which is not always the case when dealing with real-world data, 
especially when it comes from different sources. Histogram equalization enhances 
image quality and detail, by redistributing the pixel intensity values to equalize them 
in the full range of the histogram, which improves the brightness and contrast of the 
image (Patel et al., 2020; Salem et al., 2019; Tartaglione et al., 2020). The Contrast 
Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization is a widely used histogram equalization 
technique to enhance details, textures and low contrast in the X-Ray images giving 
an augmented visibility of edges and curves in the CX-R images (Al-Waisy et al., 
2021). This method has the advantage over others of enhancing an image definition 
and local contrast, giving a more natural appearance with a reduction of saturation 
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in certain regions compared with the HE and overcoming the amplification of noise 
in near constant regions (Sejuti Rahman et al., 2021). Its use in the dataset images 
for COVID-19 classification has shown higher values of accuracy, sensitivity and 
specificity contrasted to using the original data (Dimas et al., 2021). Based on 
how the intensities are distributed in the histogram, this method sets a clipping 
(threshold) value in order to limit the amplification of homogeneous regions, so that 
the intensities higher than the clip limit take the value of the threshold itself (Maity 
et al., 2020; Salem et al., 2019). Following the procedure describing (Salem et al., 
2019), first the input image has a partition process into corner, border and inner 
regions. Then the histogram of each region is obtained according to the clipping 
level to calculate the Cumulative Distribution Functions (CDFs). According to the 
evaluated pixel and using its intensity value as an index, the four closest neighboring 
pixels are mapped based on their CDF. Finally, the current pixel’s position is mapped 
using those values. In this way, the output image’s intensities will be in the range 
[min,max), set by the user (Sejuti Rahman et al., 2021).

A solid contrast enhancement improves pattern recognition and the quality of 
processing digital images (Huang et al., 2013). This type of contrast correction 
aims to ensure a correct diagnosis of disease (Agarwal & Mahajan, 2018) and has 
been recently applied as a universal preprocessing step for COVID-19 detection 
(Oh et al., 2020). Gamma correction is a non-linear operation that enhances image 
brightness on the input image pixels according to a given gamma value (𝛾) and based
on a logarithmic relationship between luminous intensity and the resultant image 
density. However, the traditional gamma correction is limited to a manually given 𝛾.

To overcome the time-consuming task of setting an appropriate value, some authors 
(Huang et al., 2013; Shanto Rahman et al., 2016; Veluchamy & Subramani, 2019) 
have proposed an adaptive algorithm. The adaptive gamma correction automatically 
fixes an adequate value upon the statistics of the input image, with a weighted 
distribution based on the Cumulative Density Function (CDF) and the Probability 
Distribution Function (PDF) relying on an adjusted alpha (𝛼) parameter (Agarwal
& Mahajan, 2018; Dailla et al., 2014; Huang et al., 2013).

The Recursively Separated and Weighted Histogram Equalization method assist 
to optimize the α value present in the AGCWD technique. Alpha is calculated by the 
summatory of the probability densities in each sub-histogram previously obtained. This 
technique employs a mean-based segmentation algorithm in the original histogram 
at every iteration (Dailla et al., 2014). Some of the characteristics that embrace this 
method is the preserving of image brightness after its contrast enhancement (Huang 
et al., 2013), demonstrating low values in the Absolute Mean Brightness Error 
(AMBE), and its high Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) (Kaur & Singh, 2016).
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Local Phase-Based Image Enhancement

The Local phase-based image enhancement consists in extracting three phase features 
from the image, this are local weighted mean phase angle (LwPA), its weighted 
local phase energy (LPE) and the enhanced local energy attenuation image (ELEA) 
(Hacihaliloglu, 2018; Meng et al., 2013). The CXR image enhanced by this method 
comes out as a multi- feature image compounded by the features extracted from it. 
This enhancement technique brings out characteristics that are not visible in the non-
treated X-Ray images and is unalterable to intensity variations. Therefore, it brings 
a solution for the variation in the images’ intensity originated by morphological 
differences among patients and acquisition machine parameters (Qi, Brown, et al., 
2021). Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that the use of a multi-feature dataset 
improves the classification results for COVID-19 detection using Chest X-Ray images 
in a semi-supervised learning approach (Qi, Nosher, et al., 2021).

EVALUATION METRICS

An evaluation metric refers to a quantitative method of evaluating the training and 
performance, of a DL model. The choice of an adequate metric is an important step 
when designing an image classification system, and points researchers in the right 
direction to improve the performance of the model. This section describes the most 
used evaluation metrics in the development of DL models to detect COVID-19 in 
Chest X-Ray images. As a convention, the metrics will be expressed in terms of 
True Positive (TP) or the positive instances classified correctly, True Negatives (TN) 
or the negative instances classified correctly, False Positives (FP) or the negative 
instances classified incorrectly, and False Negatives (FN) or the positive instances 
classified incorrectly classified.

Accuracy

Accuracy is probably the most used metric and the easiest one to interpret, it 
represents the proportion or percentage of correct predictions the model makes 
(Arteaga-Arteaga et al., 2021; M & M.N, 2015). Accuracy is expressed in the range 
from 0 to 1, or 0 to 100 as

Accuracy TP TN
TP TN FP FN

�
�

� � �
 (4)
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Precision

Precision indicates the proportion of the samples predicted by the model as positive 
that are actually positive (Arteaga-Arteaga et al., 2021; M & M.N, 2015). Precision 
is expressed in the range from 0 to 1, or 0 to 100, where,

Precision �
�
TP

TP FP
 (5)

Recall

Recall indicates the proportion of the samples labeled as positive that were predicted 
by the model as positive, it can be seen as a measure of model performance on positive 
instances (Arteaga-Arteaga et al., 2021; M & M.N, 2015).. Recall is expressed in 
the range from 0 to 1, or 0 to 100 in the form

Recall �
�
TP

TP FN
 (6)

F1 Score

In practice, there is a trade-off between precision and recall defined by the classification 
threshold, by changing this threshold one metric will rise and the other one will 
drop. The F1 score is a metric that combines precision and recall, making it easier 
to optimize model performance, it is especially useful in tasks were both high 
precision and recall are needed (Arteaga-Arteaga et al., 2021; M & M.N, 2015). 
Mathematically, the F1 score corresponds to the harmonic mean of precision and 
recall, as expressed by

F
Precision Recall

Precision+Recall
1 � �

�
2  (7)

Specificity

Specificity indicates the proportion of the samples labeled as negative that were 
predicted by the model as negative, it can be seen as a measure of model performance 
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on negative instances (M & M.N, 2015). Specificity is expressed in the range from 
0 to 1, or 0 to 100.

Specificity �
�
TN

TN FP
 (8)

Receiver Operator Characteristic (ROC) Curve

A ROC curve is a graphical method of evaluating the performance of a DL model at 
different classification thresholds. As mentioned before, changing the classification 
threshold determines the number of positive and negative predictions, in this case 
measured in terms of True Positive Rate (TPR), or recall, and False Positive Rate 
(FPR), defined in Equation No. 9

With this in mind, the ROC curve consists of a plot of TPR vs. FPR at different 
classification thresholds. There is an important metric derived from this curve, it 
corresponds to the Area Under the Curve (AUC) and gives a measure of model 
performance independent of the classification threshold (Arteaga-Arteaga et al., 
2021; Flach et al., 2003).

FPR �
�
FP

FP TN
 (9)

Intersection Over Union (IoU)

Intersection over union is a metric that computes similarity between two sets, it is 
widely used in image segmentation tasks to compare the real and predicted masks. 
It is defined as the intersection of the ground truth mask and the predicted mask 
over the union of both regions (Harouni & Baghmaleki, 2021).

IoU �
�
�
A B
A B

 (10)
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Dice Coefficient

Similar to the IoU metric, the Dice coefficient is used as an evaluation metric in 
semantic segmentation models, furthermore it can be modified to be used as a loss 
function to train the algorithms. It is defined as two times the intersection of the 
ground truth mask and the predicted mask over the sum of the area of each region 
(Harouni & Baghmaleki, 2021).

Dice �
� �
�

2 A B
A B

 (11)

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND COMPARISONS

The interpretability of the CNNs is a problem in comparing CNN performance (A. 
Singh et al., 2020). For the mentioned reason, some researchers present visualization 
methods as an alternative to generating credibility. One crucial tool is heat maps. 
(Ozturk et al., 2020) classifiy COVID-19 and uses heat maps to provide the best 
interpretability on CNN working. Also, other techniques include t-SNE (Arias-
Londono et al., 2020), class activation maps (Ucar & Korkmaz, 2020), and Grad-CAM 
(Liang et al., 2021; R. K. Singh et al., 2021). Transfer learning is the most common 
technique to classify images. Some researchers compare different state-of-the-art 
CNN. It is the case of (Majeed et al., 2020); they use twelve different architectures. 
For (Majeed et al., 2020) the Xception, InceptionResnetV2, and SqueezeNet 
networks are the best alternatives to classifying COVID-19 in a binary scenario. 
Also, they show the time that the CNN needs to learn as an essential parameter. In 
another case, (Apostolopoulos & Mpesiana, 2020) compare five networks using 
TL, showing as the best alternative the VGG19 network. (Nayak et al., 2021) tune 
different hyperparameters on eight CNNs as the trainable layers, epochs, batch 
size, learning rate, optimizer algorithm, etc. They show the best alternatives to the 
ResNet architectures.

(Pham, 2021) presents an important work in terms of comparison through 
comparing different networks to classify COVID-19 like COVIDGAN, CoroNet, 
DarkCOVIDNet, and state-of-the-art fine-tuned CNNs. Similar setups were used to 
the original studies in the experimental process. This work shows that the database 
update does not allow a perfect comparison. Alternately, (Horry et al., 2020) compare 
results of pre-trained CNNs like VGG16 but using X-Ray images and CT and 
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Ultrasound chest images to classify the COVID-19, other pneumonia, and healthy 
persons. In this case, the Ultrasound images provide the best CNN performance.

Table 1 presents a comparison of previous works showing the DL architectures, the 
classes considered, and the references. The comparison shows that many researchers 
used models to classify COVID-19 among other classes, such as Normal (without 
COVID-19), and Pneumonia (bacterial and viral). In addition, some works also try 
to include in the classification different types like MERS, SARS, Varicella, Edema, 
Effusion, Tuberculosis, among others. The accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, F1 
score, and others metrics validate the achieved experimental results. It is not easy to 
compare one result with the obtained by other researchers because some databases 

are constantly updated, and some researchers use data combinations. However, 

Table 1. Comparison of experimental results for COVID-19 classification using 
deep learning

Paper DL architectures Classes to classify Outstanding results

(Apostolopoulos 
& Mpesiana, 
2020)

•	VGG16 
•	MobileNetV2 
•	Inception 
•	Xception 
•	Inception-ResNet-v2

•	COVID-19 
•	Pneumonia 
•	Normal

MobileNetV2: 
•	Accuracy,	94.7%; 
•	Sensitivity,	98.7%; 
•	Specificity,	96.5%

(Ucar & 
Korkmaz, 2020)

COVID Diagnosis-Net 
(SqueezeNet based CNN)

•	COVID-19 
•	Pneumonia 
•	Normal

•	Accuracy,	98.3%; 
•	Sensitivity,	99.1%; 
•	FI,	98.3%

(Ozturk et al., 
2020)

Dark COVID-Net 
(Darknet-19 based CNN)

•	COVID-19	&	Normal 
•	COVID-19	&	Pneumonia	
& Normal

Binary accuracy, 98.1%

(Toğaçar et al., 
2020)

•	MobileNetV2 
•	SqueezeNet 
•	Social	Mimic	
optimization method 
•	SVM

•	COVID-19 
•	Pneumonia 
•	Normal

•	Overall	accuracy,	98.3% 
•	COVID-19	sensitivity,	
99.3% 
•	COVID-19	specificity,	
99.4%

(Pereira et al., 
2020)

•	KNN 
•	SVM 
•	MLP 
•	DT 
•	RF 
•	Hierarchical	Clus-HMC

•	COVID-19 
•	Normal 
•	MERS 
•	SARS 
•	Varicella 
•	Streptococcus 
•	Pneumocystis

•	COVID-19	F1	Score,	
83.3% (multiclass) 
•	COVID-19	F1	Score,	
88.8% (hierarchical)

(Apostolopoulos 
et al., 2020) MobileNetV2

•	COVID-19 
•	Edema 
•	Effusion 
•	Emphys 
•	Fibrosis 
•	Pneumonia 
•	Normal

Accuracy, 87.7% (all classes)

Continued on following page
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Paper DL architectures Classes to classify Outstanding results

(Waheed et al., 
2020)

•	ACGAN 
•	VGG16

•	COVID-19 
•	Normal

Using actual data: 
•	Sensitivity,	69.0%; 
•	Specificity,	95.0%; 
•	Accuracy,	85.0% 
 
Including synthetic images: 
•	Sensitivity,	95.0%; 
•	Specificity,	90.0%; 
•	Accuracy,	97.0%

(Khan et al., 
2020) CoroNet

•	COVID-19	&	Normal	
& Bacterial pneumonia & 
Viral pneumonia 
•	COVID-19	&	Pneumonia	
& Normal

•	Accuracy,	93.0%	(four	
classes) 
•	Accuracy,	95.0%	(three	
classes)

(Das et al., 2020) Truncated Inception Net

•	COVID-19 
•	Pneumonia 
•	Tuberculosis 
•	Normal

•	Accuracy,	99.96%	
(COVID-19 positive cases) 
•	AUC,	100%

(Toraman et al., 
2020) CapsNet

•	COVID-19	&	Normal 
•	COVID-19	&	Normal	&	
Pneumonia

•	Accuracy,	97.2%	(binary	
class) 
•	Accuracy,	84.2%	(multi	
class)

(Blain et al., 
2021)

•	U-Net 
•	DenseNet121 Lung segmentation

•	Accuracy,	78.5%	
(Diagnosing alveolar 
opacities) 
•	Accuracy,	90.7%	
(Diagnosing interstitial 
opacities)

(Horry et al., 
2020) VGG19

•	COVID-19 
•	Pneumonia 
•	Normal

•	Accuracy,	86%	(X-Ray) 
•	Accuracy,	100%	
(Ultrasound) 
•	Accuracy,	84%	(CT)

(King et al., 
2020)

Self-Organizing Feature 
Map

•	COVID-19 
•	Normal

Euclidean distance of 1.1 
between 1st and 2nd winning 
neurons

(Karar et al., 
2020)

•	VGG16 
•	ResNet50V2 
•	DenseNet169

•	COVID-19 
•	Normal 
•	Viral	pneumonia 
•	Bacterial	pneumonia

Accuracy, 99.9%

(Ohata et al., 
2021)

•	MobileNet 
•	DenseNet121 
•	Inception-ResNet-v2 
•	Bayes 
•	RF 
•	MLP 
•	KNN 
•	SVM

•	COVID-19 
•	Normal

MobileNet+SVM: 
•	Accuracy,	98.6% 
•	F1-score,	98.5% 

Continued on following page

Table 1. Continued
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Paper DL architectures Classes to classify Outstanding results

(Shorfuzzaman & 
Hossain, 2020) Siamese Network

•	COVID-19 
•	Pneumonia 
•	Normal

•	Accuracy,	95.6% 
•	AUC,	98.9%

(De Moura et al., 
2020) DenseNet161

•	COVID-19 
•	Pathological 
•	Normal 
•	Combinations

Accuracy, 90.3% 
COVID-19 & 
(Normal+Pathological)

(Nayak et al., 
2021)

•	AlexNet 
•	VGG16 
•	GoogleNet 
•	MobileNetV2 
•	SqueezeNet 
•	ResNet34 
•	ResNet50 
•	InceptionV3

•	COVID-19 
•	Normal

ResNet34: 
Accuracy, 98.3%

(Karakanis & 
Leontidis, 2021) CNN Designed

•	COVID-19	&	Normal 
•	COVID-19	&	Normal	&	
Bacterial pneumonia

Binary classification: 
•	Accuracy,	98.7% 
•	Sensitivity,	100% 
•	Specificity,	98.3%

(R. K. Singh et 
al., 2021)

•	VGG19 
•	VGG16 
•	ResNet50 
•	DenseNet161 
•	DenseNet169 
•	Naïve	Bayes

•	COVID-19 
•	Pneumonia 
•	Normal

Accuracy, 98.7%

(Sheykhivand et 
al., 2021)

•	GANs 
•	LSTM	Networks

•	Normal	&	COVID-19 
•	Normal	&	Pneumonia	
(Viral, Bacterial, 
COVID-19) 
•	Normal	&	COVID-19	
& (Viral Pneumonia, 
Bacterial Pneumonia) 
•	Normal	&	COVID-19	&	
Bacterial pneumonia 
•	Normal	&	COVID-19	&	
Viral pneumonia 
•	COVID-19	&	Bacterial	
pneumonia & Viral 
pneumonia

Binary accuracy, 99.5%

(Tuncer et al., 
2021) SVM

•	COVID-19 
•	Pneumonia 
•	Normal

Accuracy, 97.0%

(Elkorany & 
Elsharkawy, 
2021)

SqueezeNet and 
ShuffleNet CNN models 
for deep learned features 
extraction and multiclass 
SVM classifier.

•	COVID-19 
•	Normal 
•	Viral	pneumonia 
•	Bacterial	pneumonia

Accuracy: 
•	4	classes,	94.4% 
•	3	classes	(Normal,	
COVID- 19, Pneumonia), 
99.72% 
•	Binary	(COVID/non	
COVID), 100%

Continued on following page

Table 1. Continued
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Table 1 provides a reference point about how DL is working in the COVID-19 
classification. Deep learning models provide the best alternative to classify Chest 
X-Ray images. The most used are MobileNet, DenseNet, ResNet, VGG, and Inception 
families. Also, other works classify using models like CoroNet, CapsNet, or Siamese 
Network, among others. In some cases, the authors include traditional machine 
learning algorithms such as SVM, KNN, DT, RF, and other models. Table 2 shows 

Paper DL architectures Classes to classify Outstanding results

(Jin et al., 2021) Hybrid ensemble model 
(AlexNet+RelieF+SVM).

•	Normal 
•	Viral	pneumonia 
•	COVID-19

•	Accuracy	rate,	98.642	±	
0.398% 
•	Total	time	required	
for total classification in 
seconds,	5.917	±	0.001

(Albahli & Yar, 
2021)

•	NasNetLarge 
•	Xception 
•	InceptionV3 
•	Inception-ResNet-v2 
•	ResNet50

•	COVID-19 
•	Normal 
•	14	other	chest	diseases

First classifier 
•	Accuracy,	96.3% 
Second classifier 
•	Accuracy,	87.8%

(Nur-a-alam et 
al., 2021)

Fusion features 
(CNN+HOG) + VGG19 
pre-train model

COVID-19 Accuracy, 99.49%

(Uçar et al., 
2021)

DenseNet121 and 
EfficientNet B0 (Feature 
extraction) 
Bi-LSTM (classifier).

Two-stage classification: 
1st: Infected (COVID-19/ 
pneumonia) and not 
infected. 
2nd: COVID-19 and 
pneumonia.

Accuracy, 92.49%

(Bekhet et al., 
2021)

Light-weight deep CNN 
model

•	ARDS 
•	Chlamydophilia 
•	COVID-19 
•	E.	Coli 
•	Klebsiella 
•	Legionella 
•	No	Finding 
•	Pneumocystis 
•	SARS 
•	Streptococcus

•	Accuracy	X-Ray	images,	
96% 
•	Accuracy	CT	images,	
92.08%

(Rehman et al., 
2021)

ResNet50 for cloud 
service system.

•	COVID-19 
•	non-COVID Accuracy, 98%

(Arias-Garzón et 
al., 2021)

•	VGG19 
•	VGG16 
•	U-Net

•	COVID-19 
•	Normal	&	Other	chest	
diseases

•	Accuracy,	97% 
•	Dice	Coefficient,	96.5%

(Goyal & Singh, 
2021)

•	F-RNN-LSTM 
•	SVM 
•	ANN 
•	KNN 
•	Ensemble	classifier

•	Normal 
•	Bacterial	pneumonia 
•	Viral	pneumonia

•	Accuracy,	95.04% 
•	Training	and	detection	
time in seconds, 1289

Table 1. Continued
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a comparison between different deep learning architectures using the same data 
(Cohen) and shows promising results using similar conditions. These results allow 
comparing between works. However, it is not a typical results comparison due to the 
differences in databases. However, to obtain the best models is essential to use all 
data available. Moreover, in many cases is not possible to compare directly with some 
other works because these old works generally do not use the same available data.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

As seen throughout this chapter, the efforts to classify COVID-19 in X-Ray images 
have been considerable, achieving accurate classification results. However, there are 
still research opportunities in this area. Initially, although there are many models 
for classification with good results, there is still a lack of studies on the actual 
application of these models in a clinical setting. Therefore, it is recommended to 

apply these models in health institutions, where there is access to X-Ray images, 
following detection protocols with the proposed DL models and evaluating with 
the already established tests, in order to have information on the feasibility of the 
studies already carried out in images from different sources.

Additionally, in order to support the health professional and give more robustness 
to the developed algorithms, it is recommended to highlight the symptoms that are 
attributed to COVID-19, and that can be observed in the same X-Ray images. Even 
there are works where strategies like using heatmaps to provide the best interpretability 
on CNN working (Arias-Garzón et al., 2021; Ozturk et al., 2020), it doesn’t mean 
the models are focusing specifically on the zones where the symptoms are presented. 
Thus, strategies like lung segmentation (Arias-Londono et al., 2020; Rajaraman et 
al., 2020; Tartaglione et al., 2020), are an excellent option to analyze only the zones 
with the visible symptoms. However, it is necessary to make an effort to create this 
database, with previous segmentation work made for specialized radiologists.

Table 2. DL model performance with the same dataset conditions

Deep learning architecture Accuracy [%] Precision [%] Recall [%] F1 score [%]

U-Net+VGG19 (Arias-Garzón et al., 
2021) 99.06 99.07 99.06 99.06

CoroNet (Khan et al., 2020) 99.00 98.30 99.30 98.50

VGG19 (Apostolopoulos & Mpesiana, 
2020) 98.75 93.27 92.85 93.06
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Furthermore, it is recommended to use the medical records from patients who 
underwent radiographs and had a positive COVID-19 test result. These data can be 
the time of admission to the hospital, time of discharge, the severity of the disease, 
symptoms, and whether the patient died or not. This information can be used to 
improve the performance of the algorithms for classification, and make predictions. 
For example, to estimate the probability that the patient will present severe symptoms, 
or the probability of death of a patient. The above examples are just a few possibilities 
of what could be done with the data; it depends on each researcher’s motivation. 
Likewise, it is a good idea to combine the images with clinical information, of which 
there are large amounts, and sometimes it is ignored.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

This chapter focused on a compilation of information about the different methodologies 
for early detection of COVID-19. Due to the damage that the disease can cause to 
the lungs and the various deaths caused worldwide, different diagnostic tests have 
been currently carried out that although their accuracy is high as is the PCR test, with 
a sensitivity of up to 97%, the time and professionals needed for its interpretation 
are not, since this process takes hours. So, the Chest X-Ray for the study of the 
disease is usually used by radiologists to monitor the severity of the disease. Still, 
in all countries, these professionals with the necessary knowledge to interpret these 
images are limited. CAD can help mitigate this scenario by integrating a diagnostic 
model for the disease into the systems. It can reduce the workload of clinics and 
increase reliability and quantitative analysis. Furthermore, because its output is 
instantaneous, it would help optimize diagnostic processes.

A current challenge is the presence of medical devices, such as endotracheal tubes 
presenting in intubated patients in ICU, electrodes, pacemakers, etc., as they can 
bias the model to identify patients with such devices as positive COVID-19; also, 
it is necessary to take into account the variability in the dimensions of the images 
and ensure the anonymity of the patient whose X-Ray was captured. In addition to 
this, it is almost impossible to compare the results of many researchers due to the 
variability of the data, size, and device with which each database was taken. The 
most commonly used databases are BIMCV-COVID19+, BRIXIA, ML Hannover, 
Cancer Image Archive, COVID Data Save lives, and IEEE8023. Also, there are 
different complementary databases with more classes including Padchest, BIMCV-
COVID, CheXpert, RSNA and Chest X-Ray Images. On the other hand, there are 
three sets of lung segmentation databases: Montgomery dataset, JSTR, and NIH. 
These provide the Rx image and its respective mask.
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As the data are collected in real-time, from different devices and acquisition 
conditions, pre-processing can help to improve the models. As an initial step, images 
are resized to 224x224, as they are the most used dimensions in the literature. A 
normalization of the data can reduce the variability presented among datasets from 
different sources. In addition, Fuzzy Color algorithms are useful for image analysis 
and separate the original information into various representations. Usually, COVID-19 
datasets present imbalance in their databases, so a well-known solution is data 
augmentation which consists in taking an image of the data and generate a “duplicate.” 
Some of the most common transformations used are rotation, flipping, cropping, 
shearing, elastic distortion, brightness variation and the addition of Gaussian noise. 
On the other hand, Generative Networks are a new DL tool to generate new images 
using two discriminators to create a new image. After the processing stage, Deep 
learning models provide the best alternative for classifying Chest X-Ray images. 
And the most widely used are MobileNet, DenseNet, ResNet, VGG, and Inception 
families in the feature extraction stage of transfer learning. Most authors propose 
their CNNs based on state-of-the-art convolutional neural networks, e.g., CoroNet 
and COVIDiagnosis-Net. In some cases, the authors include traditional machine 
learning algorithms such as SVM, KNN, DT, RF, and other models.

A contribution and method employed by several researchers for eliminating 
insignificant data in Rx images is the task of segmenting the lung region of a Chest 
X-Ray, where the most common DL architecture for this task is U-Net. Another 
technique to improve image quality and commonly employed for various cases of 
real-time imaging is Histogram Equalization. Improves image quality and detail, 
which enhances image brightness and contrast, provides better quality images. 
Gamma Correction, on the other hand, improves pattern recognition and the quality 
of digital image processing. Lastly, Local Phase-Based Image Enhancement consists 
of extracting three-phase features from the image. This technique brings out elements 
that are not visible in X-Ray images, providing a solution for the variation of the 
intensity of radiographs caused by morphological differences between patients and 
acquisition machine parameters.

For efficiency in artificial intelligence algorithms, quantitative methods are 
used to evaluate training and performance, such as Precision, Recall, F1 Score, 
Specificity, and the Roc curve are used to assess the performance of a DL model. 
On the other hand, the IoU metric allows to compare the authentic and predicted 
masks, which is helpful for lung segmentation processes, and finally the Dice 
Coefficient which like the IoU metric, the coefficient is used as an evaluation 
metric in semantic segmentation models, and can be used to evaluate the loss. When 
interpreting the data obtained, we found a very often used tool, called heat maps, 
because heat maps illustrate the area of higher concentration in the radiographs of 
patients with COVID-19 than the area in which the disease is not seen, and other 
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techniques such as t-SNE, class activation maps, and Grad-CAM are used. Deep 
learning models provide the best alternative for classifying Chest X-Ray images. 
And the most widely used are MobileNet, DenseNet, ResNet, VGG, and Inception 
families in the feature extraction stage of transfer learning. Most authors propose 
their CNNs based on state-of-the-art convolutional neural networks, e.g., CoroNet 
and COVIDiagnosis-Net. In some cases, the authors include traditional machine 
learning algorithms such as SVM, KNN, DT, RF, and other models.

Finally, it can only be said that studies on the actual application of these models 
in real-time cases are still lacking. So, it is recommended to apply these in health 
institutions, where there is access to Rx images and evaluate with the different 
metrics already established, to have information about the feasibility of the studies 
performed on images from other sources. It should be validated at the same time by 
the dermatologist to verify its accuracy and recommended to use the data associated 
with patients who undergo radiographs and have a positive result of COVID-19. 
This data can be used at the time of admission to the hospital, discharge time, patient 
severity, presenting symptoms, and whether or not the patient died.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Artificial Intelligence: Artificial Intelligence refers to the set of algorithms or 
computational methods that aim to give computers the characteristics or abilities 
of human intelligence.

Chest X-Ray: A Chest X-Ray is an image of the internal structures of the patient’s 
chest that is captured using radiation.

Classification: In the context of Deep Learning applications, a classification 
task consists of assigning a label to each sample of the input data based on the 
learned features and relationships. In this chapter, the classification task consists 
of assigning a Chest X-Ray image the label “Positive for COVID-19” or “Negative 
for COVID-19”.

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN): It is a type of deep learning model 
commonly used for image-related tasks. It uses the mathematical operation of 
convolution to extract features from images. In this chapter the models developed 
are based on CNN.

COVID-19: A respiratory disease, caused by the SARS-CoV-2 virus, that spreads 
rapidly through saliva droplets or discharge from the nose. The most common 
symptoms are fever, dry cough, and fatigue.

Deep Learning: Deep Learning corresponds to a subset of Artificial Intelligence 
techniques that comprises models based on artificial neural networks.

Semantic Segmentation: In the context of Deep Learning applications and image 
processing, semantic segmentation consists of assigning a label to each pixel in the 
image, which returns a segmentation mask for each input image. In this chapter, the 
labels for the semantic segmentation task are “Lung” and “Background”.
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ABSTRACT

The diagnosis and the study of the evolution of COVID-19 is crucial to tackle the 
challenge that this disease represents for healthcare services. Chest x-ray imaging 
allows us to visualize the pulmonary regions, where COVID-19 causes its main 
affectation. In order to reduce the risk of cross-contamination, a crucial aspect 
in the pandemic, portable chest x-ray devices are advantageous being easier to 
decontaminate in comparison with the fixed machinery, despite offering a lower image 
quality. Furthermore, the recent emergence of COVID-19 implies a data scarcity 
that must be tackled. In this chapter, the authors present the analysis of a strategy 
that generates novel synthetic portable chest x-ray images using the CycleGAN, an 
architecture for image translation that is trained with unpaired data. The novel set 
of images is then added to the original dataset, improving the performance of the 
classification model.
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INTRODUCTION

The COVID-19 is a pathology that can affect several parts of the body, while its 
main affectation is located on the respiratory tissues. The pathogen that causes this 
disease is known as SARS-CoV-2, a type of coronavirus, which is highly contagious, 
reason why it was rapidly spread worldwide forcing the World Health Organization to 
declare the COVID-19 as a global pandemic in 12th March 2020 (Ciotti et al., 2020). 
Currently, more than 242 million confirmed cases alongside more than 4.9 million 
deaths were reported worldwide (Coronavirus Resource Center, Johns Hopkins, 
2020). There are several techniques to diagnose the COVID-19 but the gold-standard 
is the RT-PCR test (Tahamtan & Ardebili, 2020). However, it could be interesting 
for clinicians to have more information than the simple diagnostic provided by this 
technique. The main affectation of the COVID-19 is located in the pulmonary area 
and, therefore, chest X-ray imaging can be very useful to visualize this region to 
diagnose the pathology, to study its severity and to understand its evolution (Jacobi 
et al., 2020), as it has been widely used in the last decades to diagnose other typical 
pulmonary diseases and detect pathological structures as is the case, for example, 
of the pneumonia (Fiszman et al., 2000), the tuberculosis (Van Cleeff et al., 2005), 
the fibrosis (Puderbach et al., 2007) or the lung nodules (Wei et al., 2002). In the 
context of the COVID-19, this image modality can be used as a complement to the 
diagnostic result of the RT-PCR. With all these ideas into account, we can conclude 
that chest X-ray emerges as a powerful approach to visualize the affection of this 
pulmonary disease. Despite its lower quality in comparison with other advanced 
methods, as the Computerized Tomography (CT) (Hayden & Wrenn, 2009), the chest 
X-ray captures are easier and cheaper to perform. On the other hand, as the SARS-
CoV-2 is easily spread, it is very important to decontaminate the capture devices. 
In the same way, many patients are bedridden and, therefore, it is impossible for 
them to move to the radiology room. To solve these problematics, radiologists are 
recommended to use portable chest X-ray devices instead of the fixed machinery 
(Kooraki et al., 2020), as this kind of devices are easier to decontaminate and can 
be moved to where the patient is placed. However, in some cases, clinicians could 
decide to use more advanced techniques that provide a more detailed visualization of 
the pulmonary regions if it is necessary, in order to have a more precise localization 
of the pathological structures, despite the higher cost and difficulty of the captures. 
This is the case of the CT, that provide a 3-dimensional visualization of the captured 
region.

With the aim to reduce the workload of the healthcare services, the development 
of computer-aided diagnosis systems (CAD) is very relevant (Doi, 2007). To do so, 
in the last years, the deep learning strategies have emerged as powerful techniques 
to solve medical imaging problems very effectively (Suzuki, 2017). However, there 
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are some challenges to tackle when dealing with image modalities as CT or chest 
X-ray. First of all, the inferior level of detail and quality of the chest X-ray images 
implies that find representative patterns of the pathological affectation is more 
difficult (aspect that is even more accused in the case of the captures provided by 
the portable chest X-ray devices). Secondly, in the case of the CT images, despite 
the higher quality and higher detail of the captures, the methods are inherently 
more complex to develop. A CT image is a conjunction of different X-ray images 
that are captured with different angles. Then, this set of different captures can be 
merged to create a 3-dimensional representation, in this case, of the chest, where 
each X-ray capture represents a 2-dimensional slice. The difficulty of the analysis 
process mainly emerges from the fact that only certain slices are useful to perform 
a study of the affectation of the disease. Therefore, one part of the methodological 
proposal must be to remove all the slices that are useless for the process. Moreover, 
both biomedical image modalities are affected by the issue of data scarcity. Deep 
learning models need datasets with large-scale dimensionality to be trained and 
provide effective results. However, it is well-known that in many biomedical imaging 
domains, the data scarcity is a very important problematic to deal with. In the case 
of the COVID-19, that has emerged very recently in contrast with other common 
pulmonary diseases, the aspect of data scarcity is even more important.

In this chapter, we explore a methodology developed for the automatic COVID-19 
screening using chest X-ray images captured using with portable devices, providing 
the expert clinicians an automatic tool to reduce their workload in the global 
pandemic. Due to the recently emergence of this disease, the available data used 
for training the classification models is scarce. To overcome that data scarcity, the 
methodology can be splitted in 2 different parts. The first step performs a synthetic 
image generation with the CycleGAN, an image translation model (i.e., a model 
that can convert images from a source scenario to another different target scenario) 
considering 4 different configurations for the generative models: an Unet-128 (Unet 
with 7 downsampling blocks), Unet-256 (Unet with 8 downsampling blocks), ResNet-6 
(ResNet with 6 residual blocks) and ResNet-9 (ResNet with 9 residual blocks). 
Then, this set of generated images is added to original dataset. For the second step 
of the methodology, the augmented dataset is used to train the screening model, 
while the test is performed using only original images. Apart from data scarcity, 
the screening models must deal with the lower quality and lower level of detail of 
the images provided by the portable chest X-ray devices, in contrast with the fixed 
machinery. The methodology proposed on that work provides a reliable and robust 
method for COVID-19 screening despite the mentioned issues.

This chapter is structured as follows: The Background section talks about the 
techniques that can be found on the state of the art for COVID-19 screening or related 
tasks using chest X-ray and chest CT images, as well as some works that develop 
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methodologies for image generation as data augmentation strategies. The Synthetic 
Image Generation and COVID-19 Screening with The Augmented Dataset section 
describes the dataset used for the development of the reference work, the proposed 
methodology, the experimental validation design and the obtained results with their 
correspondent discussion. The Solutions and Recommendations section proposes 
some of the possible solutions to tackle the problematics that appeared during the 
progress of the developed methodology. The Future Research Directions talks about 
the possible directions that could be follow in the research line that is related with 
this chapter, as the applications of synthetic image generation for biomedical imaging 
analysis. Finally, in Conclusion, we talk about the most important facts extracted 
from the analyzed topic and the studied methodology.

BACKGROUND

As chest X-ray and CT imaging are useful to diagnose a variety of diseases, many 
efforts have been done to develop CAD systems able to help clinicians while 
using this kind of biomedical imaging modalities, using classical computer vision 
techniques and classical machine learning strategies. As reference, the work from 
(Kumar et al., 2014) obtains a set of features from Gabor filtering that are then 
used as input for a classification model, which in this case is a Support Vector 
Machine (Cortes & Vapnik, 1995), with the aim of distinguishing between normal 
and pulmonary edema. The contribution of (Novo et al., 2015) proposes the use 
of the central adaptive medialness (Krissian et al., 2000), which is a method for 
detecting tubular structures in 3D images, for selecting lung nodule candidates on 
CT images. In another proposal (Novo et al., 2014), the authors used a dataset of 
thoracic CT images to perform a reliable lung segmentation using different region 
growing approaches, including the juxtapleural nodules. The work from (Yan et 
al., 2012) proposes the development of a methodology for the lung segmentation 
task using chest X-ray images with the support of landmarks learned from manual 
annotation. The proposal of (Gonçalves et al., 2017) extracts a set of features from 
a nodular image region that is used as the input of classical machine learning 
classifier methods as Support Vector Machines and k Nearest Neighbors (Hwang 
& Wen, 1998) to compute the malignancy likelihood of a lung nodule. In this case, 
the authors use the dataset Lung Image Database Consortium (Armato III et al., 
2011), that is composed of both CT and chest X-ray images.

With regards to data scarcity, many contributions have addressed the possible 
approaches to tackle this very relevant problematic. The most conventional data 
augmentation techniques are based on applying trivial transformations on images as 
random rotations or translations, among many other possible kinds of transformations 
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(Wang et al., 2017). However, these data augmentation strategies can be insufficient 
to represent the notable variability of a specific medical imaging domain. In the 
last years, many works have proposed the image generation as a powerful data 
augmentation technique. Particularly, the Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) 
are one of the most used network architectures for image generation (Creswell et al., 
2018). One specific GAN architecture is the Cycle Consistent Adversarial Network, 
often denoted as CycleGAN (Zhu et al., 2017). The CycleGAN is an image translation 
model which is able to convert images from a scenario A to its hypothetical version 
in a scenario B and vice versa. The motivation of using the CycleGAN in this 
problem is due to the fact that this model is able to deal with unpaired datasets, in 
contrast with other translation models that are specifically designed for paired data. 
In the context of the chest X-ray imaging, GAN models have been used to solve 
data scarcity problems in some specific cases. As reference, the work from (Zhang 
et al., 2020) uses a GAN to perform organ segmentation in chest X-ray images 
in an unsupervised manner. The contribution of (Xu et al., 2020) uses GANs to 
recover high resolution chest X-ray images from low resolution images in a super-
resolution fashion. The work from (Malygina et al., 2019) demonstrates the use of 
the CycleGAN to improve the pathology prediction in several different scenarios 
as pneumonia or fibrosis. With regards to the topic of this chapter, the work from 
(Morís et al., 2021a) demonstrates the suitability of image translation in the context 
of the COVID-19 screening using images provided by portable chest X-ray devices.

In the case of the automatic screening using chest CT imaging datasets, there are 
relevant contributions of CAD systems to help clinicians in the diagnostic processes. 
As reference, the work from (Xie et al., 2019) uses deep learning for lung nodule 
classification in 2 different classes, benignant and malignant, obtaining an accuracy 
of 91.60% and an AUC of 95.70%. The contribution of (Shadmi et al., 2018) proposes 
a deep learning strategy for coronary calcium segmentation, an important biomarker 
to measure the severity of cardiovascular diseases. The proposal of (Li et al., 2019) is 
developing a method for a fast pneumotorax detection in chest CT images, obtaining 
a 100% of sensitivity and an 82.5% of specificity. There are also other works that 
propose methods for image generation, to improve the performance of the screening 
systems. As reference, the work from (Han et al., 2019) uses a deep model based 
on the GAN paradigm to generate synthetic chest CT images with lung nodules. 
On the other hand, with regards to the main topic of this chapter, there are also 
many interesting works that proposes methods for COVID-19 detection and image 
generation working with chest CT images. As reference, the work from (Zheng et 
al., 2020) uses weakly-supervised deep learning models to detect COVID-19 in chest 
CT images, obtaining a ROC AUC of 0.959. Furthermore, the work from (Acar et 
al., 2021) tackles the problem of data scarcity using a GAN architecture to improve 
the performance of the COVID-19 screening in chest CT images.
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On the other hand, many contributions have addressed other important tasks 
directly or indirectly related with COVID-19 screening on chest X-ray datasets. As 
reference, the work from (Vidal et al., 2021) uses a transfer learning framework to 
reuse the knowledge extracted from other different and well-known domain with a 
great number of samples to adapt it to the COVID-19 chest X-ray imaging domain, 
where data is much more scarce, in order to perform a reliable lung segmentation. The 
work from (Basu et al., 2020) uses transfer learning to develop a reliable automatic 
COVID-19 screening method. The contribution of (Misra et al., 2020) uses an 
ensemble of 3 different ResNet pretrained models to classify in 3 different classes: 
Normal, Pneumonia and COVID-19. (De Moura, Novo, et al., 2020) developed a 
methodology to perform an automatic COVID-19 screening using publicly available 
data of chest X-ray imaging. The work of (De Moura, García, et al., 2020) proposes 
the use of a classification model for the COVID-19 screening, considering a dataset 
of chest X-ray images captured with portable devices. Moreover, the work of (Morís 
et al., 2021b) proves the utility of adding a novel set of synthetic images generated 
with the method proposed on the above-mentioned work from the same authors, 
to the original dataset in the context of the COVID-19 screening. A work from the 
same authors (Morís et al., 2021c) proves the potential of training with a larger 
amount of portable chest X-ray imaging data.

SYNTHETIC IMAGE GENERATION AND COVID-19 
SCREENING WITH THE AUGMENTED DATASET

In order to develop this methodology, the authors used a portable chest X-ray 
imaging dataset provided by the Radiology Service of the Complexo Hospitalario 
Universitario de A Coruña (CHUAC). In this line, the authors used a private 
dataset provided by a local public hospital institution, the Complexo Hospitalario 
Universitario de A Coruña (CHUAC). This dataset is divided in 3 different classes: 
Normal, Pathological and COVID-19. The class Normal is composed of patients 
without signs of pulmonary affectation that, however, can present other kinds of 
pathologies. The class Pathological is composed of patients that present pulmonary 
affectation caused by pulmonary pathologies different from COVID-19, but with 
compatible symptomatology. Lastly, the COVID-19 class refers to all the genuine 
COVID-19 cases. Examples of these images for each class are depicted in Figure 
1. The dataset is balanced as is composed of 240 Normal cases, 240 Pathological 
cases and 240 COVID-19 cases. The images have variable resolutions that can be 
1523 X 1904, 1526 X 1753, 1526 X 1754, 1526 X 1910, 949 X 827, 950 X 827 and 
950 X 833 pixels. Those images were provided by 2 different models of portable 
chest X-ray devices: the Agfa dr100E GE and the Optima Rx200.
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With regards to the proposed methodology itself, that is schematically described 
in Figure 2, the process is divided in 2 different parts where the first part of the 
methodology is in charge of the synthetic image generation that is performed using an 
image translation model (and is described in detail in Subsection Image Generation 
for Data Augmentation) and where the second part of the methodology uses the 
novel set of synthetic images to artificially increase the size of the original input 
dataset (and is described in detail in Subsection Automatic Screening).

Figure 1. Representative examples for each class of the dataset (a) Normal sample 
(b) Pathological sample (c) COVID-19 sample

Figure 2. Overview of the methodology for data augmentation and COVID-19 
screening using portable chest X-ray images; The first part performs the image 
generation while the second part performs the automatic COVID-19 Screening
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Image Generation for Data Augmentation

The CycleGAN is composed of 2 different generative models (GAB and GBA) and 2 
different discriminative models (DA and DB). Its schematical representation can be 
seen in Figure 3. The model GAB is trained to translate images from a domain A to its 
correspondent representation in domain B. On the other side, the model GBA is trained 
to translate images from a domain B to a domain A. In addition, the discriminative 
model DA is trained to distinguish original images from domain A and fake images 
generated by GBA while the discriminative model DB is trained to distinguish original 
images from domain B and fake images generated by GAB. Therefore, the image 
translation is performed in 3 different scenarios: the first one converts from Normal 
to Pathological and vice versa, the second one converts from Normal to COVID-19 
and vice versa while the third one converts from Pathological to COVID-19 and 
vice versa. Moreover, in the case of the considered reference work, authors used 4 
different configurations for the generative model: Unet-128, Unet-256, ResNet-6 
and ResNet-9 (those that were allowed by the CycleGAN original implementation). 
With regards to the discriminative models, a 70 X 70 PatchGAN is used as the 
architecture in both cases. Thanks to the implementation of the CycleGAN, both 
generative and discriminative models are trained simultaneously for the 2 possible 
pathways on each case.
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When all models are trained, GAB and GBA can be used to perform the image 
translations. Therefore, if we consider the class Normal as the domain A and the 
class Pathological as the domain B, the model GAB is able to convert Normal images 
to their Pathological version while the model GBA converts the Pathological images 
to their Normal version. The same idea applies for the other remaining 2 scenarios. 
The CycleGAN is complex to train, needing the definition of several different types 
of losses. With regards to this, there are 2 loss definitions: the adversarial loss and the 
cycle consistency loss. The adversarial loss is computed using the least-square loss 
to compare the predicted and the expected output. The expression of the adversarial 
loss is shown in Equation 1:

L G D A B E D G aGAN AB B a p a B ABdata
� � � � � �� � �� ��

��
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��� �, , ,

~
1
2

 (1)

where a denotes a particular original image that belongs to domain A and the 
generative model GAB and the discriminative model DB are used as reference,

Figure 3. Overall description of the CycleGAN architecture for image generation; 
In this schematic representation, the class Normal is assumed as the domain A and 
the class COVID-19 is assumed as the class B
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In addition, the discriminative models must be trained to minimize the expression 
stated in Equation 2 taking the case of DB as reference and considering b as an 
original image that belongs to domain B:
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On the other hand, the model defines the cycle consistency loss. This expression 
adds 2 weight values, 𝜆A and 𝜆B. The weight value 𝜆A refers to the path that converts 
images from domain A to domain B and then to domain A again while the weight 
𝜆B refers to the path that converts images from domain B to domain A and then to 
domain B again. The expression of the cycle consistency loss is stated in Equation 3:
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Given an original image a from the domain A the idea of cycle consistency is 
that, if we convert that image to the domain B using the generative model GAB and, 
afterwards, we use that output as the input of the generative model GBA to convert 
the synthetic image from the domain B to the domain A, the final output image 
(denoted as Cycle A) must be the same as the original a. In other words, this means 
that a must be equal to Cycle A = GBA(GAB(a)).

Finally, the used implementation of the CycleGAN also uses another loss 
expression, which is known as identity loss. This loss value is used to prevent the 
model to perform undesired transformations on images. Given an image a from 
the domain A, the idea of identity loss is that, if we use that image as the input of 
the generative model GBA, the model should obtain the same exact image (that can 
be denoted as idt_A). In other words, this means that a must be equal to idt_A = 
GBA(a). Considering all these aspects, the identity loss is expressed as can be seen 
in Equation 4.

L G G E G a a Eidt AB BA A B a p a BA A idt bdata
, , , ·� � � �� � � � � ��� �� �� �~

|| ||
1 ~~

|| ||p b AB B idtdata
G b b� � � � ��� ��1 · ·� �  

(4)

where 𝜆idt gives a weight value to the identity loss in the final objective expression. 
With all the loss functions defined, the joint expression is shown in Equation 5.
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Therefore, to update the networks weights, the expression defined in Equation 
6 must be optimized:

G G arg min max L G G D DAB BA G G D D AB BA A B A B idt
AB BA A B

* *, , , , , , ,
, ,

� � �� � �  (6)

Other important training detail is that all the input images are resized to 256 X 
256 X 3. Moreover, the CycleGAN models are all trained during 250 epochs with 
the Adam algorithm (Kingma & Ba, 2014) and a mini-batch size of 1. In terms of the 
optimization algorithm parameters, the authors use a constant value of learning rate 
of α=0.0002. Finally, an important aspect that must be noted is that all the images 
of the input dataset were used with the aim of training the CycleGAN models.

Automatic Screening

For the second part of the methodology, the new set of synthetic images is added 
to the training set of the COVID-19 screening. Therefore, the model is trained with 
a higher amount of data while the test is performed using only original images, 
in order to have a fair comparison against previous state of the art methods. The 
automatic COVID-19 screening is performed to prove 2 different hypotheses. First 
of all, it is used to measure the separability among the synthetic images generated 
for the 3 different above-mentioned scenarios (i.e., Normal vs Pathological, Normal 
vs COVID-19 and Pathological vs COVID-19). The second hypothesis to prove is 
that using the novel set of synthetic images can improve the performance of the 
screening model.

In order to develop this COVID-19 screening method, the reference work adapts 
the training details designed for a previous approach. Particularly, for the classification 
task, authors use a Densely Connected Convolutional Network (DenseNet) as the 
network architecture (Huang et al., 2017), more precisely, a DenseNet-161. All 
screening models were trained during 200 epochs, optimizing with the Stochastic 
Gradient Descent Algorithm (SGD) (Ketkar, 2017) and a constant learning rate of 
α = 0.01 with a first-order momentum of 0.9. Moreover, a mini-batch size of 4 was 
used, the input dataset is randomly splitted in 3 different sets, using a 60% of the 
samples for training, 20% of the samples for validation and the remaining 20% of 
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the samples for test and the training process is conducted 5 times. To have a global 
metric representative of the models behavior, given the values of the 5 repetitions, the 
mean and the standard deviation are obtained. Furthermore, the loss function used 
to train the screening model was the cross-entropy, which is defined in Equation 7:

L Y log Y� � � �·   (7)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To validate the methodology, authors made a qualitative analysis of the generated 
synthetic images and they performed 5 different experiments with the automatic 
screening method as well as an additional sixth experiment, that are briefly described 
below:

•	 1st experiment: validates the separability between the class Normal and the 
class Pathological using only generated images.

•	 2nd experiment: performs the separability validation between the class 
Normal and the class COVID-19 using only generated images.

•	 3rd experiment: studies the separability between the class Pathological and 
the class COVID-19 using only generated images.

•	 4th experiment: the screening model is trained with the augmented dataset 
(composed of both original and generated images) but tested only with 
original images to separate between the class NON-COVID-19 (that merges 
the class Normal with the class Pathological) and the class COVID-19.

•	 5th experiment: ablation study to understand the behavior of the screening 
model given the number of generated images.

•	 6th experiment: qualitative analysis of the synthetic generated images.

To make the experimental validation, authors used metrics that are usually used 
in the state of the art. Denoting TP as True Positives, TN as True Negatives, FP as 
False Positives and FN as False Negatives, accuracy is expressed in Equation 8, 
recall is stated in Equation 9, precision is shown in Equation 10 and F1-Score can 
be seen in Equation 11.

Accuracy TP TN
TP FP TN FN

�
�

� � �
 (8)
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Recall TP
TP FN

�
�

 (9)

Precision TP
TP FP

�
�

 (10)

F Score Precision Recall
Precision Recall

1 2� �
�

·
·

 (11)

Moreover, authors complement the experimental validation with the correct 
classification and the misclassification ratios obtained from confusion matrices 
representative of each experiment and each generative model configuration.

1st Experiment: Separability Between Normal 
and Pathological (Only Generated Images)

Considering the test results of the first experiment (that validates the separability 
between the generated Normal samples and the generated Pathological samples), 
in terms of accuracy, the screening models obtain a 95.83%, 97.92%, 100.00% and 
96.88% for each of the generative models configurations, respectively, Unet-128, 
Unet-256, ResNet-6 and ResNet-9. On the other hand, precision, recall and F1-Score 
of this first experiment are depicted in Figure 4. There, it can be seen that all metrics 
are equal or over 96% and, even in some cases, values are 100%, demonstrating the 
robustness of the method. Moreover, Figure 5 depicts the confusion matrices for 
the third experiment, where it can be seen that the correct classification ratios are 
satisfactory for both Normal class and Pathological class with all the 4 configurations, 
being higher or equal than 96% in all cases.
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Figure 4. Metrics values in the case Normal vs Pathological (separability among 
generated images) (a) Values obtained for the Normal class (b) Values obtained 
for the Pathological class
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2nd Experiment: Separability Between Normal 
and COVID-19 (Only Generated Images)

With regards to the test results of the second experiment, the separability between 
the Normal class and the COVID-19 class is proved, as it can be seen in Figure 
6. In particular, once again, all values are close to 100%. The same happens with 
regards to the accuracy values and, in the same order as in the previous case, the 
screening models obtained a 94.79%, 100.00%, 96.88% and 96.88%. For this case, 

Figure 5. Confusion matrices of the 1st experiment given the 4 CycleGAN configurations 
that were selected (a) Unet-128 (b) Unet-256 (c) ResNet-6 (d) ResNet-9
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the confusion matrices are shown in Figure 7 where it can be seen that the correct 
classification ratio is always higher or equal than 94% for both classes and with all 
the configurations.

Figure 6. Metrics values in the case Normal vs COVID-19 (using only generated 
images) (a) Metrics values obtained for the Normal class (b) Metrics values obtained 
for the COVID-19 class
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3rd Experiment: Separability Between Pathological 
and COVID-19 (Only Generated ImAges)

In terms of test results for the third experiment, Figure 8 has the metrics values for 
this experiment, showing that all cases are significantly close to 100% in a similar way 
as in the previous cases. Accuracy values have an identical behavior with a 98.96%, 
100.00%, 97.92% and 100.00% considering the same order as in the previous cases. 
The confusion matrices that are shown in Figure 9 depict similar results as those 
seen in previous experiments. The correct classification ratios are significantly high 
for both classes and for all the 4 configurations considered for the image generation.

Figure 7. Confusion matrices results achieved during the 2nd experiment showing 
the 4 CycleGAN configurations that were chosen (a) Unet-128 (b) Unet-256 (c) 
ResNet-6 (d) ResNet-9
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Figure 8. Metrics in the case Pathological vs COVID-19 (separability among 
generated images) (a) Normal class (b) COVID-19 class
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4th Experiment: Separability Between NON-
COVID-19 and COVID-19 (Augmented Dataset)

Finally, the fourth experiment is the one that trains with the augmented dataset. In 
this experiment, the Normal class and the Pathological class are merged together to 
create a new NON-COVID-19 class, while the original COVID-19 class remains the 
same. For this last experiment, test results demonstrate that the automatic COVID-19 
screening performed using the augmented dataset can obtain considerably acceptable 
results. The best effectiveness is obtained when generating the novel set of images 
configuring the generative model with the ResNet-9, obtaining an accuracy of 
98.61%. More detailed results are shown in Figure 10, in terms of precision, recall 
and F1-Score. There it can be seen that, in an identical way as in the previous 
cases, all metrics are significantly close to 100%. Furthermore, in terms of correct 
classification ratios, values are higher or equal than 96% in all cases, for both classes 
and for all the considered configurations for image generation as it is shown in the 
confusion matrices of the Figure 11.

Figure 9. Confusion matrices results for the 3rd experiment with regards to the 4 
CycleGAN configurations that were taken into account (a) Unet-128 (b) Unet-256 
(c) ResNet-6 (d) ResNet-9
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With respect to the previous contribution of (De Moura, García, et al., 2020) 
that proposes the same architectural and training details but without generating 
synthetic images, there is a significant improvement from 90.27% to 98.61% in 
terms of accuracy. More detailed results can be seen in Figure 12 regarding recall, 
F1-Score and precision. For those results, it is remarkable the improvement in all 
metrics for both classes, but specially in the case of the COVID-19 class, as they 
improve from less than 90% to values considerably close to 100%.

Figure 10. Metrics values in the case NON-COVID-19 vs COVID-19 (training with 
the augmented dataset and testing with only original images) (a) Values achieved 
in the case of the NON-COVID-19 class (b) Values achieved in the case of the 
COVID-19 class
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Figure 11. Confusion matrices results obtained during the 4th experiment with respect 
to the 4 CycleGAN configurations that were chosen for this work (a) Unet-128 (b) 
Unet-256 (c) ResNet-6 (d) ResNet-9
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5th Experiment: Impact of the Number of Used Generated 
Images on the Performance of the Screening Model

Moreover, authors conducted 5 additional experimental tests to prove the impact on 
the performance of the number of used generated images. In particular, they analyzed 
the performance while using the 0% of the whole set of generated images, the 20% 
(288 images), the 40% (576 images), the 60% (864 images), the 80% (1152 images) 
and the 100% (1440 images). To do this, they only considered 1 configuration for 
image generation, the ResNet-9, the one that achieved the best performance for 
the fourth experiment. The results, that can be seen in Figure 13, clearly show that 
performance increases when the number of synthetic images is higher, while it starts 
to converge at about the 80%.

Figure 12. Metrics values comparison between 2 approaches: the screening with data 
augmentation (Morís et al., 2021b) and the screening without data augmentation 
(De Moura, García, et al., 2020). (a) Results in the case of the NON-COVID-19 
class (b) Results in the case of the COVID-19 class
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6th Experiment: Qualitative Analysis of 
the Synthetic Generated Images

With regards to the synthetic image generation, the image translation models are 
able to generate fully synthesized images with a realistic appearance and with 
representative patterns of the scenario that want to be modeled, as it can be seen 
in the examples depicted in Figure 14. The difference images show that the most 
remarkable differences are noticed in pulmonary regions. Thus, as models are able 
to recognize the most remarkable patterns of each class, they can compute the 
differences to have a proper representation of the image in the target domain. Once 
the novel set of generated images is available, it can be added to a small size dataset, 
to increase its dimensionality and improve the performance that the deep models 
could achieve training with that artificially augmented dataset.

Therefore, the method is able to not only generate realistic chest X-ray images, 
but also to generate useful samples for clinical uses without paired data. Moreover, 
the great differences in the pulmonary regions, which are the most important areas 
of the images representative of the disease affectation, demonstrate that the method 

Figure 13. Impact of the number of synthetic images on the automatic screening 
effectiveness
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is focused on clinical criteria rather than other possible artifacts or irrelevant regions 
of the images for the diagnostic process.

SOLUTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The proposed methods for image generation have some problems that could be 
tackled to improve the performance of the screening models. As is stated on the 
content of this chapter, the portable chest X-ray devices provide images with lower 
quality, aspect that could be mitigated with several techniques such as the super 
resolution to resize original images to a higher resolution without losing quality 
or other classical enhancement strategies. Other interesting approach would be to 
train an image translation model to convert images from portable devices to their 
hypothetical version if they were captured with fixed machinery, to improve their 
quality. On the other hand, to help models to focus on the most important parts of 
the input images, an interesting approach would be to apply a ROI mask for images 
to only obtain the pulmonary regions. Furthermore, authors specified that they 
use a resolution of 256 X 256 X 3, which is considerably small. This makes the 
development of automatic screening methods more challenging and especially in 
this case, as the resolution of the chest X-ray images is very important because the 
pathological affectation must be explored looking at the fine details.

Figure 14. Examples of generated images and the differences between the generated 
and the original version for the 3 different scenarios (Normal vs Pathological, 
Normal vs COVID-19 and Pathological vs COVID-19)
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Apart from these challenges, many chest X-ray images from this kind of datasets 
show artifacts related with elements that are placed on patients to do the captures, 
elements that are placed on patients due to their condition (like the tubes that most 
critical patients need for mechanical ventilation), as well as other artifacts such as 
implants or other foreign objects that can appear on images. An approach to tackle 
this problem is to remove those elements from images. In the same way, as the 
important elements related with COVID-19 affectation can be detected on lung 
regions, bones suppression on images can be very useful.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

Data scarcity is a challenging and well-known problem in the domain of biomedical 
imaging, not only for COVID-19 but also for many image modalities and for an 
important diversity of pathologies, especially when trying to train deep learning 
models, that need great amounts of data. Many efforts have been done in the direction 
of overcoming this data scarcity, developing several strategies as the application 
of traditional data augmentation techniques (such as random translations, rotations 
and other kind of linear and non-linear transformations), the transfer learning, the 
multi-task learning, the self-supervised learning or the weak supervised learning, 
among many others. In the last years, the focus has also been put on synthetic image 
generation, a powerful technique to artificially augment the size of the datasets, 
mitigating the data scarcity problem.

The Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) have been often used for image 
generation in recent contributions. However, most of the GAN implementations are 
initially tested on broad domain image datasets. Therefore, their strength dealing with 
biomedical imaging problems is less frequently proved. Nevertheless, this chapter 
shows that are some interesting works that deal with this problematic. In particular, 
for the topic of this chapter, they demonstrate that image generation is a powerful 
data augmentation to overcome data scarcity in the domain of the COVID-19 when 
using image modalities as the CT or the chest X-ray, even with low quality images. 
Thus, the most probable future research directions are focused on developing and 
proving the strength of image generation methods to overcome data scarcity in 
specific biomedical imaging domains, different from those described in this chapter 
and applied to a great variety of diseases.

On the other hand, as it is well-known, in contrast with a broad domain, a particular 
biomedical imaging domain always represents the similar reality. This means that 
models can learn better from the reality they are looking at, presumably obtaining 
greater results. Furthermore, in the context of GANs applied to biomedical imaging, 
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the image translation models are very relevant, especially those that can be trained 
without paired and registered data, as this kind of data is usually difficult to retrieve.

CONCLUSION

The COVID-19 disease has represented a great challenge for the whole humanity. 
Many efforts have been done to develop useful tools to tackle the dramatic situation 
of the healthcare services. One of the most important parts to mitigate the expansion 
of the pathogen that causes the COVID-19 is the early diagnose and the assessment 
of the evolution of the disease. There are several techniques to do so but, as the main 
affectation provoked by the coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 is located at the pulmonary 
regions, biomedical image modalities as chest X-ray are very useful to understand 
the severity of the disease on each moment. Chest X-ray imaging is a cheap and 
easy to perform diagnosis technique that allows clinicians to visualize the captured 
regions and, therefore, analyze the patterns that can be representative of different 
types of diseases. In the case of the COVID-19, considering the importance of 
cutting the chains of transmission, the decontamination of chest X-ray devices is a 
critical aspect. In that sense, the portable chest X-ray devices provide an alternative 
to fixed machinery, as they are easier to decontaminate.

The CAD systems have shown their utility in the last decades and specially in 
the last years with the raise of novel powerful strategies for biomedical imaging 
analysis. Particularly, the contributions of machine learning and, more precisely, the 
contributions of deep learning are remarkable in this field. These models are able 
to perform complex tasks directly dealing with raw data. During the COVID-19 
pandemic, this kind of systems are helpful for the clinicians to alleviate their 
workload, providing an automatic tool that also mitigates the subjectivity of the 
human experts. With regards to the chest X-ray image modality, deep models are 
able to directly deal with images of patients with suspected COVID-19 and extract 
the patterns that can conclude if that sample presents COVID-19 affectation or not, 
in a fully automatic way.

In this chapter, we analyzed the proposals of methods for portable chest X-ray 
image generation to improve the COVID-19 screening. To do so, we have taken into 
account a representative work from the state of the art. In that work, the methodology 
is splitted in 2 different modules. The first module generates the synthetic images 
using a CycleGAN architecture and considering 4 different configurations for the 
generative models. The CycleGAN architecture is used to do an image translation 
that can convert images from a source scenario to another target scenario. For the 
specific case of the reference work, the input dataset has 3 different classes: Normal, 
Pathological and COVID-19. Therefore, the translations are performed in 3 different 
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contexts: the context where Normal images are converted to their Pathological 
version and vice versa, the context where Normal images are converted to their 
COVID-19 version and vice versa, and the context where Pathological images 
are converted to their COVID-19 representation and vice versa. This novel set is 
characterized of having synthetic images very similar to real chest X-ray captures 
and representative of the variability of the domain. Thus, this means that image 
generation represents a more powerful strategy in comparison with the classical 
data augmentation techniques.

For the second part of the methodology, an automatic COVID-19 screening 
is performed. This part of the methodology is developed using a DenseNet-161 
architecture as the classification model. To prove the separability among the generated 
images, authors performed 3 different experiments, one for each translation scenario. 
Therefore, the first experiment is performed to validate the separability between 
the Normal and the Pathological class, the second experiment is performed to 
validate the separability between the Normal and the COVID-19 class and the third 
experiment is performed to validate the separability between the Pathological and 
the COVID-19 class. While these experiments are solely conducted using synthetic 
images, authors performed a fourth experiment using both original and synthetic 
images for training. In this case, they merge the Normal and the Pathological class 
to create a novel NON-COVID-19 class while the original COVID-19 class remains 
as the new COVID-19 class. To make a fair comparison with previous state of the 
art methods, they only add the novel set of generated samples in the training set. 
Therefore, the test is only performed with original images. Results show that there 
is a satisfactory separability between the generated images for all the considered 
scenarios. Furthermore, the fourth experiment proves that adding the novel set of 
synthetic images is useful to improve the automatic COVID-19 screening, obtaining 
an accuracy of 98.61% in contrast with the previous state of the art approach that 
only obtained a 90.27%. A fifth experiment was conducted to understand the impact 
of the number of generated images on the screening performance demonstrating 
that the effectiveness gets better when the amount of generated images is bigger. 
Finally, the sixth experiment performs the qualitative analysis of the generated 
synthetic images.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Chest X-Ray: Medical image modality that allows to visualize the inside of the 
thoracic region of a patient using a low dose of ionic radiation.

Computer-Aided Diagnosis: Systems that are developed to improve the 
comprehension of medical images and help clinicians to make decisions.

Computerized Tomography: Medical image modality that combines a set of 
X-ray slices to get a 3-dimensional representation of a particular studied region of 
the body.

Deep Learning: Type of machine learning strategies that allows to create 
powerful classification and regression models able to deal directly with raw data.

Image Translation: Algorithmic process that converts an image from a source 
domain to another different target domain (for example, convert the image of an 
orange to an image of an apple).

Portable X-Ray Devices: X-ray capturing devices that can moved to where the 
patients are placed.

Screening: Medical strategy that performs a diagnostic test on people that are 
considered healthy a priori with the aim to detect a possible disease on its mild stages.
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